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Ref: El8/0281/AS-02-056
By hand
30 April 2019
Highly confidential

Senior Property Officer
Property Services
Independent Commission Against Corruption
Level 7/2 55 Elizabeth Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000

Dear Sir/Madam
Request for Production of Documents dated 1 April 2019 (REQUEST)
We refer to the above Letter, a copy of which is included as Enclosure A for your easy reference.
As previously noted in our letter to you dated 25 February 2019 (Letter), all documents,
communications and all other records demanded or requested by ICAC under the terms of the
previously issued Notice to Attend and Produce Documents dated 11 February 2019 (Notice) and the
subsequent Request (together, Demanded Records) are confidential as between WSP and Roads and
Maritime Services (RMS). WSP does not wish, for that reason, to produce these Demanded Records.
As also noted in our Letter, WSP continues to object to production of these Demanded Records on the
basis that the Demanded Records could potentially incriminate WSP or its personnel.
Notwithstanding those objections, WSP continues to acknowledge that production of the Demanded
Records is compulsory and remains committed to complying fully with ICAC.
WSP wish to note that the terms of the Notice prevented the assistance of Nathan Chehoud or any
employee outside of the WSP legal team being sought. WSP trust ICAC would appreciate that
constraint of secrecy significantly hampered its ability to locate all documents in response to the Notice,
most notably documents saved by Mr Chehoud in a location other than on WSP's shared servers.
WSP now understand, post Mr Chehoud attending a recorded interview with ICAC on 22 March 2019,
that the assistance of Mr Chehoud in document production is no longer prohibited and is in fact
necessary to ensure full compliance with the Request, such compliance detailed below and in the
enclosed documents .
With reference to the unnumbered bullet points within the Request, we respond as follows:
1.

"the spreadsheet from Mr Chehoud' s personal laptop or the hard copy piece of paper on which
he wrote an independent assessment against the pre-agreed evaluation criteria for the
Maintenance Panel":
a.

No Demanded Records were found.

Level 27 , 680 George Street
Sydney NSW 2000
GPO Box 5394
Sydney NSW 2001
Tel: +61 2 9272 5100
Fax: +61 2 9272 5101
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b.

Mr Chehoud provides the following supplementary comments:
"The tender evaluation was carried out on October 9, 2017.
I cannot recall whether the tender evaluation committee members used a spreadsheet or
hard copy paper to record their independent assessments of the tenders against the
evaluation criteria.
I have searched for a spreadsheet with my independent assessment but have not located
such a spreadsheet. Th e same applies for a hard copy ofmy independent assessm ent.

It is unlikely that I would have deleted such an electronic file, if it existed. It is more likely
that tender evaluation committee members did their independent assessments in hard copy
and then the consensus scores were recorded in the consolidated spreadsheet.
I cannot comm ent on what would have been done with any independent hard copy
assessments after the consensus scores were recorded in the consolidated spreadsheet. "

c.

2.

3.

4.

Refer to Enclosure B for a copy of the consolidated spreadsheet "Tender Analysis.xlsx" to
which Mr Chehoud refers in his commentary above.

"any record, including any email communication between Mr Chehoud and Mr Soliman, or
between Mr Chehoud and WSP, in which Mr Chehoud advises that he needs to and/or is
withdrawing from work on the PSC Panel because of a conflict of interest":
a.

Refer to Enclosure C for all Demanded Records

b.

No further Demanded Records were found

"all one-note electronic records made by Mr Chehoud concerning two meetings held with Mr
Soliman and Mr Dubois of RMS , the first being for the initial download and preparation of the
proposal and the second, being a detailed follow-up meeting":
a.

Refer to Enclosure D for all Demanded Records

b.

No further Demanded Records were found

"copies of engagement letters and any communication from RMS , particularly from Mr
Soliman and Mr Dubois, regarding Mr Chehoud' s consultancy services for the Maintenance
Panel and PSC Panel":
a.

Refer to Enclosure E for all Demanded Records

b.

No further Demanded Records were found

WSP believes it has discharged its obligations in relation to the Request properly and in good faith.
Please direct any questions that may arise in relation to the Notice, this letter or the enclosures to the
writer.
Yours faithfully

~

Grant Smallhom
General Counsel (Asia Pacific)
Encl: A. Copy of Letter
B. Copy of the consolidated spreadsheet "Tender Analysis.xlsx"
C. Copy of Demanded Records produced in response to Request item 2
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D. Copy of Demanded Records produced in response to Request item 3
E. Copy of Demanded Records produced in response to Request item 4
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INDEPENDENT C OMMISSION
AGAINST CORRUPTION
NEW

SOUT H

WALES

Robert Wyld
Consultant
Johnson Winter & Slattery Lawyers

By email: robert.wyld@jws .com .au
1 April 2019

Our Ref: E18/0281
Dear MrWyld

•

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
I refer to your recent attendance with Nathan Chehoud of WSP at the offices of the
Independent Commission Against Corruption ('the Commission ') for the purposes of the
Commission's recorded interview with Mr Chehoud which was conducted by Commission
Investigator, Adam Griffiths and Chief Investigator, Tim Fox on Friday, 22 March 2019.
As discussed in that interview, the Comm ission served a Notice to Produce documents on
WSP under section 22 of the Independent Commission Against Corruption Act 1988 ('the
Notice '), which was returnable on 26 February 2019. The material returned by WSP in
response to the Notice appeared incomplete. As agreed in the course of the interview with Mr
Chehoud, the Commission now seeks in writing certain material that Mr Chehoud indicated
he had , or that he could check whether he had retained in his records, that was not produced
by WSP in response to the Notice.
The Commission seeks the following:

•

•

the spreadsheet from Mr Chehoud 's personal laptop or the hard copy piece of paper
on which he wrote an independent assessment against the pre-agreed evaluation
criteria for the Maintenance Panel;

•

any record, including any email communication between Mr Chehoud and Mr
Soliman, or between Mr Chehoud and WSP, in which Mr Chehoud advises that he
needs to and/or is withdrawing from work on the PSC Panel because of a conflict of
interest;

•

all one-note electronic records made by Mr Chehoud concern ing two meetings held
with Mr Soliman and Mr Dubois of RMS , the first being for the initial download and
preparation of the proposal and the second, being a detailed follow-up meeting;

•

copies of engagement letters and any communication from RMS, particularly from Mr
Soliman and Mr Dubois, regarding Mr Chehoud 's consultancy services for th e
Maintenance Panel and PSC Panel.
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Please do not hesitate to contact me if you wish to discuss any aspect of this request on (02)
8281
or at phook@icac .nsw.qov.au . The Commission appreciates your assistance with
this matter.

---~
-, o/?¥'_

Yours sincerely

/

.e=.-

Philippa Hook
Senior Lawyer
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Gately, Nathan
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Chehoud, Nathan
Wednesday, 25 October 2017 2:10 PM
SOLIMAN Samer
SINGH Jai
Re: tender documentation

Hi Samer,
Sorry I missed our meeting - I'm still at the hospital. I will send you the docs later today with an
explanatory email.
Thanks,
Nathan
On 25 Oct 2017, at 1:36 pm, SOLIMAN Samer <Samer.SOLIMAN@rms.nsw.gov.au> wrote:

•
•

Hi Nathan,
I don't want to bug you, I know you're with yo ur dad . Hope he' s OK.
Can you pis send the docs when you get a chance today and we' ll give you a ring over the next couple days so
you can guide us through the process.

Samer Soliman
Manager Heavy Vehicle Programs
-----Original Appointment----From: SOLIMAN Samer
Sent: Wednesday, 25 October 2017 9:57 AM
To: SOLIMAN Samer; Chehoud, Nathan; SINGH Jai
Subject: tender documentation
When: Wednesday, 25 October 2017 1:30 PM-2:00 PM (UTC+10:00) Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney.
Where: MeetingPlace: 1300 633 863 ID: 5454
Gday Nathan, I've moved the meeting to 1:30pm, but if this doesn 't suit your movements today, im happy to
move it for you . If you could send the documents before the meeting that would be great also.
Hoping you have 15min to discuss the handover of the tender docs/processes from yours elf back to RMS as
we have been advised that WSP wish to make a submission for the PSC tender, so you cannot be part of the
review panel.
So, we just need a list of documentation and processes etc that are required from the point of tender
review(occurring next week), any letters to be sent out etc to have the panel established . You probably
already have these templates so this will save us some time .
Cheers,
Samer

Join meeting: http ://meetingplace .rta .nsw.gov.au/a/191b70fee371e6325486fbd8fc0e273a
Meeting password :
Dial in from your phone :
Meeting ID : 5454
To connect dial : 1300 MEETME - 1300 633 863
Alternate Num : (02) 98787222
Internal Ext: 87222
First-time users should run the http://meetingplace.rta .nsw.gov.au/test/ to verify they can participate in a
web meeting.
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Roads&
Maritime
Before printing , please consider the environment
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This email and any attachment to it are intended only to be read or used by the named addressee. It is
confidential and may contain legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mistaken transmission
to you . Roads and Maritime Services is not responsible for any unauthorised alterations to this email or attachment to it. Views
expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of Roads and Maritime Services. If you
receive this email in error, please immediately delete ii from your system and notify the sender. You must not disclose, copy or use any
part of this email if you are not the intended recipient.

1Transport
NSW Roads & M.Yttimo
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-
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•
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Gately, Nathan
Chehoud, Nathan
Thursday, 26 October 2017 2:56 PM
Hafez, Linda
Fwd: Documents for tender collection and evaluation

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

FYI
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message :
From: SOLIMAN Samer <Samer.SOLIMAN@rms .nsw .gov.au >
Date: 26 October 2017 at 1:18:05 pm AEDT
To: "Chehoud, Nathan" <Nathan .Chehoud@wsp.com >
Cc: SINGH Jai <Jai.SINGH@rms.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: Re: Documents for tender collection and evaluation

•

Thank you Nathan!
Also as discussed, WSP is required to submit in writing to RMS what plan they had in place PRIOR to
you commencing this documentation for this tender to ensure there was/is no conflict of
interest(assuming WSP apply for this tender). Th is is a requirement for us to ensure probity rules are
met and in no way reflects on you . You have been a great resource for us!
Cheers,
Samer
Sent from my iPhone
On 26 Oct 2017, at 9:09 AM, Chehoud, Nathan <Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com > wrote :

•

Hi Samer and Jai,
Sorry for the delay in getting back to you . As promised , I have now attached three
documents to help you through the remainder of the process :
Schedule of tender received - this needs to be popu lated as the tenders are
removed from the tender box
Tender evaluation report (2113294A-CIV ..... ) - this is the tender evaluation
report for the maintenance panel. The format is fine, but the details will need to
be modified to suit this tender. This should be completed and signed by the
tender evaluation report. Alex has a completed and signed version to compare
with if needed .
Template letter of acceptance - can be modified and sent to successful
tenderers
Please call if anything further is needed . I should be able to answer phone calls but
may be a bit slow replying to e-mails.
Kind regards ,

1
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Nathan Chehoud
Principal Civil Engineer
<image001.jpg>
T: +61 2 92725214
M: +61 434 409497
Nathan .Chehoud@wsp.com
WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street

Sydney, NSW
2000 Australia

wsp.com

<Template Letter of Acceptance.docx>
<2113294A-CIV-MEM-029 RevA.docx>
<Schedule of Tenders Received.pdf>

•

Roads&
Maritime
Before printing , please consider the environment
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This email and any attachment to it are intended only to be read or used by the named addressee. It is
confidential and may contain legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mistaken transmission
to you. Roads and Maritime Services is not responsible for any unauthorised alterations to this email or attachment to it. Views
expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of Roads and Maritime Services. If you
receive this email in error, please immediately delete it from your system and notify the sender. You must not disclose, copy or use any
part of this email if you are not the intended recipient.

•
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Meeting with Alex and Craig@ Parramatta
Tuesday, 1 August 2017

1:06 PM

RFT
Tender Form
Conditions of Standing Offer

•
•
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Meeting with Alex and Craig@ Parramatta
Tuesday, 1 August 201 7

1:06 PM

RFT
Tender Form
Conditions of Standing Offer
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Accepted: panel contract review - Meeting Response (Read-Only)
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Mon 4 /09/2017 4,29 PM

Chehoud, Nathan
Accepted: panel contract review
To

DUBOIS Alexandre

When
Locat,on

8

Wedne sd<1y, 6 September 2017 11 :00 AM-2:00 PM [UTC-1 0:00) Canberra, Melb ourne, Sydn ey.
octa gon

W e couldn't find th is meeting in the calendar. It may have been moved or deleted.
Chehoud, Nathan has accepted th is meet ing.
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Accepted: panel evaluation • Meeting Response (Read-Only)

Adobe PDF
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Wed 6/09/ 2017 12:08 PM

• Chehoud, Nathan
Accepted: panel evaluation
To

DUBOIS Ale xandre

When

Monday, 9 October 2017 12:00AM -1 2:30 AM (UTC -1 0:00) Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney.

location

octagon

0

We couldn't find this meeting in the calenda r. It may have been m oved o r deleted.
Chehoud, Natha n has accepted this meeti ng.
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Accepted: R~1= of Draft procurement documents - Meeting Response (Read-Only)
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• Chehoud, Na han
Accepted : Review of Draft procurement documents
To

DUBOIS Alexandre

When

Wednesday, 16August 201712:00 PM-3:00 PM [UTC-10:00) Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney.

Locat ion

WSP office

Owecouldn 't find this meeting in the cal endar. It may have been moved or deleted.
C.hehoud, Nathan ha s accepted this meeting .

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- ------------·
Yes, I'll book a meeting room w ith a screen

'------------- -
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Bookl .xlsx - Message (HTML) (Read-Only)
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Tue 1/0S/ 2017 1:30 PM

DUBOI S Alexa nd re <Ale x. p.Dubois@rms.nsw. gov.au >
Bookl.xlsx

• Chehoud, Nathan

To

8

Gick here to download pictures. To help protect your privacy, Outlook prevented autom atic download of som e pictures in this message.

A

Book1.xlsx
10 KB

Rig ht ·dick or tap
~nd cld here to...

Before printing, please consider the environment
IMPORTANT IOTICE: This email an d any attachment to

ij

are intended only to be read or used by the nam ed addressH. It is confidential and may contain legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privi ge is -ived or lost by any mistaken

transmission to you. Roads and Maritime Services is not responsible for any unauthorised alter ations to this email or attachment to it Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender. and are- not nece.ss• rily th•
Maritime Services. If you receive this ema ·1 in error. please invnediately delete it from yow system and notify the sender. You m ust not disclose, copy or use any part of this email if you are net the int•nd.cj recipient
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Chehoud, Nathan
HV Branch Ma intenance Pa nel
R~ui:red

0

21lex.p.dubo1s,@rms.nsw.gov.au;

craig.steyn@'ms.nsw. gov. au

As th e meeting organiz er, you do not need to respo nd to the meeting .

When Tuesday, 1 August 2017 1:00 PM -L OO PM

A

Location Octagon L•vel 6 Pod G

- - - - - ---------
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Gately, Nathan
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Chehoud, Nathan
Tuesday, 1 August 2017 5:44 PM
alex.p.dubois@rms.nsw.gov.au
Hafez, Linda; Radford, Kevin
HV Branch Maintenance Panel - follow-up to our meeting today

Hi Alex,
I thought the meeting today went really well - thanks for your time and input.
As discussed, could you please forward the following Minor Physical Works and Services contract documents from
the RMS Intranet in MS Word format:

•
•

•
•
•
•

•:

•
•

Terms of Contracted Work (C41)
Conditions of Standing Offer
Instrument of Agreement (Form of Agreement) - Work as Ordered Contract
Contract Schedule - Work as Ordered Contract
Request for Tenders
Tender Form
Schedule of Rates
Schedule of Prices
Schedule of Estimated Quantities
Tender Price Summary Sheet

We won't necessarily use all of these document but if I have them all then we can choose any approach and just use
the ones we need .
Linda or Kevin will forward you our proposal for this work tomorrow.
Kind regards ,
Nathan Chehoud
Principal Civil Engineer

'''I>

: +61 2 92725214
: +61 434 409497
athan.Chehoud@wsp.com

WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street

Sydney NSW
2000 Australia

wsp.com

1
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Gately, Nathan
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Chehoud, Nathan
Monday, 7 August 2017 5:26 PM
alex.p.dubois@rms.nsw.gov.au
Hafez, Linda
HVES - maintenance panel tender documents - first draft

Hi Alex,
Following our discussion today, we can advise that we will have our first draft set of procurement documents ready for
review by Monday or Tuesday next week .
It would be good to organise a meeting on one of those days for us to present the documents and talk through any
issues . Does that work for you?
Kind regards ,
Nathan Chehoud
Principal Civil Engineer

D: +61 2 92725214
M: +61 434 409497
Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com
WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street

Sydney NSW
2000 Australia
wsp.com

•

1
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Gately, Nathan
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Chehoud, Nathan
Wednesday, 18 October 2017 2:20 PM
DUBOIS Alexandre
STEYN Craig G
Letter of award - standard template
03 Instrument of Agreement.pdf; C41 - Schedule 2.pdf; Template Letter of
Acceptance.docx

Hi Alex ,
As discussed yesterday, please modify the attached template to notify the maintenance panel contractors that they
were successful.
Please issue all successful tenderers with a copy of this letter, the attached instrument of agreement, and the
attached C41 Schedule 2.
Happy to discuss further if needed.
Kind regards ,

.athan Chehoud
Principal Civil Engineer

'''I>

T: +61 2 92725214
M: +61 434 409497

Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com
WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street
Sydney, NSW
2000 Australia
wsp.com

•
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Minor Physical Works and Services
Work-as-Ordered Contract

-

Contract
for
Panel for Maintenance at Heavy
Vehicle Enforcement Sites

ilk

•

NsW

GOVERNMENT

Transport
Roads & !M aritime
Services

© Roads and Maritime Services

MWSWOAG

Volume 7A
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Roads and Maritime Services (RMS)
Minor Physical Works and Services
Work-as-Ordered Contract
Form of Agreement
Date
Parties

Roads and Maritime services (RMS) of 20-44 Ennis Road, Milsons Point, New
South Wales 2061

Your name:
ACN

Project
RMS file

-

Deed of
Agreement:

1. You agree to carry out Contracted Work whenever a Work Order is issued
to you during the Offer Term .
2.

RMS agrees to pay you for performing Work Orders as set out in the
Contract.

3.

Both parties agree to perform their obligations under the Contract.

4. The Contract incorporates the Tender Documents and the following posttender documents :
The Tender Form signed and lodged by you with your tender
The Pricing Schedules signed and lodged by you with your tender
The RMS letter accepting your tender and the documents listed in that
letter as forming part of the Contract

•

Execution as
a deed

MWSWOAG

Volume 7A

5.

You acknowledge that RMS might not issue any Work Orders to you .

6.

Capitalised terms used in this Form of Agreement, unless otherwise
defined or indicated in this Form of Agreement, have the meaning given to
those terms in the Minor Physical Works and Services Terms for
Contracted Wark

RMS: Signed sealed and delivered by Roads and Maritime Services
delegate in the presence of:

Witness

RMS delegate

Name of witness

Name of RMS delegate

Jun e 20 16 Ed 1 Rev?

by its

Page 3 of 4
39
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You:SIGNED by YOU in accordance with section 127 of the
Corporations Act 2001 (Oh)

Secretary /Director

Name printed

Director*

Name printed

(*I am the sole Director and Company Secretary of the Contractor
and I occupy both offices -S:rike out if not applicable)

-

•

MWSWOAG

Volume 7A

Jun e 20 I 6 Ed I Rev7

Page 4 of4
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Minor Physical Works and Services
Work-as-Ordered Contract

-

Contract
for
Panel for Maintenance at Heavy
Vehicle Enforcement Sites

.tlJJ.
NsW

•

GOVERNMENT

Transpo rt
Roads & Maritime
Services

© Roads and Mariti me Services

MWSWOAG

Volume 7A
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Roads and Maritime Services (RMS)
Minor Physical Works and Services
Work-as-Ordered Contract
Form of Agreement
Date
Parties

Roads and Maritime services (RMS) of 20-44 Ennis Road , Milsons Point, New
South Wales 2061

Your name:
ACN

Project
RMS file

-

Deed of
Agreement:

1.

You agree to carry out Contracted Work whenever a Work Order is issued
to you during the Offer Term .

2.

RMS agrees to pay you for performing Work Orders as set out in the
Contract.

3.

Both parties agree to perform their obligations under the Contract.

4. The Contract incorporates the Tender Documents and the following posttender documents:
The Tender Form signed and lodged by you with your tender
The Pricing Schedules signed and lodged by you with your tender
The RMS letter accepting your tender and the documents listed in that
letter as forming part of the Contract

•

Execution as
a deed

MWSWOAG

Volume 7A

5.

You acknowledge that RMS might not issue any Work Orders to you.

6.

Capitalised terms used in this Form of Agreement, unless otherwise
defined or indicated in this Form of Agreement, have the meaning given to
those terms in the Minor Physical Works and Services Terms for
Contracted Work

RMS: Signed sealed and delivered by Roads and Maritime Services
delegate in the presence of:

Witness

RMS delegate

Name of witness

Name of RMS delegate

June 2016 Ed i Rev7

by its

Page 3 of 4
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You:SIGNED by YOU in accordance with section 127 of the
Corporations Act 2001 (Qh)

Secretary /Director

Director *

Name printed

Name printed

(* I am the sole Director and Company Secretary of the Contractor
and I occupy both offices-3rike out if not applicable)

-

•

MWSWOAG

Volume 7A
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Minor Physical Works and Services

C4 1 Terms/or Contracted Work

SCHEDULE 2 CONTRACTOR STATEMENT AND SUPPORTING
STATEMENT

...
ITransport . .
NSW Roads & Mont,me

Contractor Statement
Payment of Workers, Worker's Compensation Premiums & Payroll Tax
This Statement must be provided whenever payment is sought for any work carried out for Roads
and Maritime Services (RMS) by a Contractor (see Noles 1 & 5 overleaf).
RMS is entitled to withhold payment until this Statement is provided (see Note 2).

_ , .,

Services

Workers Compensation
Insurance Certificate of
Currency for the worit
pe,kxl In question. Unless
the contractor is exempt

s
Attach

Details
Contractor's Legal Name
Contractor's Trading I
Business Name
Contractor's ABN

~DD LJ J DODD [J[J

Contractor's ACN

Contractor's Address

-

Name or description
of Contract or Works

Period of Work this
Statement applies to
(see Note 3)

From

To

Invoice or Payment Claim
Numbers this applies to
Invoice or Payment Claim
Dates this Statement
applies to

Statement Validity Period
This Statement applies to all work performed by the Contractor for RMS in respect of the above Contract/ Works for the
period stated above (see Notes 3 & 4).
Tick one
in each row

Declaration
I declare that the following is true to the best of my knowledge and belief in respect of the Period of Work above:

.

.

•

.

All workers engaged by the Contractor in respect of the works have been paid (see Note 6);
All workers compensation insurance premiums have been paid and attached is a true copy of a Certificate of
Currency for workers compensation insurance valid for the period covered by this Statement; or
the Contractor is an exempt employer for workers compensation purposes (see Note 7) ;

.
.

the Contractor is not required to be registered;

.

The Contractor has not engaged any subcontractors for the works, or

.
.

The Contractor is registered as an employer under the Payroll Tax Act 2007 and has paid all payroll tax due in
respect of employees ; or

The Contractor has engaged subcontractors and has obtained a similar statement to this Statement from each of
those subcontractors (and believes it to be true)

•
•
•
•
•
•

or

or

or

I am authorised to make this declaration and I am in a position to know the truth of its contents

Signature of Authorised Person

Name of Signatory (print)

Date

Position/ Job Title of Signatory (print - see Note 4)

(see Notes on page 2)
Catalogue No.45062893, Form No. 921 (11 /2011 )
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C41 Terms fo r Contracted Work

Notes for Contractor Statement
1. A Contractor is any person or company who carries out work under a contract of any kind for any business
of RMS. References to "Subcontractor" and "Principal Contractor" in the legislation mentioned below have
been changed in this Statement to "Contractor" and "RMS" respectively to avoid confusion.
2. This form is prepared for the purposes of section 127 of the Industrial Relations Act 1996 ("IRA"), section
175B of the Workers Compensation Act 1987 ("WCA") and Schedule 2 Part 5 of the Payroll Tax Act 2007
("PTA"). These provisions allow RMS to withhold payment from a Contractor without any penalty unless and
until the Contractor provides to RMS a Statement declaring that:
a. All workers compensation insurance premiums payable up to and including the date(s) on the Statement
have been paid , and all premiums owing during the term of the contract will be paid ; and
b. all remuneration payable to relevant employees for work under the contract has been paid; and
c. all payroll tax payable relating to the work undertaken has been paid.
3. Section 127 of the IRA says that the Statement must state the period to which it relates . For sequential
statements ensure that the dates provide continuous coverage.
4. The person signing this declaration must be a person who is authorised by the Contractor either to sign
this Statement (or to sign statements of this kind) and must be a person who is in a position to know the truth
of the statements. The Contractor's principal accounting/financial officer may be appropriate. An individual
project manager will normally not be appropriate. If the Contractor is a company then the person sign ing
should be a director unless the company has delegated the power to sign such statements to another person
(eg the principal accounting officer).

-

5. A Statement is not required where RMS is making payment to a receiver, liquidator or trustee in
bankruptcy (see section 127(10) of the IRA, section 1758(12) of the WCA and Sch 2 Part 5 (20) of the PTA).
6. Section 127(6) of the IRA says that references to payments to workers means all types of remuneration to
which they are entitled.
7. As of 30 June 2011 , an employer is exempt from taking out workers compensation insurance if the
employer pays less than $7500 annually on wages , does not employ an apprentice or trainee and is not a
member of a group for workers compensation purposes.

Generic Version of Statement
This form has been specially adapted for use specifically for Contractors working for RMS . Generic versions
of this Statement for non-RMS use can be obtained at:
http://www. industrialrelations. nsw.gov .au/pdfs/su bcontractor_ statement_form. pdf; or
http://www.osr.nsw.gov.au/lib/doc/forms/opt011 .pdf.

Record Retention
RMS will keep a copy of this Statement for 7 years. If the Contractor obtains a similar statement from its
subcontractor then the Contractor must keep that statement for 7 years .

•

Offences for False Statement
Knowingly giving a false statement may be an offence under section 127(8) of the IRA, section 175B of the
WCA and Sch 2 Part 5 clause 18(8) of the PT A.

Further Information
These notes are not intended as legal advice and Contractors should obtain their own professional advice if
they have any questions about this Statement or these Notes. For more information , refer to OSR Revenue
Ruling PT 59 at http://www.osr.nsw.gov.au/lib/doc/rulings/rrpt59.pdf, visit the WorkCover website
www.workcover.nsw.gov.au, Office of State Revenue website www.osr.nsw.gov.au , or the Office of Industrial
Relations, Department of Commerce website www.commerce .nsw.gov.au . Copies of the Workers
Compensation Act 1987, the Payroll Tax Act 2007 and the Industrial Relations Act 1996 can be found at
www.legislation.nsw.gov.au .
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Minor Physical Wo rks and Services

C41 Terms for Contracted Work

Supporting Statement
This statement must accompany any payment claim served on a principal to a construction contract by a
head contractor.
For the purposes of this Statement the terms "principal", "head contractor", "subcontractor", and
"construction contract" have the meanings given in section 4 of the Building and Construction Industry
Security of Payment Act 1999.
The Contractor is a "head contractor" in terms of the Building and Construction Industry Security of
Payment Act 1999, and makes relevant statements be low accordingly.
This Statement must be signed by the Contractor (or by a person who is authorised , or held out as being
authori sed , to sig n the statement by the Contractor).
Relevant legislation includes Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Regulation 2008 cl
4A

Main Contract
Head contractor:

-

p
ABN

, Id

l

fth'=' I · ,1

,

,a

r)

ACN

Of

has entered into a contract with

Roads and Maritime Services

Contract description
Contract
number/identifier

Subcontracts
The head contractor has entered into a contract with the subcontractors listed in the attachment to
this Statement

•

Period
This Statement applies for work between :

and

inclusive,

subject of the payment claim dated :
I, _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ (full name) being the head contractor, a director of the head contractor
or a person authorised by the head contractor on whose behalf this declaration is made, hereby declare that I
am in a position to know the truth of the matters that are contained in this supporting statement and declare
that , to the best of my knowledge and belief, all amounts due and payable to subcontractors have been paid
(not including any amount identified in the attachment as an amount in dispute).
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Min or Physical Works and Services

C41 Terms f or Contracted Work

Attachment to the Supporting Statement
Schedule of subcontractors paid all amounts due and payable
Subcontractor

ABN

Contract
number/identifier

Date of works
(period)

Payment claim
dated (head
contractor claim)

Schedule of subcontractors for which an amount is in dispute and has not been paid
Subcontractor

ABN

Contract
number/identifier

Date of works
(period)

Payment claim
dated (head
contractor claim)

Notes for Supporting Statement
Offences for False Statement

-

•

In terms of s 13(8) of the Building and Construction Security of Payment Act 1999 a head contractor who serves a
payment claim accompanied by a supporting statement knowing that the statement is false or misleading in a material
particular in the particular circumstances is guilty of an offence.

Further Information
These notes are not intended as legal advice and Contractors should obtain their own professional advice if
they have any questions about this Statement or these Notes. Copies of relevant legislation can be found at
www.legislation .nsw.gov.au .
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Minor Physical Works and Services

C41 Terms for Contracted Work

SCHEDULE 2 CONTRACTOR STATEMENT AND SUPPORTING
STATEMENT

Contractor Statement

ali
ITransport
NSW

Payment of Workers, Worker's Compensation Premiums & Payroll Tax

oo•' l -·•"

This Statement must be provided whenever payment is sought for any work carried out for Roads
and Maritime Services (RMS) by a Contractor (see Notes 1 & 5 overleaf) .
RMS is entitled to withhold payment until this Statement is provided (see Note 2).

s

Roads & Maritime
Services

Workers Compensation
Insurance C ertificate of
Currency for lhe 'NOrk
period in quest ion . Unless
the contractor is exempt

Attach

Details
Contractor's Legal Name
Contractor's Trading I
Business Name
Contractor's ABN

L

••••••

••••

Contractor'sACN

• nlJJ ••••

J

Contractor's Address

-

Name or description
of Contract or Wor1<s

Period of Work this
Statement applies to
(see Note 3)

From

To

Invoice or Payment Claim
Numbers this applies to
Invoice or Payment Claim
Dates this Statement
applies to

Statement Validity Period
This Statement applies to all work performed by the Contractor for RMS in respect of the above Contract/ Works for the
period stated above (see Notes 3 & 4).
Tick one

Declaration

in each row

I declare that the following is true to the best of my knowledge and belief in respect of the Period of Work above:

•

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

All workers engaged by the Contractor in respect of the works have been paid (see Note 6);
All workers compensation insurance premiums have been paid and attached is a tru e co py of a Certificate of
Currency for workers compensation insurance valid for the period covered by this Statement; or

•

the Contractor is an exempt employer for workers compensation purposes (see Note 7) ;

D
D

The Contra ctor is re gistered as an employer under the Payroll Tax Act 2007 and has paid all payroll tax due in
respect of employees; or
the Contractor is not requ ired to be registe red;
The Contractor has not engaged any subcontractors for the works, or
The Contractor has engaged subcontractors an d has obtai ned a similar statement to th is Statement from each of
those subcontractors (and beli eves it to be true)

or

or

•
•
•

or

I am authorised to make this declaration and I am in a position to know the tru th of its contents

Signature of Authorised Person

Name of Signatory (print)

Date

Position/ Job Title of Signatory (print - see Note 4)

(see Notes on page 2)
Catalogue No .45062893, Form No. 921 (11 /20 11 )
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C41 Terms for Contracted Work

Notes for Contractor Statement
1. A Contractor is any person or company who carries out work under a contract of any kind for any business
of RMS. References to "Subcontractor" and "Principal Contractor" in the legislation mentioned below have
been changed in this Statement to "Contractor" and "RMS" respectively to avoid confusion .
2. This form is prepared for the purposes of section 127 of the Industrial Relations Act 1996 ("IRA"), section
175B of the Workers Compensation Act 1987 ("WCA") and Schedule 2 Part 5 of the Payroll Tax Act 2007
("PTA"). These provisions allow RMS to withhold payment from a Contractor without any penalty unless and
until the Contractor provides to RMS a Statement declaring that:
a. All workers compensation insurance premiums payable up to and including the date(s) on the Statement
have been paid, and all premiums owing during the term of the contract will be paid; and
b. all remuneration payable to relevant employees for work under the contract has been paid; and
c . all payroll tax payable relating to the work undertaken has been paid.
3. Section 127 of the IRA says that the Statement must state the period to which it relates . For sequential
statements ensure that the dates provide continuous coverage .
4. The person signing this declaration must be a person who is authorised by the Contractor either to sign
this Statement (or to sign statements of this kind) and must be a person who is in a position to know the truth
of the statements . The Contractor's principal accounting/financial officer may be appropriate. An individual
project manager will normally not be appropriate. If the Contractor is a company then the person signing
should be a director unless the company has delegated the power to sign such statements to another person
(eg the principal accounting officer) .

-

5. A Statement is not required where RMS is making payment to a receiver, liquidator or trustee in
bankruptcy (see section 127(10) of the IRA, section 1758(12) of the WCA and Sch 2 Part 5 (20) of the PTA).
6. Section 127(6) of the IRA says that references to payments to workers means all types of remuneration to
which they are entitled.
7. As of 30 June 2011, an employer is exempt from taking out workers compensation insurance if the
employer pays less than $7500 annually on wages , does not employ an apprentice or trainee and is not a
member of a group for workers compensation purposes.

Generic Version of Statement
This form has been specially adapted for use specifically for Contractors working for RMS . Generic versions
of this Statement for non-RMS use can be obtained at:
http ://www.ind ustrialrelations .nsw.gov .au/pdfs/subcontractor_ statement_form .pdf; or
http://www.osr.nsw.gov.au/lib/doc/forms/opt011.pdf.

Record Retention
RMS will keep a copy of this Statement for 7 years . If the Contractor obtains a similar statement from its
subcontractor then the Contractor must keep that statement for 7 years.

•

Offences for False Statement
Knowingly giving a false statement may be an offence under section 127(8) of the IRA, section 175B of the
WCA and Sch 2 Part 5 clause 18(8) of the PT A.

Further Information
These notes are not intended as legal advice and Contractors should obtain their own professional advice if
they have any questions about this Statement or these Notes. For more information, refer to OSR Revenue
Ruling PT 59 at http://www.osr.nsw.gov.au/lib/doc/rulings/rrpt59.pdf, visit the WorkCover website
www.workcover.nsw.gov.au, Office of State Revenue website www.osr.nsw.gov.au , or the Office of Industrial
Relations , Department of Commerce website www.commerce.nsw.gov.au . Copies of the Workers
Compensation Act 1987, the Payroll Tax Act 2007 and the Industrial Relations Act 1996 can be found at
www.legislation .nsw.gov.au .
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C4! Terms/or Contracted Work

Supporting Statement
This statement must accompany any payment claim served on a principal to a construction contract by a
head contractor.
For the purposes of this Statement the terms "principal", "head contractor", "subcontractor", and
"construction contract" have the meanings given in section 4 of the Building and Construction Industry
Security of Payment Act 1999.
The Contractor is a "head contractor" in terms of the Building and Construction Industry Security of
Payment Act 1999, and makes relevant statements below accordingly.
This Statement must be signed by the Contractor (or by a person who is authorised , or held out as being
authorised , to sign the statement by the Contractor).
Relevant legislation includes Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Regulation 2008 cl
4A

Main Contract
Head contractor:

•

(Bue ii

ABN

t

s.s nr1me

of ti 1E; he;;cf ( on/1 ac'or)

ACN

Of
1 •

has entered into a contract with

lrlrc ce

f("

t ,.. , rl

Roads and Maritime Services

Contract description
Contract
number/identifier

Subcontracts
The head contractor has entered into a contract with the subcontractors listed in the attachment to
this Statement

•

Period
This Statement applies for work between :

and

inclusive,

subject of the payment claim dated:
I, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (full name) being the head contractor, a director of the head contractor
or a person authorised by the head contractor on whose behalf this declaration is made, hereby declare that I
am in a position to know the truth of the matters that are contained in this supporting statement and declare
that , to the best of my knowledge and belief, all amounts due and payable to subcontractors have been paid
(not including any amount identified in the attachment as an amount in dispute).
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Signature: _ _ _ __ _________ _

Date:

Full Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Position / Title:
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C4/ Terms for Contracted Work

Attachment to the Supporting Statement
Schedule of subcontractors paid all amounts due and payable
Subcontractor

ABN

Contract
number/identifier

Date of works
(period)

Payment claim
dated (head
contractor claim)

Schedule of subcontractors for which an amount is in dispute and has not been paid
Subcontractor

ABN

Contract
number/identifier

Date of works
(period)

Payment claim
dated (head
contractor claim)

Notes for Supporting Statement

•
•

Offences for False Statement
In terms of s 13(8) of the Building and Construction Security of Payment Act 1999 a head contractor who serves a
payment claim accompanied by a supporting statement knowing that the statement is false or misleading in a material
particular in th e particular circumstances is guilty of an offen ce.

Further Information
These notes are not intended as legal advice and Contractors should obtain their own professional advice if
they have any questions about this Statement or these Notes . Copies of relevant legislation can be found at
www.legislation .nsw.gov.au.
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File: Insert file number
Insert date

Name of Contact
enderer's Company Name
enderer's Address
SUBURB NSW POSTCODE
Attention: Insert name of contact
SERT CONTRACT NAME AS IT APPEARED ON THE RFT DOCUMENTS
CONTRACTNO. :XXXXXXX
LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE

Dear Sir,
I advise that Roads and Maritime Services accepts your Company ' s tender dated nsert Date for the above Contract.
. he Instrument of Agreement is attached for signing. Please arrange for both copies of the Contract to be signed by a person who
is authorised to make the Contract in the name of, and on behalf of, your company.
Stamp duty may be payable on this contract if you executed the Contract outside New South Wales. It is your responsibility to
ensure that the Contract is stamped in accordance with the laws of the place of execution.
Both copies of the executed Contract should be provided to Mr Alex Dubois, Roads and Maritime Services, [Insert address] ,
within 14 days of the date of this letter:
Aon Risk Services Australia Limited, Level 33 , Aon Tower, 201 Kent Street, SYDNEY NSW 2000 Telephone 6129253 8303
(General), Facsimile 61 2 9253 7002 is Roads and Maritime Services Insurance Broker and within JO Business days you are
required to contact them in regard to Principal Arranged Insurance (P Al) and provide them with the following :
I. Certificate of Currency of your Company's workers compensation policy pursuant to the Workers' Compensation Act
1987 (NSW);
II. Certificate of Currency of your Company's motor vehicle policy and the motor vehicle policies of your subcontractors
in accordance with Clauses 3 and 19 of the 'Terms for Contracted Work', and the Contract Schedule .
•

lease note that the insurance policy referred to in II above should include Roads and Maritime Services as an additional named
msured, where possible.
The provision of insurance is a precondition to the commencement of work under the contract. Your Company will be in breach of
the Contract if it fails to lodge the security or execute the Contract within the times set down in Clause 3 of the 'Terms for
Contracted Work' and the Contract Schedule.
Upon receipt of signed copies of the Contract, I will arrange for the Contract to be executed by Roads and Maritime Services. An
executed copy will then be returned to your company for its records.
The RMS Representative under the contract is the Insert Title, Insert Branch. The present occupant of that position is Mr
Alexandre Dubois.
You are reminded that this contract will be carried out in accordance with Roads and Maritime Services Quality System
specifications and that you will be required to provide a Project Quality Plan, Safe Work Method Statement or Environmental
Management Plan and accompanying information as set out in any Work Order within the required time frame.
Enclosed are copies of Roads and Maritime Services (Schedule 2, C41) - Form of Contractor Statement and Supporting Statement,
one of which is to be completed and submitted with each Payment Claim.
Yours faithfully
Insert Name
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Gately, Nathan
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Chehoud, Nathan
Thursday, 12 October 2017 4:07 PM
DUBOIS Alexandre
SINGH Jai; STEYN Craig G
Maintenance Panel - Tender Evaluation Memo
2113294A-CIV-MEM-029 RevA.docx

Hi Alex ,
Please find attached our draft Tender Evaluation Memo.
The areas highlighted in yellow are for you (or others) to complete .
Have a read and let me know if you have any comments or amendments. I'll be back on line on Monday.
Have a good weekend ,
Nathan Chehoud
Principal Civil Engineer

•''"'I>

T : +61 2 92725214
M: +61 434 409497
Nathan .Chehoud@wsp .com
WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street

Sydney, NSW
2000 Australia
wsp.com

•

1
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MEMO
TO:

Samer Soliman

FROM:

Tender Evaluation Committee

SUBJECT:

Tender Evaluation of Contract No. 17.0000302935.1100.
l 7.0000302935.1100 - Panel for Maintenance of Heavy Vehicle
Enforcement Programs

DATE:

12 October 2017

1. PURPOSE

•

The purpose of this memo is to report on the tender evaluation for Contract No .
17.0000302935.1100 - Panel for Maintenance of Heavy Vehicle Enforcement Programs .

2. BACKGROUND
This is a Standing Offer Contract based on non-price criteria. The works in this contract
involves maintenance of Heavy Vehicles Branch assets. These assets include Heavy Vehicle
Safety Stations and on-road HV enforcement sites, Safe-T-Cam Sites, Average Speed Camera
Sites and Over Height Detection Sites. The work was divided into two categories, as follows:
Category A
Civil works
Electrical work
Steel fabrication and installation
Signage installation
Category B

•

Weigh-in-Motion systems
Portable weighing scales
W eighbridges
Brake testing equipment
The Contract is for an initial period of 3 years, with the option to extend for an additional 2
years.

3. ESTIMATE OF COST
[Alex and Craig: please insert your estimate of how much work in$$ this panel will send to
the market over the next three years] .

Level 27. 680 George Street
Sydney NSW 2000
GPO Box 5394
Sydney NSW 2001
Tel : +61 2 9272 5100
Fax: +61 2 9272 5101
wwwwsp .com
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4. OPEN TENDERING
The advertisement was posted on the RMS eTender site on ??/9/20 17.

5. PRE-TENDER MEETING
No pre-tender meeting was held.

6. TENDERS RECEIVED AND EXAMINED
The tender closed at 2:30pm on Friday, October 6, 2017. Tenders were opened on the
morning of October 9, 20 17 by Alex Dubois of Heavy Vehicles Branch, and Nathan Chehoud
ofWSP.
Thirteen tenders were received. These were checked for conformity with the Request for
Tenders.

7. TENDER EVALUATION COMMITTEE AND
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

•

7.1 TENDER EVALUATION COMMITTEE
The tender evaluation committee was formed to exam ine and evaluate the tenders received
based on the criteria stated below. The committee comprised of the following persons:
Alexandre Dubois (RMS - insert title)
Craig Steyn (RMS - insert title
Jai Singh (RMS - insert t~
Nathan Chehoud (WSP - Principal Civil Engineer)

7.2 TENDER ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
Since this was a non-price tender, the criteria and weightings used for the tender assessment
were:

CRITERIA

WEIGHTING-

Demonstrated experience in carrying out the specified work

45%

Responsiveness in carrying out the specified work

30%

Adaptability and flexib ility to meet customers' objectives in carrying the
specified work.

25%

8. ASSESSMENT OF TENDERS
8.1 GENERAL
The tender assessment has been carried out in accordance with the guidelines in ECM 3.6Assessing Tenders.

8.2 CONFORMITY OF TENDERS
Tenders were examined for conformance by the tender evaluation committee on Monday 9
October 2017 using the Conforming Tender Checklist as shown in Appendix C.
Volume 7A
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It was noted that because the nature of their work does not typically involve building,
Tenderers for Category B work could not provide evidence of compliance with the Building
Code. The tender evaluation committee did not consider this non-conformity to be a
disqualifying factor.

8.3 PERFORMANCE AGAINST ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
All thirteen tenderers have the capacity to complete works within the contract period
based on similar works successfully completed for the RMS .
Notwithstanding, the quality of tender responses differed, and this was noted by the
tender evaluation committee.
The tender evaluation committee's scoring of the tenders against the assessment criteria is
tabulated in Appendix B.

•

9. FUNDING
Funding is available under the current XXX budget.

10. COMPANY AND ABN SEARCH
A Company and ABN search has been undertaken as part of the tender assessment process. A
search of the ASIC site has confirmed that the:
1.

Entity name as tendered is correct;

2.

Company is registered;

3.

Company is not under administration.

A search of the business.gov.au ABN register site, has confim1ed that:

-

l.

ABN number is correct;

2.

ABN status is active;

3.

Entity name as tendered is correct;

4.

The trading name as tendered is listed on the site;

5.

The trading name as listed is current;

6.

GST status is active.

Copies of the search results are contained in Appendix D .
results for inclusion in Appendix D]

11. CONFLICT OF INTEREST
We individually declare that there was no actual or potential conflict or incompatibility
between our personal or corporate interests and the impartial fulfilment of our duties in
carrying out this tender assessment.

12. ADHERENCE TO TENDER PROCEDURES
We certify that all aspects of the tender process have been conducted in accordance with
tender assessment procedures and there are no deviations from the procedures.
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13. RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended by the tender evaluation ncommittee that approval be given in accordance
with the RMS Delegation Manual Delegation No.xx*) to include all thirteen tenderers on the
Panel for Maintenance of Heavy Vehicle Enforcement Programs.

Insert signature

Insert signature

Alexandre Dubois

Craig Steyn

Title

Title

Date

Date

Insert signature

Mc~

Jai Singh

Nathan Chehoud

Title

Title

Date

Date

•
-
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APPENDIX A

SCHEDULE OF TENDERS RECEIVED

[Alex: please insert a scanned copy of the Schedule of Tenders Received here]

•
•
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APPENDIX B

TENDER ANALYSIS

-
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CATEGORY A TENDERER SCORES AGAINST ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

Criteria
Demonstrated experience in carrying out the specifie d work
Re sponsiveness in carrying out th e spe cifi ed work

Weighting LAN COMM CBF Projects Seina Group
45%
0
8
8
30%
0
8
7.5

Efficient Project Management

8
8.5

Oz corp Civi I P/L EURO Civil & Maintenance

7
8

8
8

AA Steel Piping P/L CIC Engineering SA Masters

8
7.5

6.75
0

6.5
0

Adaptability and fle xi bil ity to meet customers' objectives in carrying the speci fi ed
work .

8

7.5

8

Civi l works

y

y

y

El ectrical works

y

Stee l fabrication & installation
Sign age

y

y
y

y

25%

0

0

y

Weighted
Demonstrated experience in carrying out the specified work

Score
Weighted

0

36

36

36

31.5

36

36

30.375

29.25

Re spo nsive ne ss in carrying out the speci fi ed work
Score
Adaptability and fle xib ility to meet customers' objectives in carrying th e speci fied Weighted
work.
Score

0

24

22.5

25.5

24

24

22.5

0

0

0

20

18.75

20

20

20

20

0

0

80

77.25

75.5

80

78.S

30.375

29.25

TOTAL
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B.2

CATEGORY B TENDERER SCORES AGAINST ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

Criteria

Weighting Novation Engineering P/L

Demonstrated experience in carrying out the specified work
Responsiveness in carrying out the specified work

45%
30%

6
0

Adaptability and flexibility to meet customers' objectives in carrying the specified work .

25%

Accuweigh Weighpack & Electrical P/L

CIC Engineering Nepean

8.5

7
7

5
0

6
0

6

8.5

6

0

0

27

40.5

31.5

22.5

0

25.5

21

0

15

21.25

15

0

9

Weigh in Motion
Weighbridges
PAT and HAEN NI portable scales *Novation is only authorised supplier- not maintainer
MAHA and NEPEAN brake testing

Weighted
Demonstrated experience in carrying out the specified work

Score

I-

27

Weighted
Responsiveness in carrying out the specified work

Score

0

Weighted
Adaptability and flexibility to meet customers' objectives in carrying the specified work .

Score
TOTAL
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APPENDIX C

CONFORMING TENDER CHECKLIST

•
•
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Table C.1

Conforming Tender Checklist
Novation Engineering P/L

Weighpack & Electrical P/L Efficient Project Management

EURO Civil & Maintenance AA Steel Piping P/L

Complete the Schedule to the Tender Form (Tender Form Schedule) .
Attach the Tender Form Schedule to the Tender Form.
Sign the Tender Form Schedule in the place provided (or make sure it is signed by
a person with authorit to si non our behalf) .
Initial all a es of the Tender Form .

Prepare and sign a hard copy of the Schedule of Compliance with the NSW
Government' s Code of Practice for Procurement and Implementation Guidelines
(CTS)
Prepare and make the Statutory Declaration (CTl)
Prepare and sign a hard copy of the Declaration of Compliance with the Building
Code, if a licable (CT4A)
Where Declaration of Compliance with the Building Code is required, prepare and
include the further information outlined in Attachment A to the Declaration of

•

Compliance
Prepare and sign a Statement as to whether on or after 2 December 2016, the
Tenderer or a Related Entity of the Tenderer submitted a response to an
expression of interest or tender (howsoever described) for Commonwealth
funded Bui Iding Work ( regardless of whether or notthat project was procured by
RMS or whether or not the Tenderer or the Tenderer's Related Entity were
successful)
Prepare and sign Confirmation of Accreditation Status under the Australian
Government WHS Accreditation Scheme, if applicable (CT4B)
Include advice as to your GST-status if you are not registered for GST or you wish
to enter into a Voluntary Agreement for withholding Pay As You Go Taxation

•
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APPENDIX D

RESULTS OF ABN AND ASIC WEBSITES

•
•
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Gately, Nathan
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

DUBOIS Alexandre <Alex.p.Dubois@rms.nsw.gov.au >
Wednesday, 2 August 2017 12:18 PM
Chehoud, Nathan
Hafez, Linda; Radford, Kevin
RE: HV Branch Maintenance Panel - follow-up to our meeting today
minsofp.doc; minsofr_e1_r4.doc; mwsrt.pdf; mwswocs.doc; mwswoag.doc;
mwscoso.doc; c41.doc; mwstf.doc; mwstsag .doc; mwstf.pdf; minctensum.doc;
minsofeq .doc

Good morning Nathan,
Please find attached documents as requested
As discussed, my goal is to have this panel in operation within 4-6 weeks, including tendering evaluation and
finalisation.
Thank you
.egards,

From: Chehoud, Nathan [mailto:Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 5:44 PM
To: DUBOIS Alexandre
Cc: Hafez, Linda; Radford, Kevin
Subject: HV Branch Maintenance Panel - follow-up to our meeting today
Hi Alex,
I thought the meeting today went really well - thanks for your time and input.
As discussed, could you please forward the following Minor Physical Works and Services contract documents from
the RMS Intranet in MS Word format:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Terms of Contracted Work (C41)
Conditions of Standing Offer
Instrument of Agreement (Form of Agreement) - Work as Ordered Contract
Contract Schedule - Work as Ordered Contract
Request for Tenders
Tender Form
Schedule of Rates
Schedule of Prices
Schedule of Estimated Quantities
Tender Price Summary Sheet

We won 't necessarily use all of these document but if I have them all then we can choose any approach and just use
the ones we need.
Linda or Kevin will forward you our proposal for this work tomorrow.
Kind regards,
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Nathan Chehoud
Principal Civil Engineer

'''-I>
D: +61 2 92725214
M: +61 434 409497
Nathan .Chehoud@wsp.com
WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street

Sydney NSW
2000 Australia

wsp.com

NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain confidential information
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration.
dissemination or distribution of, or reliance on this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, or you are not an authorized recipient, please notify the sender immediately by replying to
this message, delete this message and all copies from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies.

Roads&
Maritime
Before printing, please consider the environment
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This email and any attachment to it are intended only to be read or used by the named addressee. It is confidential and may contain
legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mistaken transmission to you . Roads and Maritime Services is not
responsible for any unauthorised alterations to this email or attachment to it. Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not
necessarily the views of Roads and Maritime Services. If you receive this email in error, please immediately delete it from your system and notify the sender.
You must not disclose, copy or use any part of this email if you are not the intended recipient.

~-1

Tra

port

~ Roads & M
~ Services

ltimo

-
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Schedule of Prices
Work:
Contract no:

The quantities shown in the Schedule of Estimated Quantities are estimated quantities
only and are not guaranteed to be the actual or correct quantities of work to be carried
out.
In preparing its Schedule of Prices, the Tenderer must:

D include all items for which the Principal has suggested a provisional quantity

•

in the Schedule of Estimated Quantities

D use the provisional quantities (if any) suggested by the Principal in the
Schedule of Estimated Quantities

D only include items which form part of the Works described in the Tender
Documents.

D Exclude GST in prices but include GST in the Total Amount as shown below
Item no

Description of work

Quantity

Unit

Rate

Amount

GST
Total Amount

Name of Tenderer: ....................................................................................................... .
MINSOFP

November 2015 Ed1 Rev 5
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Schedule of Rates
Work:
Contract no:

The quantities shown in this Schedule of Rates are estimated quantities only and are not
to be taken as actual or correct quantities of work to be carried out or paid for under the
various items of work. All items must be extended to show total amounts. The
individual rates are to exclude GST but GST must be added to determine the Total
Amount.

•

Pay Item

Description of work

Quantity

Unit

Rate

Amount

GST
Total Amount

•
Name of Tenderer: .. .. .. ......................................... ................. ... .... ............................... ..
MINSOFR

November 2011 Ed1 Rev 4
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Name of Tenderer: .. .. ...... ... ...... ......... .. ... ......... ... .... ......... ................ .. ...... ....... .......... .....
MINSOFR

November 2011 Ed1 Rev 4
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Minor Physical Works and Services

Request for Tenders

•
ilk
NsW

•

GOVERNMENT

MWSRT
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Revision Register
Request for Tenders

Revision
Date

Comment

Authorised

August
1999

GST Clauses

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

February
2000

Industrial Relations Management

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

July 2000

GST Clauses amended

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

May 2001

Clause 2.2 & Conforming tender checklist
'tenders submitted by facsimile will not be
considered' added

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

March
2004

Form retitled ' Request for Tenders ' and GST
excluded from individual rates and prices

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

July 2004

Clause 1.2 amended to refer to the Code of
Practice for Procurement

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

September
2006

Clause 1.5 added for RMS' Statement of
Business Ethics

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

September
2008

Minor cosmetic changes

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

May 2010

Reference to NSW Government purchasing
policy including Preference schemes removed.
Annexure CTl deleted and all annexures have
been renumbered.

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

-

•

New Clauses 3.4 and 4.5 relating to National
Code of Practice for Construction Industry
included.
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Comment

Authorised

June2011

Reference to FOi Act is now changed to GIP A
Act

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Nov 2011

Reference to RT A changed to RMS

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Dec2011

Clause 8.3.8 Reference to NSW Government
Code of Practice for Procurement

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

April 2012

Reference to National Code of Practice for the
new Construction Industry Implementation
Guidelines May 2012

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

August
2012

Authorised witness certificate attached to
Statutory Declaration

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Nov 2012

New Clause 3.5 RMS Customer Charter

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Dec 2012

Reference to WHS instead of OHS

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

March
2013

Reference to National Code of Practice
changed to Building Code 2013

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

July2013

Revised clause 2.1 -NSW Government Code of
Practice for Procurement and Implementation
Guidelines

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

New Annexure CT5 added
Schedule of Compliance with NSW
Government's Implementation Guidelines to
the NSW Government Code of Practice for
Procurement
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Revision
Date
November
2015
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Comment

Tidy up all clauses - references to superseded
Codes & Guidelines corrected and compliance
requirements updated.

Authorised

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Commercial
Branch

Clauses 6.1.2, 6.3 , 8.3.6 and Annexure CT2 inserted "Chain of Responsibility"
requirements.

June 2016

Clauses 3.3, 6.4 and Annexures CT2 & CT3 inserted requirements re mandatory
implementation of the NSW Government
Policy on Aboriginal Participation in
Construction

GM Commercial Branch

-

Clause 4.5.Sb)- Inserted requirement re FWBC
letter of compliance
Annexure CT6 - inserted requirements for
tender lodgement at RMS Head Office

•
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Contents
1.

Notice to Tenderers
1.1 Description of tender
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ROADS AND MARITIME SERVICES {RMS)

Minor Physical Works and Services
Request for Tenders
1.

Notice to Tenderers
1.1

Description of tender
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) seeks tenders for the
Contracted Work described in the Tender Documents.

1.2

NSW Government Code of Practice for Procurement and
Implementation Guidelines

Terminology

•

.1 The New South Wales Government's Code of Practice for
Procurement (NSW Code) and the New South Wales
Government's Implementation Guidelines to the New South
Wales Code of Practice for Procurement: Building and
Construction (NSW Guidelines) apply to the project the
subject of this procurement process .
.2 Terms used in this section 1 of this procurement process
(under the heading NSW Code and Implementation
Guidelines) have the same meaning as is attributed to them in
the NSW Guidelines (as published by the NSW Treasury in
July 2013).

Primary obligation
.3 By submitting a response to this procurement process, the
tenderer acknowledges and agrees that it:
• is aware that the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines apply to
the project;

•

MWSRT
Volume 7A

•

is taken to have read and understood the NSW Code and
NSW Guidelines and the obligations they impose ;

•

will comply with the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines on
this project, which includes, but is not limited to giving
access to authorised personnel to inspect any work,
material, or machinery, inspect and copy any record
relevant to the project, and interview any person;

•

will agree, if successful in this procurement process, to
contractual terms that give effect to the NSW Code and
NSW Guidelines and mechanisms to ensure their
compliance and enforcement; and

•

will comply with, and ensure all of its related entities (as
defined in the NSW Guidelines) comply with, the NSW
Code and NSW Guidelines in respect of any of their
building and construction work (including any subsequent

Ed I, Rev 22 June 2016
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privately funded work), on and from the date of submitting
a response to this procurement process.

Cost, efficiency, productivity and workplace safety
.4 The tenderer agrees that it must include in its response:

•

for projects where the NSW Government or public sector
body contribution is $1 Omillion or more or is at least
$5million and represents at least 50 percent of the total
construction project value, a Workplace Relations
Management Plan and any other documents and
information necessary to meet the requirements of section
6.1 of the NSW Guidelines;

•

a Work Health Safety Management Plan or Site Specific
Safety Management Plan and any other documents and
information necessary to meet the requirements of section
9 of the NSW Guidelines; and

•

the Schedule of Compliance that is attached as Annexure
CT5 to this Request for Tenders, properly executed by or
on behalf of the tenderer.

.5 The tenderer acknowledges that by submitting this response it
agrees to RMS and the Construction Compliance Unit (CCU)
taking any steps to investigate claims, statements and
assertions made by the tenderer in any of the documents
referred to above in paragraph .4 of this clause before any
contract is awarded. The tenderer acknowledges and agrees to
cooperate with RMS and the CCU in respect of the
investigation of compliance with the NSW Guidelines and
further agrees that that compliance is a mandatory
requirement of the procurement process. The tenderer will
allow authorised personnel to:
• access premises and sites controlled by the tenderer or its
related entities;
•

inspect and copy relevant records and documents;

•

inspect any work, material, machinery, appliance article or
facility; and

•

interview any person;

•
•

as is necessary to investigate the claims, statements and
assertions made by the tenderer in the response or to
demonstrate the tenderer's current or, where relevant, past
compliance with the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines during
the procurement process.

Disclosure of information
.6 Notwithstanding any other prov1s10n of the procurement
process, the tenderer agrees and consents to the disclosure of
information concerning the tenderer's, and the tenderer's
related entities', compliance with the NSW Code and NSW

Page 8 of39
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Guidelines, including the disclosure of details of past and
present compliance to the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines,
as varied from time to time, including whether or not
sanctions have been imposed on a tenderer or any of its
related entities by the Commonwealth or any State or any
government agency. This consent is given to the State of New
South Wales, including its agencies (including RMS),
Ministers and the CCU (and its authorised personnel) for
purposes including monitoring and investigating compliance
and ensuring, facilitating and promoting compliance with the
NSW Code and NSW Guidelines.

Subcontractors etc
.7 Where the tenderer proposes to subcontract the works, the
tenderer agrees that it will ensure, through contract, that each
subcontractor or consultant agrees to :
• the contractual promises in clauses paragraph .3 of this
clause (Primary obligation) and paragraph .6 of this clause
(Disclosure of information) in respect of the relevant
subcontractor or consultant;

•
•

•

comply with the applicable plans and policies on the
project referred to in clause paragraph .4 of this clause
(Cost, efficiency, productivity and workplace safety) ; and

•

where a subcontractor or consultant is nominated in
procurement process documents, that the nominated party
cooperates with authorised personnel during the
procurement process for the purposes outlined in
paragraph .5 of this clause.

1.3

Other details
[Insert details for Notice to Tenderers, see Section 5.2.2 and
Appendix SE of ECM 5]

1.4

GST information
Information and requirements relating to the GST are set out m
clause 7.2.
Please note in particular that special requirements apply to tenderers
who are not registered for GST or who wish to enter into a Voluntary
Agreement for withholding Pay As You Go taxation (refer clauses
7.2 and 8.4).

1.5

RMS statement of business ethics
You must comply with the RMS Statement of Business Ethics.
Copies of the statement are available from the RMS' website.
http://www. rms.nsw. gov .au/about/what-we-do/ethics/statementbusiness-ethics .html

MWSRT
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Summary of requirements for tender
2.1

Eligibility to tender
To be eligible to tender, you must:
. l Have an accredited WHS Management System if applicable
(see clause 3.1), and
.2 Attend the Pre-Tender Meeting (if any) (see clause 3.2), and
.3 Attend the Site Inspection (if any) (see clause 3.2).

2.2

Lodging a conforming tender
To lodge a conforming tender, you must do all the things set out in
the Conforming Tender Checklist attached to this document (please
note tenders submitted by facsimile to RMS will not be considered).

2.3

Lodging an alternative tender
If you wish to lodge an alternative tender, you must also lodge a
conforming tender and provide the details set out in clause 5.

2.4

Post-tender supporting information
To ensure that your tender remains conforming, you must provide
supporting information within 5 working days of a request (see clause

•

6).

3.

Eligibility to tender
3.1

WHS accreditation
You must have a Work, Health and Safety System in place if
required by the Tender Documents. The System must comply with
the NSW Government WHS Management Systems Guidelines and
must be accredited for RMS contracts.

3.2

Pre-tender meeting and site inspection
You or your representative must attend any pre-tender meeting
and/or site inspection held by RMS in relation to the Tender.

3.3

Aboriginal Participation in Construction
To the extent required by the Contract you must demonstrate your
commitment and capacity to plan and facilitate Aboriginal
participation in employment, training and development of Aboriginal
enterprises in accordance with the NSW Government Policy on
Aboriginal Participation in Construction ( 1 May 2015 or later
update).

3.4

Building Code 2013 & Australian Government Building and
Construction WHS Accreditation Scheme
To the extent required by the contract you must demonstrate your
commitment and capacity to comply with the Building Code 2013
(Building Code) and Supporting Guidelines.
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To the extent required by the contract you must demonstrate your
commitment and capacity to comply with all conditions of the
Australian Government Building and Construction WHS
Accreditation Scheme.

3.5

RMS Customer Charter
Your attention is drawn to the RMS Customer Charter which is
available from http://www.rms.nsw.gov .au/customercharter/index.html.
You should follow this charter in dealing with RMS customers under the
contract.

4.

•

Lodging a conforming tender
4.1

Tender Form
The Tender Form must be properly completed and signed and
initialled by you or by someone on your behalf as a binding legal
document.

4.2

Schedule of Rates
The Schedule of Rates (if applicable) must be completed with all
items listed being priced and with no new items added.

4.3

Schedule of Prices
The Schedule of Prices (if applicable) must be prepared so as to meet
the following requirements. The Schedule of Prices must:

•

.1

include all items for which RMS has suggested a provisional
quantity, and

.2

use the provisional quantities (if any) suggested by RMS , and

.3

only include items which form part of the Contracted Work
described in the Tender Documents, and

.4 be fully priced, and

.5

when all the prices and items are extended, equal the lump
sum component of the tender price.

If your Schedule of Prices includes an item which is not acceptable
to RMS or is not part of the Contracted Work described in the
Tender Documents, RMS may insist on the item being deleted. If
that occurs, the Schedule of Prices will be adjusted by agreement
between RMS and yourself to ensure that the total of the prices as
extended of all remaining items continues to equal the lump sum
component of the tender price.
4.4

Statutory declaration
The statutory declaration must be:
. I in the fonn set out in Annexure CT I , and
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.2 made by you or by a person who is in a position to know the
facts attested to in the statutory declaration, and
.3 signed by the declarant in the presence of a Justice of the
Peace or a solicitor of the Supreme Court or another person
authorised to administer an oath under the Oaths Act 1900
(NSW).

4.5

Compliance with Building Code 2013 & Australian Government
Building and Construction WHS Accreditation Scheme
Where Building Code 2013 applies as stated in the Contract Schedule:
.1 the Tenderer's attention is drawn to the Building Code dated 25
January 2013 (Code) and the Supporting Guidelines dated 6 May
2016 (Guidelines). Copies of the Code and Guidelines are available
at www.employment.gov.au/building-code .
.2 By submitting an expression of interest or tender to undertake the
work/services, the Tenderer:
a) will be deemed to have read; and
b) agree that you must comply with,
the Code and Guidelines .

•

.3 Notwithstanding any other prov1s1ons of the Tender Documents,
Tenderers hereby consent to the disclosure of information concerning
compliance with the Code and Guidelines, including details of
whether or not a sanction (see Section 8.2 of the Guidelines) has been
imposed. This consent extends to disclosure by the Commonwealth,
its agencies and ministers, and disclosure to others for the purposes
of facilitating compliance with the Code and Guidelines and the
exercise of their statutory and portfolio responsibilities. Tenderers
must ensure that their proposed subcontractors and consultants are
also aware of, and agree to comply with, these rights of use and
disclosure.
.4 Tenderers should be aware that the Code and Guidelines apply to :
a)
the project which is the subject of these Tender Documents;
and
b)

•

all construction building work undertaken by the Tenderer
and its related entities thereafter as defined in the Guidelines,
including work on all new privately funded construction
projects in Australia .

.5 It is a condition of tender that Tenderers comply with the Code and
Guidelines . As part of their tender response, Tenderers must submit:
a)
a signed "Declaration of Compliance" in accordance with the
Declaration of Compliance which is attached as Annexure
CT4 to this Request for Tender; and
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b)

.6

Each Tenderer must indicate in its Tender response:
whether the Tenderer or a related entity of the Tender has ever
a)
been subject to a sanction imposed under the Code and
Guidelines;
whether the Tenderer has had a judicial decision against them
b)
(not including decisions under appeal) relating to employee
entitlements and has not paid the claim ;
whether the Tenderer has had any adverse court, tribunal,
c)
industrial relations commission or Fair Work Australia
finding, order or penalty awarded against them in the last two
years (and if so provide details);
how the Tenderer and its related entities have complied with
d)
the Code and Guidelines in th e past (if the Tenderer has
undertaken Australian Government funded construction work
in the past);
how the Tenderer intends to comply with the Code and
e)
Guidelines in performing the Contract, should it be the
successful Tenderer; and
t)
where the Tenderer proposes to subcontract an element of the
project, either:
(i)
the information detailed in the above subclauses (a)
and (b) in relation to each subcontractor, or
(ii)
how the Tenderer intends to ensure each subcontractor
complies with the Code and Guidelines .

.7

While acknowledging that value for money is the core principle
underpinning decisions on Government procurement, tenderers
should note that when assessing tenders, preference may be given to
Tenders that demonstrate a commitment to:

•

a)
b)

-

a letter of compliance from the Fair Work Building and
Construction (FWBC), if they are covered by enterprise
agreements made on or after 18 May 2016 .

c)

adding and/or retaining trainees
increasing the participation of
industry; or
promoting employment and
Indigenous Australians in
indigenous populations exist.

and apprentices;
women in all aspects of the
training opportunities for
regions where significant

Where the Australian Government Building and Construction WHS
Accreditation Scheme applies as stated in the Contract Schedul e:

. I The successful Tenderer must be accredited under the Australian
Government Building and Construction WHS Accreditation Scheme
(the Scheme) established by the Fair Work (Building Industry) Act
201 2 (FWBI Act) when entering into contracts for building work as
defined under section 5 of the FWBI Act and maintain accreditation
under that Scheme while the building work is being carried out; and
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.2 The successful Tenderer must comply with all conditions of Scheme
accreditation.

5.

Lodging an alternative tender
5.1

You must also lodge conforming tender
You may lodge an alternative tender as long as you also lodge a
conforming Tender.
A separate tender form must be submitted for each alternative tender
with accompanying Pricing Schedule(s).

5.2

Details required for alternative tender
If you submit an alternative tender, you must:
. I show how it differs from the Tender Documents, and
.2 show that the alternative tender satisfies the design and
performance criteria on which the Tender Documents rely,
and
.3 detail and quantify the advantages which the alternative
tender offers to RMS , and

•

.4 identify the effects of the alternative tender on the tender price

and timing of the Contracted Work, and
.5 propose milestones for the submission of further drawings
and specifications.

6.

5.3

Consideration of alternative tender
RMS may consider your alternative tender even though your
conforming Tender is not the lowest in price.

5.4

Conditions applicable to alternative tenders
RMS may impose conditions on the acceptance of an alternative
tender in addition to the conditions set out in the Tender Documents.
This does not limit the RMS' right to accept any tender
conditionally.

-

Post-tender supporting information
6.1

Supporting information to be supplied on request
You must submit the following supporting information within 5
working days of a request by RMS :
. I Contract Disclosure and Related Body Corporate (s ee clause
62) .

.2 Chain of Responsibility details (s ee clause 6 3)
.3 Aboriginal Participation in Construction details (s ee clause 6.4)
Page 14 of39
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.4 Other Information (see clause 6 5).

6.2

Contract disclosure and related body corporate
RMS will disclose the contract information required by as per
Division 5, Part 3 of the Government Information (Public Access)
Act 2009. To allow RMS to comply you must submit particulars of
any related body corporate (within the meaning of the Corporations
Act 2001 of the Commonwealth) in respect of your company, or any
other private sector entity in which you have an interest, that will be
involved in carrying out any of your obligations under the contract or
will receive a benefit under the contract.

6.3

Heavy Vehicle National Law - Chain of Responsibility
The Tenderer's attention is drawn to the chain of responsibility
provisions of the Heavy Vehicle National Law. Under the Heavy
Vehicle National Law, the successful Tenderer may be a party to the
chain of responsibility.

•

The chain of responsibility provisions are directed at ensuring that
road transport operations involving heavy vehicles are conducted
safely for all road users, and without causing damage to assets or
infrastructure or having significant adverse effects on the
environment or community amenity.
Where required in Annexure CT2, the chain of responsibility (CoR)
details must include a CoR Management Plan.

6.4

Aboriginal Participation in Construction
The Tenderer's attention is drawn to the requirements of the NSW
Government Policy on Aboriginal Participation in Construction.
The Policy is available at:
https: //www.procurepoint.nsw.gov.au/policy-and-reform/nswprocurement-reform/construction/policy-framework-construction.

-

Where the Policy applies as stated in the Contract Schedule, the
Contractor will be required to comply with relevant Category
requirements of the Policy. The Targeted Project Spend (TPS) on
Aboriginal participation is as stated in the Contract Schedule.
RMS will determine the TPS before the Contract is executed and the
TPS will be included in the executed Contract (or in issued Work
Order, where relevant). The TPS will remain fixed for the Contract
or Work Order period as relevant, except where RMS and the
Contractor agree to re-set it (e.g. where legitimate exclusions were
overlooked at tender time) .
Where stated in the Contract Schedule, the Contractor will be
required to provide the Aboriginal Participation Plan and the
Aboriginal Participation Reports, at the times specified in the
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Contract and in the format prescribed by the NSW Procurement
Board. Templates are available at:
https://www.procurepoint.nsw.gov.au/aboriginal-participationconstruction-information-contractors.
Aboriginal Participation in Construction details submitted by the
Tenderer must include:
(a)

an undertaking that, in the event that it becomes the Contractor,
it is prepared to provide an Aboriginal Participation Plan and
the Aboriginal Participation Reports, which must comply with
the Policy;

(b)

evidence of its ability to meet the obligations under the Policy
on the Contract;

(c)

details of its Aboriginal participation in construction
performance outcomes on other RMS or NSW Government
contracts;

and where required in Annexure CT2:
(d)

6.5

7.

proposed exclusions for determining the TPS.

Other information
You must submit other information as listed in Annexure CT2.

•

Tender pricing considerations
7.1

Commercial products nominated by RMS
If a commercial product is referred to by catalogue number or brand
name in the Tender Documents, you must base your Tender on the
named product even if the Tender Documents allow the successful
tenderer to nominate an equivalent or approved equivalent product.
If you wish to nominate alternative products at the time of tender, the
nomination must be done as part of an alternative tender.

7 .2

Goods and services tax
Your individual tendered rates and prices must exclude Goods and
Services Tax (GST) but a separate item for GST is to be included, if
it is payable. Any GST Free or Input Taxed Supplies to be made
under the Contract must be clearly and separately identified.

•

If you state your ABN in your tender, RMS will treat you as being
registered for GST, unless you advise otherwise. If you will not be
registered for GST when the Contract is entered into, you must say
so in your tender.
If you wish to enter into a Voluntary Agreement for withholding Pay
as You Go taxation ('Voluntary Agreement'), you must say so in
your tender and provide the information required for the approved
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form of a Voluntary Agreement as required by the A New Tax
System (Pay As You Go) Act 1999.

7.3

Customs duty
Customs duty is payable on all material, plant and equipment
imported into Australia unless exemption from payment of the duty
is granted.
If applicable, you must submit with the Tender Form a statement
setting out the amount of customs duty included in the tender price in
respect of material which will form part of the Contracted Work.

8

Assessment of tenders
8.1

•

Late tenders
RMS will not consider your tender if it is late unless you establish to
the RMS ' satisfaction that:
.1 the cause of the lateness was beyond your control, and
.2 consideration of the late tender could not
compromise the integrity of the tendering process.

possibly

8.2

Application of GST adjustment for non-GST taxpayers
If you are not registered for OST or you wish to enter into a
Voluntary Agreement, your tender price will be increased by I 0% for
the purposes of tender assessment.

8.3

Best value for money assessment
Tenders will be assessed on the basis of best value for money. This
includes consideration of the following criteria:
.1 The tender price and the integrity of its structure (after
application of applicable Government Purchasing Policies).

-

.2 Individual rates and prices and the integrity of their structure .
.3 Your current financial position and commitments on other
contracts .
.4 Your Quality System documentation and expen ence and
performance in the carrying out of Quality Assurance
contracts. (QA contracts only) .

.5 Suitability of proposed personnel , plant, equipment and
subcontractors .
.6 Proposals (where requested in the Tender Documents) and
previous performance concerning management of safety,
chain of responsibility provisions of the HVNL, workplace
relations, environmental protection and community relations.
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.7 Claims history .
.8 Record of compliance or otherwise with NSW Government
Code of Practice for Procurement and Implementation
Guidelines .
.9 Records of perfonnance, claims and compliance with Codes
provided by other NSW Government agencies or departments .
. l OOther criteria listed in Annexure CT3.

9

General
9.1

Tender validity period
Tenders are valid for 60 days after the closing date for Tenders.

9.2

Acceptance of tender
RMS is not bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
A Tender is accepted only when notice in writing of acceptance is
issued to you by RMS.

9.3

Information provided for convenience only
Information provided by RMS which does not form part of the
Tender Documents is provided only for the convenience of
Tenderers. That infonnation will not form part of a contract awarded
as a result of this tender process.

9.4

Information not exhaustive
Information provided by RMS which does not form part of the
Tender Documents and which describes the site or conditions which
may be encountered during the course of carrying out the Contracted
Work is not to be taken as an exhaustive statement of conditions
which may be encountered during the course of carrying out the
Contracted Work.

9.5

Estimated quantities
The quantities shown in any Schedule of Estimated Quantities issued
by RMS are estimated quantities only and are not guaranteed to be
the actual or correct quantities of work to be carried out.

9.6

Subcontractors not approved
Acceptance of a Tender by RMS does not constitute an approval of a
proposed subcontractor or subcontracted work under clause 6.4 of
the Terms for Contracted Work.
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Annexure CT1
Statutory declaration
... ............ ................................................................ ............................................ [insert name] of
.. .............. ...... ............................... .. .................... .............................................. [insert address] do
solemnly and sincerely declare and affirm, m respect of the tender for
.. .. ....... ... ... . ..... ..... ...... .... .......... ................. ...... ....... ............... ..... .... .......... .. .... .. .. ('Tender' ) or any
contract arising from the Tender, that:
I. I hold the position of ...... .... .... .. ..... ... ..................... .. ............... ...... and am duly authorised by
.. .. ....... .... .. ..... ......... ..... ... .............. ....... ...... ('Tenderer') to make this declaration on its behalf.
2. * To the best of my knowledge, neither the Tenderer nor any of its employees or agents have
entered into a contract, arrangement or understanding to pay moneys to a trade association,
apart from the nonnal amount (annual subscription, turnover or contract fee) imposed by
that trade association.

•

* The Tenderer has

agreed to pay a special fee to a trade association of$ .... ... .. .. ...... ..... if it is
successful in the Tender.

3. To the best of my knowledge, neither the Tenderer nor any of its employees or agents had
knowledge of the price of another tenderer prior to submitting the Tender.
4. To the best of my knowledge, neither the Tenderer nor any of its employees or agents has
disclosed the Tenderer's tender price to a rival tenderer.
5. The Tenderer submitted the Tender in good faith and has not deliberately set its tender price
above the level of rival tenderers.
6. As at the date of this declaration, the Tenderer intends to do the work the subject of the
Tender.
7. To the best of my knowledge, neither the Tenderer nor any of its employees or agents has
entered into a contract, arrangement or understanding having the result that the Tenderer or
another person will pay money to an unsuccessful tenderer if the Tenderer is successful in
the Tender (other than for work or services done or materials supplied under a bona fide
contract).

-

8. The Tenderer has allowed in its Tender for all workers who may be at any time employed on
the work under the Contract to be paid, and promises to pay to all such workers in the event
that the Tender is accepted, no less than the wages, allowances and other money payable to
them pursuant to all relevant legislation, awards, determinations , judgments and agreements
in respect of their employment on the work under the Contract.
And I make this solenm declaration conscientiously beli eving the same to be true and by virtue
of the provisions of the Oaths Act, 1900.
Subscribed and declared at .... ... .......... .... .... ... ... ... [city or town] on .... ..... ............ ... [date]
before me:
Justice of the Peace/Solicitor

Declarant

* Delete whichever is inapplicable
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Authorised Witness' Certificate
Section 34 (1) (c) of the Oaths Act 1900
Insert name of authorised
witness

I,
[being a Justice of the Peace• / Solicitor•/ Notary Public*/ Commissioner of Oaths*},
certify the following matters concerning the making of this statutory declaration by the person who
made it:

*

OR I did not see the face of the person because the person
was weari ng a face covering, but I am satisfied that the
person had a special justification for not removing the
covering. *

2. I have known the person for at
least 12 months

OR I have not known the person for at least 12 months, but I
have confirmed the person's identity using an identification
document and the document I relied on was: *

1. I saw the face of the person

*

Describe identification
document relied on

Date

Signature of authorised witness

•

* delete as applicable
NOTE the following identification is acceptable

a current driver photo licence
a current NSW Photo Card or similar photo identification issued by another Australian
jurisdiction
a passport (in English or with an English translation) that has not expired more than 2 years
ago
a current national identity photo card in English or with an English translation
a current Medicare card , pensioner concession card, Department of Veterans' Affairs
entitlement card ,
a current credit card
a statement of account from a bank, building society or credit union that is not more th an 1 year
old,
an electoral enrolment card or other evid ence of enrolment as an elector that is not more than 2
years old .
a student identity card, or a certificate or statement of enrolment, from an educational institution
that is not more than 2 years old.

-
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Annexure CT2
Other information to be submitted
You must submit the following additional supporting information within 5 working days
of a request by RMS :

Section 6.3 Heavy Vehicle National Law - Chain of Responsibility

6.3.1) For Project Contract:
A Preliminary CoR Management Plan addressing:
• CoR issues of the Tender Documents
• Initial project CoR risk assessment
identifying proj ect specific risks, relevant
company policies and procedures relevant
to identified risks and, where relevant, how
the design process and proj ect delivery
approach will address chain of
responsibility risks during construction.

•

6.3.2) For Work-as-Ordered Contract or Term
Services Contract:
A CoR Management Plan addressing the
requirements (a), (b), (c), (e) and (f) specified in
Annexure G2-C4 l/G 1

Required / Not required /
Not applicable

[delete whichever is
inapplicableJ

Required / Not required /
Not applicable

[delete whichever is
inapplicable}

Section 6.4 Aboriginal Participation in Construction

6.4d) Aboriginal Participation

•

Proposed exclusions for detenninin~ the TPS

[delete whichever is
inapplicable]
Section 6.5 Other Information

[insert detailsJ
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Annexure CT3
Other assessment criteria
The following additional criteria will be considered in the assessment of Tenders:

NOTE TO DOCUMENTER (delete this text box after customising the model
RFT document):
If the NSW Government Policy on Aboriginal Participation in Construction
applies to the project, insert here the following Evaluation Criterion:

•

"Demonstrated capacity to meet the obligations of the NSW Government Policy
on Aboriginal Participation in Construction, May 2015, including evidence of
previous performance"

•
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Annexure CT4
Declaration of Compliance with the Building Code 2013 (Code) and
Australian Government Building and Construction WHS Accreditation
Scheme
This Schedule must be completed by the Tenderer and lodged with its Tender.
Any Tender in which this Schedule is not completed may be regarded as nonconforming.

(Insert full name of Tenderer in block letters, ABN and ACN)

I.

The Tenderer undertakes to comply with all conditions of the Australian
Government Building and Construction WHS Accreditation Scheme (the
Scheme) in performing the Contract, should it be the successful Tenderer.

•

a. Insert details of accreditation status under the Australian Government
Building and Construction WHS Accreditation Scheme, including the
expiry date of accreditation or provide evidence that accreditation is
being sought under the Scheme.

Regulation 24(h) of the Fair Work (Building Industry - Accreditation Scheme)
Regulations 2005 outlines provisions applying to joint venture/alliance
arrangements that include accredited and unaccredited members .

-

2.

The Tenderer confirms that it has complied with the Building Code 2013 (the
Code), in preparing this Tender.

3.

The Tenderer undertakes that it complies with Code, and has complied with the
Code from the time of lodgement of this tender, and that it has required
compliance by its related entities (see section 8 of the Code).

4.

The Tenderer undertakes to ensure compliance from all subcontractors and
consultants engaged for the Project, should it be the successful Tenderer. All
contracts must expressly require compliance with the Code.

5.

The Tenderer agrees that it and its subcontractors and its related entities will
provide the Commonwealth or any person authorised by the Commonwealth,
including a person occupying a position in the Fair Work Building Industry
Inspectorate, with access to:
(a)
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(b)

inspect and copy any record relevant to the Project and Works the subject
of this Contract;

( c)

interview any person; and

( d)

any document requested under this contract. The document must be
provided within the period specified either in person, by fax or by post,

as is necessary to demonstrate its compliance with the Code and Guidelines.
6.

The Tenderer acknowledges that it is aware the Commonwealth or Minister for
Employment may impose a sanction on a Tenderer or Contractor that does not
comply with the Code.
The sanction imposed may include but is not limited to:

7.

(a)

the reporting of the breach to an appropriate statutory body or law
enforcement agency (if there is evidence that the breach may also be a
breach of a Commonwealth or State law), or industry association;

(b)

issuing of a formal warning that future breaches may lead to more
significant sanctions;

(c)

preclusion from Tendering for any Commonwealth work for a specified
period;

( d)

communication of sanction details to all Commonwealth agencies to
ensure a 'whole-of-Government' approach;

( e)

publication of details of the breach and identification of the party
committing the breach; and

(f)

a reduction in the number of tendering opportunities that are given.

The Tenderer is to select which of the following clauses in italics is appropriate
and delete the remaining clause:
a)

The Tenderer hereby gives its consent, and confirms that its related
entities give their consent, to disclosure by the Commonwealth, its
agencies and ministers, of information concerning the Tenderer 's and its
related entities' compliance with the Code and whether or not a sanction
has been imposed on the Tenderer and/or related entity of th e Tenderer,
for the exercise of their statutory and portfolio responsibilities (the
Pwposes).

OR
b)
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The Tenderer has previously given its consent, and confirms that its
related entities have previously given their consent, to disclosure by the
Commonwealth, its agencies and ministers, of information concerning
the Tenderer 's and its related entities' compliance with the Code and
whether or not a sanction has been imposed on the Tenderer and/or a
related entity of the Tenderer for the exercise of th eir statutory and
portfolio responsibilities (the Purposes), and confirms that the Tenderer
and its related entities have not revoked that consent.
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8.

The Tenderer has obtained or will obtain the consent of each subcontractor and
consultant proposed in its Tender to disclosure by the Commonwealth, its
agencies and ministers, of information concerning the proposed subcontractors,
compliance with the Code and whether or not a sanction has been imposed on
any proposed subcontractor, for the Purposes .

9.

The Tenderer acknowledges that the consents provided in clause 6 are not
limited to this Tender process as the Tenderer is expected to comply with the
Code in future projects.

I 0.

The Tenderer will :
(a)

Describe how the Tenderer has complied with the Code in the past (if the
Tenderer has undertaken Australian Government funded construction
work in the past) and how it will comply if successful. For example, the
tenderer will :
(i)
(ii)

•

(iii)

(iv)

ensure that contractual documents allow for a person occupying a
position in the Fair Work Building Industry Inspectorate to access
sites, documents and personnel to monitor compliance with the
Code, including privately funded construction sites;

(v)

ensure project managers or head contractors establish appropriate
processes to ensure freedom of association;
ensure there is an Work Health and Safety (WHS) plan for the
Project;

(vi)

•
(b)

(vii)

respond to requests for information concerning Code-related
matters made on behalf of Code Monitoring Group (CMG) ;

(viii)

where practicable, ensure contractors or subcontractors initiate
voluntary remedial action aimed at rectifying non-compliant
behaviour when it is drawn to their attention;

(ix)

ensure that CMG secretariat is notified of any alleged breaches,
voluntary remedial action taken or other Code-related matters
within 21 days of the party becoming aware of the alleged breach;
and

(x)

be aware that and ensure that sanctions applied under the Code
are enforced including the exclusion of identified parties from
work opportunities in accordance with decisions advised by
CMG.

Where the Tenderer proposes to subcontract an element of the work, the
Tenderer is either to:
(i)
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(ii)
(c)

11.

detail how the Tenderer intends to ensure compliance with the
Code by each subcontractor.

Ensure that where threatened or actual industrial action occurs on a
project, contractors, subcontractors, consultants or project managers
report such action to the Funding Agency.

Where the Tenderer has a Fair Work Act 2009 enterprise agreement that was
approved on or after 1 February 2013 that enterprise agreement includes a
genuine dispute resolution procedure that includes the following:
(a)

the abi lity for employees to appoint a representative in relation to the
dispute;

(b)

in the first instance procedures to resolve the dispute at the workplace
level;

(c)

if a dispute is not resolved at the workplace level, the capacity for a party
to the dispute to refer the matter to an independent third party for
mediation or conciliation; and

(d)

if the dispute is still not resolved, the capacity for an independent third
party to settle the dispute via a decision binding on the parties.

Privately Funded Projects:
12.

The Tenderer declares that, in respect to privately funded projects:
(a)

The Tenderer and its related entities will comply with the Code on all the
Tenderer's and its related entities' future privately funded projects.

(b)

The Tenderer must maintain adequate records of compliance with the
Code by the Tenderer, its subcontractors and related entities.

(c)

The Tenderer agrees that it and any of its related entities w ill provide the
Commonwealth or any person authorised by the Commonwealth,
including a person occupying a position in the Fair Work Building
Industry Inspectorate, with access to :
(i)

inspect any work, material, machinery, appliance, article or
faci lity;

(ii)

inspect and copy any record relevant to the Project and Works the
subject of this Contract; and

(iii)

interview any person,

as is necessary to allow validation of its compliance with the Code.
(d)

The Tenderer agrees that the Tenderer and its related entities will agree to
a request from the Commonwealth or any person authorised by the
Commonwealth, including a person occupying a position in the Fair
Work Building Industry Inspectorate, to produce a specified document
within a specified period, in person, by fax or by post.

(e)

The Tenderer wi ll ensure that the Tenderer and its related entities permit
the Commonwealth or any person authorised by the Commonwealth,
including a person occupying a position in the Fair Work Building
Industry Inspectorate, to have access to records and to the related entities'
and subcontractors' premises (to inspect and copy records), as is
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necessary to ensure that the subcontractors and related entities are
complying with the Code.

Signed for the Tenderer by:
Date: ........ . ..... ... .

Name (in block letters):
(Authorised Officer)

In the Office Bearer capacity of:

•
•
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Annexure CT5
Schedule of Compliance with NSW Government's Implementation
Guidelines to the NSW Government Code of Practice for Procurement
(SUBMIT WITH TENDER FORM)
Refer to request for Tenders clause 1.2 - NSW Government Code of
Practice for Procurement and Implementation Guidelines.

Primary acknowledgments and undertakings
I. By completing this Compliance Schedule and submitting an expression of
interest or tender response, the tenderer:
(a) acknowledges that the NSW Government's Code of Practice for
Procurement (NSW Code) and the NSW Government's Implementation
Guidelines to the NSW Code of Practice for Procurement: Building and
Construction (NSW Guidelines) apply to the project the subject of this
tender;
(b) undertakes that it, and its related entities, comply with the NSW Code
and NSW Guidelines on:
(i) the project the subject of this tender;

•

(ii) any privately and publicly funded building and construction work to
which the NSW Guidelines apply, on and from the date of
submitting this expression of interest or response (if not already
required to comply on such privately and publicly funded projects);
(c) confinns that it and its related entities have complied with:
(i) the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines on all its other projects to
which the NSW Guidelines apply or have applied; and
(ii) all applicable legislation, court and tribunal orders, directions and
decisions, and industrial instruments; and
(d) confinns that neither it, nor any of its related entities, are subject to a
sanction or other circumstance that would preclude the tenderer from
submitting an expression of interest or tender response, or, if successful,
being awarded a contract.

Sanctions for non-compliance
2. The NSW Treasury, through the Construction Compliance Unit (CCU), has
responsibility for enforcing, and ensuring compliance with, the NSW Code
and NSW Guidelines.

•

3. The tenderer acknowledges that where it, or a related entity, fails to comply
with the NSW Code or NSW Guidelines, a sanction may be imposed on the
tenderer or its related entity or both. The sanctions that can be imposed
include, but are not limited to, one or more of the following :
(a) a fonnal warning that a further breach will lead to severe sanctions;
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(b) referral of a complaint to the relevant industry organisation for
assessment against its own professional code of conduct and appropriate
action;
(c) reduction in tendering opportunities at either agency or government-wide
level, for example, by exclusion of the breaching party from tendering for
government work above a certain value, or for a specified period;
(d) reporting the breach to an appropriate statutory body; and
(e) publicising the breach and identity of the party.

Disclosure of information
4. The tenderer agrees and gives its consent (or reaffirms its consent), and
confirms that its related entities agree and give their consent (or reaffirm
their consent), to the disclosure of information concerning the tenderer's, and
the tenderer's related entities', compliance with the NSW Code and the NSW
Guidelines, including disclosure of details of past conduct relating to the
NSW Code and NSW Guidelines and whether or not sanctions have been
imposed on a tenderer or its related entities.

•

5. The tenderer confirms that it has obtained, or will obtain, the consent of each
subcontractor or consultant it proposes to use on the project, or that it will
use if successful in the tender, to the disclosure of information concerning
the subcontractor's and consultant's compliance with the NSW Code and the
NSW Guidelines, including disclosure of details of past conduct relating to
the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines and whether or not sanctions have been
imposed on the subcontractor or consultant or its related entities.
6. The consent (or reaffirmation of consent) by the tenderer, its related entities
and any proposed or subsequent subcontractors, is given to the State of New
South Wales, its agencies (including RMS), Ministers and th e CCU (and its
authorised personnel) for purposes including:
(a) the exercise of their statutory or portfolio responsibilities ;
(b) investigating and checking, claims and assertions made by the tenderer in
any documents provided as part of its expression of interest or tender
response (including, but not limited to, any Workplace Relations
Management Plans or Health and Safety Management Plans);

•

(c) monitoring, investigating and enforcing the NSW Code and NSW
Guidelines; and
(d) ensuring, facilitating and promoting compliance with the NSW Code and
NSW Guidelines.
7. The tenderer acknowledges that this consent is not limited to this tender, or
this proj ect, as parties are expected to comply with the NSW Code and NSW
Guidelines on future projects to which they apply.

Positive obligations
8. Without limiting the obligations and requirements in the NSW Guidelines,
the tenderer acknowledges and undertakes to comply with its positive
obligations under the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines, including to:
(a) comply with any Workplace Relations Management Plan and Health and
Safety Management Plan;
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(b) allow NSW Government authorised personnel to:
(i)

access the project site and other premises;

(ii)

monitor and investigate compliance with the NSW Code and
NSW Guidelines;

(iii)

inspect any work, material, machinery, appliance, article, or
facility;

(iv)

inspect and copy any record relevant to the project; and

(v)

interview any person;

as is necessary to demonstrate compliance with the NSW Code and NSW
Guidelines;
(c) notify the CCU (or nominee) and the Client Agency of any alleged
breaches of the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines and of voluntary
remedial action taken, within 24 hours of becoming aware of the alleged
breach;
(d) (for principal contractors only) report any grievance or dispute relating to
workplace relations or work, helath and safety matters that may impact
on project costs, related contracts or timelines to the CCU (or nominee)
and RMS within 24 hours of becoming aware of the grievance or dispute
and to provide regular updates on the grievance or dispute;
(e) report any threatened or actual industrial action that may impact the
project, project costs, related contracts or timelines to the CCU (or
nominee) and RMS within 24 hours and provide regular updates about
the steps being taken to resolve the threatened or actual industrial action;

•

(f) take all steps reasonably available to prevent, or resolve, industrial action
which adversely affects, or has the potential to adversely affect, the
delivery of the project or other related contracts on time and within
budget; and
(g) take all reasonably available steps to prevent, or bring to an end,
unprotected industrial action occurring on, or affecting the project,
including by pursuing legal action where possible. Any such legal action
must be conducted (and where appropriate, concluded) in a manner
consistent with the guiding principles and objectives of the NSW
Guidelines, namely supporting outcomes of compliance with the law,
productivity in delivering the project on time and within budget,
maintaining a high standard of safety and protecting freedom of
association.

•

9. Without limiting the obligations and requirements of the NSW Code and
NSW Guidelines, the tenderer acknowledges its obligation to ensure, through
contract, that subcontractors and consultants similarly do, or allow for, each
of these applicable positive obligations.

Privately funded work
I 0. The tenderer acknowledges and agrees that in respect of its privately funded
building and construction work (to which the NSW Guidelines apply) it, and
its related entities, will:
(a) comply with the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines ;
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(b) maintain adequate records of compliance with the NSW Code and NSW
Guidelines (including by contractors);
(c) allow NSW Government authorised personnel to:
(i)

access the sites and premises;

(ii)

monitor and investigate compliance with the NSW Code and
NSW Guidelines;

(iii)

inspect any work, material , machinery, appliance, article, or
facility;

(iv)

inspect and copy any record relevant to the project; and

(v)

interview any person;

as is necessary to demonstrate compliance with the NSW Code and NSW
Guidelines; and
(d) ensure contractors and consultants similarly do, or allow, for each of
these obligations.

Declaration by tenderer and authorised representative
11. By signing this declaration on behalf of the tenderer, the authorised
representative declares that they have full authority to execute it and have
obtained any necessary consents and approvals to do so.

•

Signed for the Tenderer by:
Date: ... .. . .. .... ..... .

Name (in block letters) :
(Authorised Officer)

In the Office Bearer capacity of:

•
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Annexure CT6
Conforming tender checklist

To ensure your Tender is conforming, you must:

•
•
D

•
•
•
•
D

•

•
•
•

Complete the Schedule to the Tender Form (Tender Form
Schedule).
Attach the Tender Form Schedule to the Tender Form.
Sign the Tender Form Schedule in the place provided (or
make sure it is signed by a person with authority to sign on
your behalf).
Initial all pages of the Tender Form.

•

Complete all Pricing Schedules.
Initial all pages of the Pricing Schedule(s).
prepare and sign a hard copy of the Schedule of Compliance
with the NSW Government's Code of Practice for
Procurement and Implementation Guidelines (see clause 1.2)
Prepare and make the Statutory Declaration (see clause 4.4)
prepare and sign a hard copy of the Declaration of
Compliance with the Building Code 2013 and the Australian
Government Building and Construction WHS Accreditation
Scheme; enclose a compliance letter from the FWBC, if
applicable (see clause 4.5)
Include advice as to your GST-status if you are not registered
for GST or you wish to enter into a Voluntary Agreement for
withholding Pay As You Go Taxation (see clause 7.2)

•

Prepare Customs Duty statement if applicable (see clause
7.3)
Lodge all the documents described above in the Tender Box*
by the closing date and time (tenders submitted by facsimile
to RMS will not be considered)

* If Clause l.3 specifies that the tenders are to be lodged in Tender Box
located at RMS' Head Office (at 20-44 Ennis Road Milsons Point NSW 2061),
the following additional conditions apply for tender lodgement:
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(a) your Tender must be enclosed in a sealed package not larger than 400mm x
270mm x 190mm; and
(i)

endorsed [insert Contract Title and Contract Number] you're
your name and address clearly displayed;

(ii)

marked "Tender Box/Strictly Private and Confidential";

and either:
(b) placed in the Tender Box at the office of the RMS, Ground Level, 20-44
Ennis Road, Milsons Point NSW 2061,
or
(c) mailed to the Tender Box, Ground Level, 20-44 Ennis Road, Milsons Point
NSW 2061 ,
so as to be received by no earlier than one business day before the closing date
and time.

•

In the event that your Tender does not fit into one sealed package of the
dimensions specified in clause (a) above, you can submit multiple packages each
not exceeding the specified dimensions. Each package must be additionally
labelled with "Volume l ", "Volume 2", etc., as relevant.

•
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Revision Register
Request for Tenders

Comment

Revision
Date

Authorised

August
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GST Clauses

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

February
2000

Industrial Relations Management

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

July 2000

GST Clauses amended

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

May 2001

Clause 2.2 & Conforming tender checklist
'tenders submitted by facsimile will not be
considered' added

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

March
2004

Fonn retitled ' Request for Tenders ' and GST
excluded from individual rates and prices

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

July 2004

Clause 1.2 amended to refer to the Code of
Practice for Procurement

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

September
2006

Clause 1.5 added for RMS' Statement of
Business Ethics

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

September
2008

Minor cosmetic changes
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Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

May 2010

Reference to NSW Government purchasing
policy including Preference schemes removed.
Annexure CT I deleted and all annexures have
been renumbered.

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

-

New Clauses 3.4 and 4.5 relating to National
Code of Practice for Construction Industry
included.
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March
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-
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ROADS AND MARITIME SERVICES (RMS)

Minor Physical Works and Services
Request for Tenders
1.

Notice to Tenderers
1.1

Description of tender
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) seeks tenders for the
Contracted Work described in the Tender Documents.

1.2

NSW Government Code
Implementation Guidelines

of Practice for Procurement and

Terminology

-

.I

The New South Wales Government's Code of Practice for
Procurement (NSW Code) and the New South Wales
Government's Implementation Guidelines to the New South
Wales Code of Practice for Procurement: Building and
Construction (NSW Guidelines) apply to the project the
subject of this procurement process .

.2 Terms used in this section 1 of this procurement process
(under the heading NSW Code and Implementation
Guidelines) have the same meaning as is attributed to them in
the NSW Guidelines (as published by the NSW Treasury in
July 2013).

Primary obligation
.3 By submitting a response to this procurement process, the
tenderer acknowledges and agrees that it:
• is aware that the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines apply to
the project;

•

MWSRT
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•

is taken to have read and understood the NSW Code and
NSW Guidelines and the obligations they impose;

•

will comply with the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines on
this project, which includes, but is not limited to giving
access to authorised personnel to inspect any work,
material, or machinery, inspect and copy any record
relevant to the project, and interview any person;

•

will agree, if successful in this procurement process, to
contractual terms that give effect to the NSW Code and
NSW Guidelines and mechanisms to ensure their
compliance and enforcement; and

•

will comply with, and ensure all of its related entities (as
defined in the NSW Guidelines) comply with, the NSW
Code and NSW Guidelines in respect of any of their
building and construction work (including any subsequent
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privately funded work), on and from the date of submitting
a response to this procurement process.

Cost, efficiency, productivity and workplace safety
.4 The tenderer agrees that it must include in its response:

•

for projects where the NSW Government or public sector
body contribution is $1 Omillion or more or is at least
$5million and represents at least 50 percent of the total
construction project value, a Workplace Relations
Management Plan and any other documents and
information necessary to meet the requirements of section
6.1 of the NSW Guidelines;

•

a Work Health Safety Management Plan or Site Specific
Safety Management Plan and any other documents and
information necessary to meet the requirements of section
9 of the NSW Guidelines; and

•

the Schedule of Compliance that is attached as Annexure
CT5 to this Request for Tenders, properly executed by or
on behalf of the tenderer.

.5 The tenderer acknowledges that by submitting this response it
agrees to RMS and the Construction Compliance Unit (CCU)
taking any steps to investigate claims, statements and
assertions made by the tenderer in any of the documents
referred to above in paragraph .4 of this clause before any
contract is awarded. The tenderer acknowledges and agrees to
cooperate with RMS and the CCU in respect of the
investigation of compliance with the NSW Guidelines and
further agrees that that compliance is a mandatory
requirement of the procurement process . The tenderer will
allow authorised personnel to:
• access premises and sites controlled by the tenderer or its
related entities;
•

inspect and copy relevant records and documents;

•

inspect any work, material, machinery, appliance article or
facility; and

•

interview any person;

-

as is necessary to investigate the claims, statements and
assertions made by the tenderer in the response or to
demonstrate the tenderer's current or, where relevant, past
compliance with the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines during
the procurement process.

Disclosure of information
.6 Notwithstanding any other prov1s10n of the procurement
process, the tenderer agrees and consents to the disclosure of
information concerning the tenderer's, and the tenderer's
related entities', compliance with the NSW Code and NSW
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Guidelines, including the disclosure of details of past and
present compliance to the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines,
as varied from time to time, including whether or not
sanctions have been imposed on a tenderer or any of its
related entities by the Commonwealth or any State or any
government agency. This consent is given to the State of New
South Wales, including its agencies (including RMS),
Ministers and the CCU (and its authorised personnel) for
purposes including monitoring and investigating compliance
and ensuring, facilitating and promoting compliance with the
NSW Code and NSW Guidelines.

Subcontractors etc
.7 Where the tenderer proposes to subcontract the works, the
tenderer agrees that it will ensure, through contract, that each
subcontractor or consultant agrees to:
• the contractual promises in clauses paragraph .3 of this
clause (Primary obligation) and paragraph .6 of this clause
(Disclosure of information) in respect of the relevant
subcontractor or consultant;

•
•

•

comply with the applicable plans and policies on the
project referred to in clause paragraph .4 of thi s clause
(Cost, efficiency, productivity and workplace safety); and

•

where a subcontractor or consultant is nominated in
procurement process documents, that the nominated party
cooperates with authorised personnel during the
procurement process for the purposes outlined in
paragraph .5 of this clause.

1.3

Other details
{Insert details for Notice to Tenderers, see Section 5.2.2 and
Appendix 5E of ECM 5/

1.4

GST information
Information and requirements relating to the GST are set out m
clause 7.2.
Please note in particular that special requirements apply to tenderers
who are not registered for GST or who wish to enter into a Voluntary
Agreement for withholding Pay As You Go taxation (refer clauses
7.2 and 8.4).

1.5

RMS statement of business ethics
You must comply with the RMS Statement of Business Ethics.
Copies of the statement are available from the RMS' website.
http://www.rms.nsw.gov .au/about/what-we-do/ethics/statementbusiness-ethics .html
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Summary of requirements for tender
2.1

Eligibility to tender
To be eligible to tender, you must:
. I Have an accredited WHS Management System if applicable
(see clause 3.1), and
.2 Attend the Pre-Tender Meeting (if any) (see clause 3.2), and
.3 Attend the Site Inspection (if any) (s ee clause 3. 2).

2.2

Lodging a conforming tender
To lodge a conforming tender, you must do all the things set out in
the Conforming Tender Checklist attached to this document (please
note tenders submitted by facsimile to RMS will not be considered).

2.3

Lodging an alternative tender
If you wish to lodge an alternative tender, you must also lodge a
conforming tender and provide the details set out in clause 5.

2.4

Post-tender supporting information
To ensure that your tender remains conforming, you must provide
supporting information within 5 working days of a request (see clause

-

6).

3.

Eligibility to tender
3.1

WHS accreditation
You must have a Work, Health and Safety System in place if
required by the Tender Documents. The System must comply with
the NSW Government WHS Management Systems Guidelines and
must be accredited for RMS contracts.

3.2

Pre-tender meeting and site inspection
You or your representative must attend any pre-tender meeting
and/or site inspection held by RMS in relation to the Tender.

3.3

Aboriginal Participation in Construction
To the extent required by the Contract you must demonstrate your
commitment and capacity to plan and facilitate Aboriginal
participation in employment, training and development of Aboriginal
enterprises in accordance with the NSW Government Policy on
Aboriginal Participation in Construction ( I May 2015 or later
update).

3.4

Building Code 2013 & Australian Government Building and
Construction WHS Accreditation Scheme
To the extent required by the contract you must demonstrate your
commitment and capacity to comply with the Building Code 2013
(Building Code) and Supporting Guidelines.
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To the extent required by the contract you must demonstrate your
commitment and capacity to comply with all conditions of the
Australian Government Building and Construction WHS
Accreditation Scheme.

3.5

RMS Customer Charter
Your attention is drawn to the RMS Customer Charter which is
available from http://www.rms.nsw.gov .au/customercharter/index.html.
You should follow this charter in dealing with RMS customers under the
contract.

4.

Lodging a conforming tender

•

4.1

Tender Form
The Tender Form must be properly completed and signed and
initialled by you or by someone on your behalf as a binding legal
document.

4.2

Schedule of Rates
The Schedule of Rates (if applicable) must be completed with all
items listed being priced and with no new items added.

4.3

Schedule of Prices
The Schedule of Prices (if applicable) must be prepared so as to meet
the following requirements. The Schedule of Prices must:

•

.1

include all items for which RMS has suggested a provisional
quantity, and

.2

use the provisional quantities (if any) suggested by RMS, and

.3

only include items which form part of the Contracted Work
described in the Tender Documents, and

.4 be fully priced, and

.5

when all the prices and items are extended, equal the lump
sum component of the tender price.

If your Schedule of Prices includes an item which is not acceptable
to RMS or is not part of the Contracted Work described in the
Tender Documents, RMS may insist on the item being deleted. If
that occurs, the Schedule of Prices will be adjusted by agreement
between RMS and yourself to ensure that the total of the prices as
extended of all remaining items continues to equal the lump sum
component of the tender price.

4.4

Statutory declaration
The statutory declaration must be:
.1
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.2 made by you or by a person who is in a position to know the
facts attested to in the statutory declaration, and
.3 signed by the declarant in the presence of a Justice of the
Peace or a solicitor of the Supreme Court or another person
authorised to administer an oath under the Oaths Act 1900
(NSW).
4.5

Compliance with Building Code 2013 & Australian Government
Building and Construction WHS Accreditation Scheme
Where Building Code 2013 applies as stated in the Contract Schedule:
.1 the Tenderer's attention is drawn to the Building Code dated 25
January 2013 (Code) and the Supporting Guidelines dated 6 May
2016 (Guidelines). Copies of the Code and Guidelines are available
at www.employment.gov.au/building-code .

.2 By submitting an expression of interest or tender to undertake the
work/services, the Tenderer:
a) will be deemed to have read; and
b) agree that you must comply with,
the Code and Guidelines .

-

.3 Notwithstanding any other prov1s1ons of the Tender Documents,
Tenderers hereby consent to the disclosure of information concerning
compliance with the Code and Guidelines, including details of
whether or not a sanction (see Section 8.2 of the Guidelines) has been
imposed. This consent extends to disclosure by the Commonwealth,
its agencies and ministers, and disclosure to others for the purposes
of facilitating compliance with the Code and Guidelines and the
exercise of their statutory and portfolio responsibilities. Tenderers
must ensure that their proposed subcontractors and consultants are
also aware of, and agree to comply with, these rights of use and
disclosure .
.4 Tenderers should be aware that the Code and Guidelines apply to:
the project which is the subject of these Tender Documents;
a)
and
b)

all construction building work undertaken by the Tenderer
and its related entities thereafter as defined in the Guidelines,
including work on all new privately funded construction
projects in Australia .

•

.5 It is a condition of tender that Tenderers comply with the Code and
Guidelines . As part of their tender response, Tenderers must submit:
a signed "Declaration of Compliance" in accordance with the
a)
Declaration of Compliance which is attached as Annexure
CT4 to this Request for Tender; and
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b)

.6

Each Tenderer must indicate in its Tender response:
a)
whether the Tenderer or a related entity of the Tender has ever
been subject to a sanction imposed under the Code and
Guidelines;
b)
whether the Tenderer has had a judicial decision against them
(not including decisions under appeal) relating to employee
entitlements and has not paid the claim;
c)
whether the Tenderer has had any adverse court, tribunal,
industrial relations commission or Fair Work Australia
finding, order or penalty awarded against them in the last two
years (and if so provide details);
how the Tenderer and its related entities have complied with
d)
the Code and Guidelines in the past (if the Tenderer has
undertaken Australian Government funded construction work
in the past);
how the Tenderer intends to comply with the Code and
e)
Guidelines in performing the Contract, should it be the
successful Tenderer; and
t)
where the Tenderer proposes to subcontract an element of the
project, either:
(i)
the information detailed in the above subclauses (a)
and (b) in relation to each subcontractor, or
how the Tenderer intends to ensure each subcontractor
(ii)
complies with the Code and Guidelines .

.7

While acknowledging that value for money is the core principle
underpinning decisions on Government procurement, tenderers
should note that when assessing tenders, preference may be given to
Tenders that demonstrate a commitment to :

•

a)
b)

•

a letter of compliance from the Fair Work Building and
Construction (FWBC), if they are covered by enterprise
agreements made on or after 18 May 2016 .

c)

adding and/or retaining trainees
increasing the participation of
industry; or
promoting employment and
Indigenous Australians in
indigenous populations exist.

and apprentices;
women in all aspects of the
training opportunities for
reg10ns where significant

Where the Australian Government Building and Construction WHS
Accreditation Scheme applies as stated in the Contract Schedule:

. I The successful Tenderer must be accredited under the Australian
Government Building and Construction WHS Accreditation Scheme
(the Scheme) established by the Fair Work (Building Industry) Act
2012 (FWBI Act) when entering into contracts for building work as
defined under section 5 of the FWBI Act and maintain accreditation
under that Scheme while the building work is being carried out; and
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.2 The successful Tenderer must comply with all conditions of Scheme
accreditation.

5.

Lodging an alternative tender
5.1

You must also lodge conforming tender
You may lodge an alternative tender as long as you also lodge a
conforming Tender.
A separate tender form must be submitted for each alternative tender
with accompanying Pricing Schedule(s).

5.2

Details required for alternative tender
If you submit an alternative tender, you must:
.1 show how it differs from the Tender Documents, and
.2 show that the alternative tender satisfies the design and
perfonnance criteria on which the Tender Documents rely,
and
.3 detail and quantify the advantages which the alternative
tender offers to RMS, and

•

.4 identify the effects of the alternative tender on the tender price
and timing of the Contracted Work, and

.5 propose milestones for the submission of further drawings
and specifications.

6.

5.3

Consideration of alternative tender
RMS may consider your alternative tender even though your
conforming Tender is not the lowest in price.

5.4

Conditions applicable to alternative tenders
RMS may impose conditions on the acceptance of an alternative
tender in addition to the conditions set out in the Tender Documents.
This does not limit the RMS' right to accept any tender
conditionally.

•

Post-tender supporting information
6.1

Supporting information to be supplied on request
You must submit the following supporting information within 5
working days of a request by RMS:
. I Contract Disclosure and Related Body Corporate (see clause
62) .

.2 Chain of Responsibility details (see clause 6.3)
.3 Aboriginal Participation in Construction details (see clause 6.4)
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.4 Other Information (s ee clause 6.5).

6.2

Contract disclosure and related body corporate
RMS will disclose the contract information required by as per
Division 5, Part 3 of the Government Information (Public Access)
Act 2009. To allow RMS to comply you must submit particulars of
any related body corporate (within the meaning of the Corporations
Act 2001 of the Commonwealth) in respect of your company, or any
other private sector entity in which you have an interest, that will be
involved in carrying out any of your obligations under the contract or
will receive a benefit under the contract.

6.3

Heavy Vehicle National Law - Chain of Responsibility
The Tenderer's attention is drawn to the chain of responsibility
provisions of the Heavy Vehicle National Law. Under the Heavy
Vehicle National Law, the successful Tenderer may be a party to the
chain of responsibility.

•

The chain of responsibility provisions are directed at ensuring that
road transport operations involving heavy vehicles are conducted
safely for all road users, and without causing damage to assets or
infrastructure or having significant adverse effects on the
environment or community amenity.
Where required in Annexure CT2, the chain of responsibility (CoR)
details must include a CoR Management Plan.

6.4

Aboriginal Participation in Construction
The Tenderer's attention is drawn to the requirements of the NSW
Government Policy on Aboriginal Participation in Construction.
The Policy is available at:
https: //www.procurepoint.nsw.gov.au/policy-and-reform/nswprocurement-reform/construction/policy-framework-construction.

•

Where the Policy applies as stated in the Contract Schedule, the
Contractor will be required to comply with relevant Category
requirements of the Policy. The Targeted Project Spend (TPS) on
Aboriginal participation is as stated in the Contract Schedule.
RMS will determine the TPS before the Contract is executed and the
TPS will be included in the executed Contract (or in issued Work
Order, where relevant). The TPS will remain fixed for the Contract
or Work Order period as relevant, except where RMS and the
Contractor agree to re-set it (e.g. where legitimate exclusions were
overlooked at tender time).
Where stated in the Contract Schedule, the Contractor will be
required to provide the Aboriginal Participation Plan and the
Aboriginal Participation Reports, at the times specifi ed in the
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Contract and in the format prescribed by the NSW Procurement
Board. Templates are available at:
https://www.procurepoint.nsw.gov.au/aboriginal-participationconstruction-information-contractors.
Aboriginal Participation in Construction details submitted by the
Tenderer must include:
(a)

an undertaking that, in the event that it becomes the Contractor,
it is prepared to provide an Aboriginal Participation Plan and
the Aboriginal Participation Reports, which must comply with
the Policy;

(b)

evidence of its ability to meet the obligations under the Policy
on the Contract;

(c)

details of its Aboriginal participation in construction
perfonnance outcomes on other RMS or NSW Government
contracts;

•

and where required in Annexure CT2:
(d)

6.5

7.

proposed exclusions for determining the TPS .

Other information
You must submit other information as listed in Annexure CT2.

Tender pricing considerations
7.1

Commercial products nominated by RMS
If a commercial product is referred to by catalogue number or brand
name in the Tender Documents, you must base your Tender on the
named product even if the Tender Documents allow the successful
tenderer to nominate an equivalent or approved equivalent product.
If you wish to nominate alternative products at the time of tender, the
nomination must be done as part of an alternative tender.

7 .2

Goods and services tax
Your individual tendered rates and prices must exclude Goods and
Services Tax (GST) but a separate item for GST is to be included, if
it is payable. Any GST Free or Input Taxed Supplies to be made
under the Contract must be clearly and separately identified.

•

If you state your ABN in your tender, RMS will treat you as being
registered for GST, unless you advise otherwise. If you will not be
registered for GST when the Contract is entered into, you must say
so in your tender.

If you wish to enter into a Voluntary Agreement for withholding Pay
as You Go taxation ('Voluntary Agreement'), you must say so in
your tender and provide the infom1ation required for the approved
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form of a Voluntary Agreement as required by the A New Tax
System (Pay As You Go) Act 1999.

7.3

Customs duty
Customs duty is payable on all material, plant and equipment
imported into Australia unless exemption from payment of the duty
is granted.

If applicable, you must submit with the Tender Fonn a statement
setting out the amount of customs duty included in the tender price in
respect of material which will form part of the Contracted Work.

8

Assessment of tenders
8.1

•

Late tenders
RMS will not consider your tender if it is late unless you establish to
the RMS' satisfaction that:
. I the cause of the lateness was beyond your control, and
.2 consideration of the late tender could not
compromise the integrity of the tendering process.

8.2

Application of GST adjustment for non-GST taxpayers
If you are not registered for GST or you wish to enter into a
Voluntary Agreement, your tender price will be increased by 10% for
the purposes of tender assessment.

8.3

Best value for money assessment
Tenders will be assessed on the basis of best value for money. This
includes consideration of the following criteria:
.I

•

possibly

The tender price and the integrity of its structure (after
application of applicable Government Purchasing Policies) .

.2 Individual rates and prices and the integrity of their structure .
.3 Your current financial position and commitments on other
contracts .
.4 Your Quality System documentation and experience and

performance in the carrying out of Quality Assurance
contracts. (QA contracts only) .
.5 Suitability of proposed personnel , plant, equipment and
subcontractors .
.6 Proposals (where requested in the Tender Documents) and
previous performance concerning management of safety,
chain of responsibility provisions of the HVNL, workplace
relations, environmental protection and community relations.
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.7 Claims history .
.8 Record of compliance or otherwise with NSW Government
Code of Practice for Procurement and Implementation
Guidelines .
.9 Records of performance, claims and compliance with Codes
provided by other NSW Government agencies or departments .

. IO Other criteria listed in Annexure CT3.

9

General
9 .1

Tender validity period
Tenders are valid for 60 days after the closing date for Tenders.

9.2

Acceptance of tender
RMS is not bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
A Tender is accepted only when notice in writing of acceptance is
issued to you by RMS.

9.3

Information provided for convenience only
Information provided by RMS which does not form part of the
Tender Documents is provided only for the convenience of
Tenderers. That infonnation will not form part of a contract awarded
as a result of this tender process.

9.4

Information not exhaustive
Information provided by RMS which does not form part of the
Tender Documents and which describes the site or conditions which
may be encountered during the course of carrying out the Contracted
Work is not to be taken as an exhaustive statement of conditions
which may be encountered during the course of carrying out the
Contracted Work.

9.5

Estimated quantities
The quantities shown in any Schedule of Estimated Quantities issued
by RMS are estimated quantities only and are not guaranteed to be
the actual or correct quantities of work to be carried out.

9.6

Subcontractors not approved
Acceptance of a Tender by RMS does not constitute an approval of a
proposed subcontractor or subcontracted work under clause 6.4 of
the Terms for Contracted Work.
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Annexure CT1
Statutory declaration

.. ...... ... .......... .. ........... ............................. .......... ........... ................. ............. ......... [insert name] of
.. .......................... .... .... .................. ... ..... ....................................... .. .................. [insert address ] do
solemnly and sincerely declare and affirm, m respect of the tender for
.............................. .. .................................... .... ..... ..... .... ... .. ......... ................. ..... ('Tender') or any
contract arising from the Tender, that:
I . I hold the position of .... .... ........ .. .. .... ............ .. .............................. and am duly authorised by
.................................................................. ('Tenderer ' ) to make this declaration on its behalf.
2.

* To the best of my knowledge, neither the Tenderer nor any of its employees or agents have
entered into a contract, arrangement or understanding to pay moneys to a trade association,
apart from the normal amount (annual subscription, turnover or contract fee) imposed by
that trade association.

•

* The Tenderer

has agreed to pay a special fee to a trade association of$ .. .......... .... .. .. .. if it is
successful in the Tender.

3. To the best of my knowledge, neither the Tenderer nor any of its employees or agents had

knowledge of the price of another tenderer prior to submitting the Tender.
4. To the best of my knowledge, neither the Tenderer nor any of its employees or agents has

disclosed the Tenderer's tender price to a rival tenderer.

5. The Tenderer submitted the Tender in good faith and has not deliberately set its tender price
above the level of rival tenderers.
6. As at the date of this declaration, the Tenderer intends to do the work the subject of the
Tender.
7. To the best of my knowledge, neither the Tenderer nor any of its emp loyees or agents has
entered into a contract, arrangement or understanding having the result that the Tenderer or
another person will pay money to an unsuccessful tenderer if the Tenderer is successful in
the Tender (other than for work or services done or materials supplied under a bona fide
contract) .

-

8. The Tenderer has allowed in its Tender for all workers who may be at any time employed on
the work under the Contract to be paid, and promises to pay to all such workers in the event
that the Tender is accepted , no less than the wages, allowances and other money payable to
them pursuant to all relevant legislation, awards, determinations, judgments and agreements
in respect of their employment on the work under the Contract.
And I make this solemn dec laration conscientiously believing the same to be true and by virtue
of the provisions of the Oaths Act, 1900.
Subscribed and declared at .. .. .. ...... .... .................. [ciry or town] on ...... .... .... ...... .... [date]
before me:
Justice of the Peace/Solicitor

Declarant

*Delete whichever is inapplicable
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Authorised Witness' Certificate
Section 34 (1) (c) of the Oaths Act 1900
Insert name of authorised

I,

witness

[being a Justice of the Peace • I Solicitor• I Notary Public* I Commissioner of Oaths*),
certify the following matters concern ing the making of this statutory declaration by the person who
made it:

1. I saw the face of the person

*

OR I did not see the face of the person because the person
was wearing a face covering, but I am satisfied that the
person had a special justification for not removing the
covering . *

2. I have known the person for at OR I have not known the person for at least 12 months, but I
least 12 months

*

have confirmed the person's id entity using an identification
document and the document I relied on was:

*

Describe identification
document relied on

Date

Signature of authorised witness

•

* delete as applicable
NOTE th e following identification is acceptable
a current driver photo licence
a current NSW Photo Card or sim ilar photo identification issued by another Australia n
jurisdiction
a passport (in English or with an English translation ) that has not expired more than 2 years
ago
a current nationa l identity photo card in English or with an English translation
a current Medicare card , pensioner concession card, Department of Vete ra ns' Affa irs
entitlement card ,
a current credit card
a statement of account from a bank, building society or cred it union that is not more than 1 year
old,
an electoral enrolment card or other evi dence of enrolment as an elector that is not more than 2
years old,
a student identity card, or a certificate or statement of enrolment, from an educational institution
that is not more than 2 yea rs old.

•
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Annexure CT2
Other information to be submitted
You must submit the following additional supporting information within 5 working days
of a request by RMS:

Section 6.3 Heavy Vehicle National Law - Chain of Responsibility

6.3.1) For Project Contract:
A Preliminary CoR Management Plan addressing:
• CoR issues of the Tender Documents
• Initial project CoR risk assessment
identifying project specific risks, relevant
company policies and procedures relevant
to identified risks and, where relevant, how
the design process and project delivery
approach will address chain of
responsibility risks during construction.

•

6.3.2) For Work-as-Ordered Contract or Term
Services Contract:
A CoR Management Plan addressing the
requirements (a), (b), (c), (e) and (f) specified in
Annexure G2-C4 l/G I

Required / Not required I
Not applicable

[ delete whichever is
inapplicable}

Required / Not required I
Not applicable

[delete whichever is
inapplicable}

Section 6.4 Aboriginal Participation in Construction

6.4d) Aboriginal Participation

-

Proposed exclusions for determining the TPS

[delete whichever is
inapplicable}
Section 6.5 Other Information

[insert details}
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Annexure CT3
Other assessment criteria
The following additional criteria will be considered in the assessment of Tenders:

NOTE TO DOCUMENTER (delete this text box after customising the model
RFT document) :
If the NSW Government Policy on Aboriginal Participation in Construction
applies to the project, insert here the following Evaluation Criterion:

•

"Demonstrated capacity to meet the obligations of the NSW Government Policy
on Aboriginal Participation in Construction , May 2015, including evidence of
previous performance"

-
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Annexure CT4
Declaration of Compliance with the Building Code 2013 (Code) and
Australian Government Building and Construction WHS Accreditation
Scheme
This Schedule must be completed by the Tenderer and lodged with its Tender.
Any Tender in which this Schedule is not completed may be regarded as nonconforming.

(Insert full name a/Tenderer in block letters, ABN and ACN)

The Tenderer undertakes to comply with all conditions of the Australian
Government Building and Construction WHS Accreditation Scheme (the
Scheme) in performing the Contract, should it be the successful Tenderer.

1.

•

a.

Insert details of accreditation status under the Australian Government
Building and Construction WHS Accreditation Scheme, including the
expiry date of accreditation or provide evidence that accreditation is
being sought under the Scheme.

Regulation 24(h) of the Fair Work (Bui lding Industry - Accreditation Scheme)
Regulations 2005 outlines provisions applying to joint venture/alliance
atTangements that include accredited and unaccredited members.

-

2.

The Tenderer confirms that it has complied with the Building Code 2013 (the
Code), in preparing this Tender.

3.

The Tenderer undertakes that it complies with Code, and has complied with the
Code from the time of lodgement of this tender, and that it has required
compliance by its related entities (see section 8 of the Code).

4.

The Tenderer undertakes to ens ure compliance from all subcontractors and
consultants engaged for the Project, should it be the successful Tenderer. All
contracts must expressly require compliance with the Code.

5.

The Tenderer agrees that it and its subcontractors and its related entities wil l
provide the Commonwealth or any person authorised by the Commonwealth,
including a person occupying a position in the Fair Work Building Industry
Inspectorate, with access to :
(a)
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(b)

inspect and copy any record relevant to the Project and Works the subject
of this Contract;

(c)

interview any person; and

( d)

any document requested under this contract. The document must be
provided within the period specified either in person, by fax or by post,

as is necessary to demonstrate its compliance with the Code and Guidelines.
6.

The Tenderer acknowledges that it is aware the Commonwealth or Minister for
Employment may impose a sanction on a Tenderer or Contractor that does not
comply with the Code.
The sanction imposed may include but is not limited to:

7.

(a)

the reporting of the breach to an appropriate statutory body or law
enforcement agency (if there is evidence that the breach may also be a
breach of a Commonwealth or State law), or industry association;

(b)

issuing of a formal warning that future breaches may lead to more
significant sanctions;

(c)

preclusion from Tendering for any Commonwealth work for a specified
period;

(d)

communication of sanction details to all Commonwealth agencies to
ensure a 'whole-of-Government' approach;

(e)

publication of details of the breach and identification of the paity
committing the breach ; and

(f)

a reduction in the number of tendering opportunities that are given.

•

The Tenderer is to select which of the following clauses in italics is appropriate
and delete the remaining clause:
a)

The Tenderer hereby gives its consent, and confirms that its related
entities give their consent, to disclosure by the Commonwealth, its
agencies and ministers, of information concerning th e Tenderer 's and its
related entities' compliance with the Code and whether or not a sanction
has been imposed on the Tenderer and/or related entity of the Tenderer,
for the exercise of th eir statutory and portfolio responsibilities (the
Pwposes).

-

OR
b)
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8.

The Tenderer has obtained or will obtain the consent of each subcontractor and
consultant proposed in its Tender to disclosure by the Commonwealth, its
agencies and ministers, of information concerning the proposed subcontractors,
compliance with the Code and whether or not a sanction has been imposed on
any proposed subcontractor, for the Purposes.

9.

The Tenderer acknowledges that the consents provided in clause 6 are not
limited to this Tender process as the Tenderer is expected to comply with the
Code in future projects.

I 0.

The Tenderer will:
(a)

•
•
(b)

Describe how the Tenderer has complied with the Code in the past (if the
Tenderer has undertaken Australian Government funded construction
work in the past) and how it will comply if successful. For example, the
tenderer will:
(i)

comply with the Code;

(ii)

require compliance with the Code from all subcontractors before
doing business with them;

(iii)

apply the Code to privately funded projects that commence after
they first lodge an expression of interest or tender for Australian
Government projects;

(iv)

ensure that contractual documents allow for a person occupying a
position in the Fair Work Building Industry Inspectorate to access
sites, documents and personnel to monitor compliance with the
Code, including privately funded construction sites;

(v)

ensure project managers or head contractors establish appropriate
processes to ensure freedom of association;

(vi)

ensure there is an Work Health and Safety (WHS) plan for the
Project;

(vii)

respond to requests for information concerning Code-related
matters made on behalf of Code Monitoring Group (CMG);

(viii)

where practicable, ensure contractors or subcontractors initiate
voluntary remedial action aimed at rectifying non-compliant
behaviour when it is drawn to their attention;

(ix)

ensure that CMG secretariat is notified of any alleged breaches,
voluntary remedial action taken or other Code-related matters
within 21 days of the party becoming aware of the alleged breach;
and

(x)

be aware that and ensure that sanctions applied under the Code
are enforced including the exclusion of identified parties from
work opportunities in accordance with decisions advised by
CMG.

Where the Tenderer proposes to subcontract an element of the work, the
Tenderer is either to :
(i)
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(ii)
(c)

I I.

detail how the Tenderer intends to ensure compliance with the
Code by each subcontractor.

Ensure that where threatened or actual industrial action occurs on a
project, contractors, subcontractors, consultants or project managers
report such action to the Funding Agency.

Where the Tenderer has a Fair Work Act 2009 enterprise agreement that was
approved on or after 1 February 2013 that enterprise agreement includes a
genuine dispute resolution procedure that includes the following :
(a)

the abi lity for employees to appoint a representative in relation to the
dispute;

(b)

in the first instance procedures to resolve the dispute at the workplace
level ;

(c)

if a dispute is not resolved at the workplace level, the capacity for a party
to the dispute to refer the matter to an independent third party for
mediation or conciliation; and

(d)

if the dispute is still not resolved, the capacity for an independent third
party to settle the dispute via a decision binding on the parties.

Privately Funded Projects:

12.

The Tenderer declares that, in respect to privately funded projects:
(a)

The Tenderer and its related entities will comply with the Code on all the
Tenderer's and its related entities' future privately funded projects.

(b)

The Tenderer must maintain adequate records of compliance with the
Code by the Tenderer, its subcontractors and related entities.

(c)

The Tenderer agrees that it and any of its related entities will provide the
Commonwealth or any person authorised by the Commonwealth,
including a person occupying a position in the Fair Work Building
Industry Inspectorate, with access to:
(i)

inspect any work, material, machinery, appliance, article or
facility;

(ii)

inspect and copy any record relevant to the Project and Works the
subject of this Contract; and

(iii)

interview any person,

as is necessary to allow validation of its compliance with the Code.
(d)

The Tenderer agrees that the Tenderer and its related entities will agree to
a request from the Commonwealth or any person authorised by the
Commonwealth, including a person occupying a position in the Fair
Work Building Industry Inspectorate, to produce a specified document
within a specified period, in person, by fax or by post.

(e)

The Tenderer will ensure that the Tenderer and its related entities permit
the Commonwealth or any person authorised by the Commonwealth,
including a person occupying a position in the Fair Work Building
Industry Inspectorate, to have access to records and to the related entities'
and subcontractors' premises (to inspect and copy records), as is
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necessary to ensure that the subcontractors and related entities are
complying with the Code.

Signed for the Tenderer by:
Date: ........ .. ....... .

Name (in block letters):
(Authorised Officer)

In the Office Bearer capacity of:

•
•
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Annexure CT5
Schedule of Compliance with NSW Government's Implementation
Guidelines to the NSW Government Code of Practice for Procurement
(SUBMIT WITH TENDER FORM)
Refer to request for Tenders clause 1.2 - NSW Government Code of
Practice for Procurement and Implementation Guidelines.

Primary acknowledgments and undertakings
l. By completing this Compliance Schedule and submitting an expression of
interest or tender response, the tenderer:
(a) acknowledges that the NSW Government 's Code of Practice for
Procurement (NSW Code) and the NSW Government's Implementation
Guidelines to the NSW Code of Practice for Procurement: Building and
Construction (NSW Guidelines) apply to the project the subject of this
tender;
(b) undertakes that it, and its related entities, comply with the NSW Code
and NSW Guidelines on:
(i) the project the subject of this tender;

•

(ii) any privately and publicly funded building and construction work to
which the NSW Guidelines apply, on and from the date of
submitting this expression of interest or response (if not already
required to comply on such privately and publicly funded projects);
(c) confinns that it and its rel ated entities have complied with:
(i) the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines on all its other projects to
which the NSW Guidelines apply or have applied; and
(ii) all applicable legi slation , court and tribunal orders, directions and
decisions, and industrial instruments; and
(d) confirms that neither it, nor any of its related entities, are subject to a
sanction or other circumstance that would preclude the tenderer from
submitting an expression of interest or tender response, or, if successful ,
being awarded a contract.

Sanctions for non-compliance
2. The NSW Treasury, through th e Construction Compliance Unit (CCU), has
responsibility for enforcing, and ensuring compliance with, the NSW Code
and NSW Guidelines.

-

3. The tenderer acknowledges that where it, or a rel ated entity, fails to comply
w ith the NSW Code or NSW Guidelines, a sanction may be imposed on the
tenderer or its related entity or both . The sanctions that can be imposed
include, but are not limited to, one or more of the following:
(a) a formal warning that a furth er breach will lead to severe sanctions ;
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(b) referral of a complaint to the relevant industry organisation for
assessment against its own professional code of conduct and appropriate
action;
(c) reduction in tendering opportunities at either agency or government-wide
level, for example, by exclusion of the breaching party from tendering for
government work above a certain value, or for a specified period;
(d) reporting the breach to an appropriate statutory body; and
(e) publicising the breach and identity of the party.

Disclosure of information
4. The tenderer agrees and gives its consent (or reaffirms its consent), and
confirms that its related entities agree and give their consent (or reaffinn
their consent), to the disclosure of infonnation concerning the tenderer's, and
the tenderer's related entities', compliance with the NSW Code and the NSW
Guidelines, including disclosure of details of past conduct relating to the
NSW Code and NSW Guidelines and whether or not sanctions have been
imposed on a tenderer or its related entities.

•

5. The tenderer confirms that it has obtained, or will obtain, the consent of each
subcontractor or consultant it proposes to use on the project, or that it will
use if successful in the tender, to the disclosure of information concerning
the subcontractor's and consultant's compliance with the NSW Code and the
NSW Guidelines, including disclosure of details of past conduct relating to
the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines and whether or not sanctions have been
imposed on the subcontractor or consultant or its related entities.
6. The consent (or reaffirniation of consent) by the tenderer, its related entities
and any proposed or subsequent subcontractors, is given to the State of New
South Wales, its agencies (including RMS), Ministers and the CCU (and its
authorised personnel) for purposes including:
(a) the exercise of their statutory or portfolio responsibilities;
(b) investigating and checking, claims and assertions made by the tenderer in
any documents provided as part of its expression of interest or tender
response (including, but not limited to, any Workplace Relations
Management Plans or Health and Safety Management Plans) ;

•

(c) monitoring, investigating and enforcing the NSW Code and NSW
Guidelines; and
(d) ensuring, facilitating and promoting compliance with the NSW Code and
NSW Guidelines.
7. The tenderer acknowledges that this consent is not limited to this tender, or
this project, as parties are expected to comply with the NSW Code and NSW
Guidelines on future projects to which they app ly.

Positive obligations
8. Without limiting the obligations and requirements in the NSW Guidelines,
the tenderer acknowledges and undertakes to comply with its positive
obligations under the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines, including to :
(a) comply with any Workplace Relations Management Plan and Health and
Safety Management Plan;
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(b) allow NSW Government authorised personnel to:
(i)

access the project site and other premises;

(ii)

monitor and investigate compliance with the NSW Code and
NSW Guidelines;

(iii)

inspect any work, material, machinery, appliance, article, or
facility;

(iv)

inspect and copy any record relevant to the project; and

(v)

interview any person;

as is necessary to demonstrate compliance with the NSW Code and NSW
Guidelines;
(c) notify the CCU (or nominee) and the Client Agency of any alleged
breaches of the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines and of voluntary
remedial action taken, within 24 hours of becoming aware of the alleged
breach;
(d) (for principal contractors only) report any grievance or dispute relating to
workplace relations or work, helath and safety matters that may impact
on project costs, related contracts or timelines to the CCU (or nominee)
and RMS within 24 hours of becoming aware of the grievance or dispute
and to provide regular updates on the grievance or dispute;
(e) report any threatened or actual industrial action that may impact the
project, project costs, related contracts or timelines to the CCU (or
nominee) and RMS within 24 hours and provide regular updates about
the steps being taken to resolve the threatened or actual industrial action;

•

(f) take all steps reasonably available to prevent, or resolve, industrial action
which adversely affects, or has the potential to adversely affect, the
delivery of the project or other related contracts on time and within
budget; and

(g) take all reasonably available steps to prevent, or bring to an end,
unprotected industrial action occurring on, or affecting the project,
including by pursuing legal action where possible. Any such legal action
must be conducted (and where appropriate, concluded) in a manner
consistent with the guiding principles and objectives of the NSW
Guidelines, namely supporting outcomes of compliance with the law,
productivity in delivering the project on time and within budget,
maintaining a high standard of safety and protecting freedom of
association.

•

9. Without limiting the obligations and requirements of the NSW Code and
NSW Guidelines, the tenderer acknowledges its obligation to ensure, through
contract, that subcontractors and consultants similarly do, or allow for, each
of these applicable positive obligations.

Privately funded work
I 0. The tenderer acknowledges and agrees that in respect of its privately funded
building and construction work (to which the NSW Guidelines apply) it, and
its related entities, will:
(a) comply with the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines ;
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(b) maintain adequate records of compliance with the NSW Code and NSW
Guidelines (including by contractors);
(c) allow NSW Government authorised personnel to:
(i)

access the sites and premises;

(ii)

monitor and investigate compliance with the NSW Code and
NSW Guidelines;

(iii)

inspect any work, material, machinery, appliance, article, or
facility;

(iv)

inspect and copy any record relevant to the project; and

(v)

interview any person;

as is necessary to demonstrate compliance with the NSW Code and NSW
Guidelines; and
(d) ensure contractors and consultants sim ilarly do, or allow, for each of
these obligations.

Declaration by tenderer and authorised representative
I 1. By signing this declaration on behalf of the tenderer, the authorised
representative declares that they have full authority to execute it and have
obtained any necessary consents and approvals to do so.

•

Signed for the Tenderer by:
Date: ................. .

Name (in block letters):
(Authorised Officer)

In the Office Bearer capacity of:

•
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Annexure CT6
Conforming tender checklist

To ensure your Tender is conforming, you must:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete the Schedule to the Tender Form (Tender Form
Schedule).
Attach the Tender Form Schedule to the Tender Form.
Sign the Tender Form Schedule in the place provided (or
make sure it is signed by a person with authority to sign on
your behalf).
Initial all pages of the Tender Fonn.

•

Complete all Pricing Schedules.
Initial all pages of the Pricing Schedule( s).
prepare and sign a hard copy of the Schedule of Compliance
with the NSW Government 's Code of Practice for
Procurement and Implementation Guidelines (see clause 1.2)
Prepare and make the Statutory Declaration (see clause 4.4)
prepare and sign a hard copy of the Declaration of
Compliance with the Building Code 2013 and the Australian
Government Building and Construction WHS Accreditation
Scheme; enclose a compliance letter from the FWBC, if
applicable (see clause 4.5)

•

Include advice as to your OST-status if you are not registered
for GST or you wish to enter into a Voluntary Agreement for
withholding Pay As You Go Taxation (see clause 7.2)

D

Prepare Customs Duty statement if applicable (see clause
7. 3)

•

•

Lodge all the documents described above in the Tender Box*
by the closing date and time (tenders submitted by facsimile
to RMS will not be considered)

* If Clause 1.3 specifies that the tenders are to be lodged in Tender Box
located at RMS' Head Office (at 20-44 Ennis Road Milsons Point NSW 2061),
th e following additional conditions apply for tender lodgement:
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(a) your Tender must be enclosed in a sealed package not larger than 400mm x
270mm x 190mm; and
(i)

endorsed [insert Contract Title and Contract Number] you're
your name and address clearly displayed;

(ii)

marked "Tender Box/Strictly Private and Confidential";

and either:
(b) placed in the Tender Box at the office of the RMS, Ground Level, 20-44
Ennis Road, Milsons Point NSW 2061 ,
or
(c) mailed to the Tender Box, Ground Level, 20-44 Ennis Road, Milsons Point
NSW 2061 ,
so as to be received by no earlier than one business day before the closing date
and time.

•

In the event that your Tender does not fit into one sealed package of the
dimensions specified in clause (a) above, you can submit multiple packages each
not exceeding the specified dimensions. Each package must be additionally
labelled with "Volume l", "Volume 2", etc., as relevant.

•
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Minor Physical Works and Services
Work-as-Ordered Contract

•

Contract Schedule

i,1)
NsW

•

GOVERNMENT

Transport
Roads & Maritime
Services

© Roads and Maritime Services
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ROADS AND MARITIME SERVICES (RMS)
Minor Physical Works and Services

Work-as-Ordered Contract
Contract Schedule
Item

Contract-specific requirements

Clause reference and
description
Clause 1 - Summary
This Contract is
Ordered Contract.

2

•

a

Work-as

The Date for Completion of any Contracted
Work is as set out in the Work Order requiring
the Contracted Work.

Offer Term
The Offer Term is :

3

Clause 3 - Starting Work

Required .

Security is :

The

amount

of

security

is

$ _ _ __
[Because this is a Work-as-Ordered Contract, you
may need to calculate an appropriate security
amount or include a methodology for determining a
notional Contract Sum]

Not required
[delete whichever is inapplicable]

4

Clause 3.1 - Insurance Broker
Corporate Risk Services
Aon Risk Services Australia Limited

RMS' Insurance Broker is:

ABN 17 000 434 720
Level 33, Aon Tower
201 Kent Street

•

SYDNEY NSW 2000
Telephone: 61 2 9253 7000 (Generall;

61 2 9253 7615 mirect>
Facsimile
5

Clause 4 - Quality

Yes/No

A quality system is specified:

6

[delete whichever is inapplicable)

Clause 5.2 - Program

Required/Not required

A program is :

7

[delete whichever is inapplicable)

Clause 5.4.3 - Liquidated
damages for delay
Liquidated damages for delay in

MWSWOCS
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May apply. The amount for any Contracted
Work will be set out in the Work Order for that
Contracted Work .
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Contract-specific requirements

Clause reference and
description
completing the Contracted Work
by the Date for Completion:

Do not apply.
[delete whichever is inapplicable]

8

9

Clause
7.1
The
Principal
Contractor for the purposes of
WHS Laws is
Clause 7.10 -Working times

Contractor I ___________
{delete whichever is inapplicable]

Apply. The permitted working times are:

Restrictions on working times :

[insert details]
Do not apply.
{delete whiche ver is inapplicable)

10

Clause 7.16 - Building Code
2013

11

Clause 7.18 -Aboriginal
Participation

11A

As set out in the Work Order requiring the
Contracted Work

As set out in the Work Order requiring the
Contracted Work

The NSW Government
Policy on Aboriginal
Participation in
Construction applies

11 B

The Aboriginal Participation
Project Category is :

11 C

The Contractor is required
to submit an Aboriginal
Participation Plan and
Aboriginal Participation
Reports

11 D

The Targeted Project
Spend {TPS) at the date of
this Agreement is :

12

As set out in the Work Order requiring the
Contracted Work

As set out in the Work Order requiring the
Contracted Work

As set out in the Work Order requiring the
Contracted Work

!insert name)

Clause 19.1 - Insurances you must
have

13A

Workers compensation
insurance.
To cover all persons
directly or indirectly

Volume 7A

•

Clause 16.2 - RMS
representative
The RMS representative is :

13

•
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Contract-specific requirements

Clause reference and
description

engaged in the
performance of the
Contracted Work
Motor vehicle/mobile plant
insurance comprehensive
or 3rd party property
damage covering all plant
and equipment and motor
vehicles owned or used by
you or your subcontractors
(whether or not owned by
you) in the performance of
the Contracted Work. This
insurance is in addition to
the compulsory third party
personal injury (CTP}
insurance requ ired by law .

13B

•

13C

Required.
As specified in Item 4 of Schedule 3 to C41
Terms for Contracted Works

Not required .

Other insurances

Required :
Type
Amount:$
[delete whichever is inapplicable]

14

Clause 19.2 Principal Arranged
Insurance

14A

Contract Works Insurance

Amount:
As specified in Item 1 of Schedule 3 to C41
Terms for Contracted Works

•

14B

14C

15

Third Party Liability
Insurance

Amount:

Professional indemnity
insurance

For the RMS' benefit only

Clause 19.2 - Principal
Arranged Insurance Excess

15A

Contract Works Excess
Contracts up to and includ ing
$5M

•
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15B
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Contract-specific requirements

Third Party Liability
Insurance
• Products Liability
• Worker to Worker
• Underground Services
• All Other Claims

Excess:
As specified in Item 2 of Schedule 3 to C41
Terms for Contracted Works

Clause 22.5 - Cost adjustment
for rise and fall

Applies/Doesn 't apply
[delete whichever is inapplicable]

17

Clause 22.6 - Cost adjustment
for supply of bitumen

Applies/Doesn 't apply

•

{delete whichever is inapplicable]

18

Clause 26
completion

-

Warranty

on

The Warranty Period is :

19

Clause 32.2 - RMS' address for
notices

20

Clause
32.2
representative's
notices

address

RMS
for

•
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Minor Physical Works and Services
Work-as-Ordered Contract

Contract
for
[xxx]

•

i,tk
NsW

•

GOVERNMENT

Transport
Roads & Maritime
Services
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Roads and Maritime Services (RMS)
Minor Physical Works and Services
Work-as-Ordered Contract
Form of Agreement

Date
Parties

Roads and Maritime services (RMS) of 20-44 Ennis Road, Milsons Point, New
South Wales 2061

Your name:
ACN

Project
RMS file

•

Deed of
Agreement:

1.

You agree to carry out Contracted Work whenever a Work Order is issued
to you during the Offer Term.

2.

RMS agrees to pay you for performing Work Orders as set out in the
Contract.

3.

Both parties agree to perform their obligations under the Contract.

4. The Contract incorporates the Tender Documents and the following posttender documents:
The Tender Form signed and lodged by you with your tender
The Pricing Schedules signed and lodged by you with your tender
The RMS letter accepting your tender and the documents listed in that
letter as forming part of the Contract

5. You acknowledge that RMS might not issue any Work Orders to you .

•

6.

Execution as
a deed

Volume 7A

MWSWOAG

Capitalised terms used in this Form of Agreement, unless otherwise
defined or indicated in this Form of Agreement, have the meaning given to
those terms in the Minor Physical Works and Services Terms for
Contracted Work

RMS: Signed sealed and delivered by Roads and Maritime Services
delegate in the presence of:

Witness

RMS delegate

Name of witness

Name of RMS delegate

June 20 I 6 Ed I Rev7
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You:SIGNED by YOU in accordance with section 127 of the

corporations Act 2001 <Cth>

secretary/Director

Name printed

Director *

Name printed

<*I am the sole Director and company secretary of the contractor
and I occupy both offices - strike out if not applicable>

•
•
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Minor Physical Works and Services
Work-as-Ordered Contract

•

Conditions of Standing Offer

"-"k
NsW

•
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RMS Minor Physical Works and Services
Work-as-Ordered Contract
Conditions of Standing Offer
1.

Terms of your standing offer
1.1.

Your offer
You offer to carry out work or services in accordance with Work
Orders issued to you during the Offer Term.
The type of work you may be asked to do under a Work Order is
set out in the Specification.

1.2.

-

Your warranty
You warrant that you have the resources, qualifications,
competence and experience to comply with any Work Order
issued to you during the Offer Term.

1.3.

Your acknowledgment
You acknowledge that:

2.

1.

RMS may not issue any Work Orders to you (or, ifthere is
a Panel, to any member of the Panel).

2.

RMS may not need any work or services of the type
described in the Specification.

3.

RMS may use other contractors to carry out work or
services of the type described in the Specification (this
includes, if there is a Panel, going to contractors outside
the Panel).

4.

RMS may ask you to quote separately for particular work
or services even though you have made this standing offer.

5.

RMS does not have to act fairly in allocating work
between members of a Panel.

Work Orders
2.1 .

Form of Work Orders
Work Orders will be substantially in the fonn set out in the
Schedule to this document.
Work Orders may be issued by letter, facsimile or email.
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Work Orders are binding
Work Orders once issued are binding on you.

2.3.

Terms of Work Order
Work Orders incorporate the Terms/or Contracted Work.

2.4.

No payment without an Work Order
You will not be paid for work or services unless a Work Order for
that work or those services has been issued to you.

3.

Termination of Work-as-Ordered Contract
3.1.

RMS' right to terminate if not satisfied
RMS may terminate the Work-as-Ordered Contract if it is not
satisfied with your performance under any Work Order or if it
believes that you may not be able to comply with the Work-asOrdered Contract for any reason.

A
W

Before doing so , RMS will give you notice of its intention and
will allow you at least 14 days to respond.
Termination under this clause does not affect your obligations or
entitlements under any Work Order previously issued (but RMS
may also terminate the specific contract arising under the Work
Order if it is entitled to do so under the Terms for Contracted
Work).

3.2.

Termination for insolvency
RMS may terminate the Contract and all current Work Orders
immediately by written notice if:
l.

you commit an act of bankruptcy, or

2.

a resolution is passed or an application is made for your
winding up or for the appointment of a liquidator or
provisional liquidator, or

3.

an external administrator is appointed to you, or

4.

a secured creditor or its agent takes possession of a
material part of your assets or undertaking, or

5.

you enter into an arrangement with your creditors, or

6.

your business is sold, or

7.

you are convicted of a criminal offence.

-

On tennination under this clause, you will be paid for work or services
properly carried out under a Work Order before termination.
However, the amount payable to you will be adjusted to take into
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account loss or damage suffered or reasonably likely to be suffered by
RMS as a consequence of your insolvency or default. RMS may
recover any short-fall from you as a debt due and payable.

-

•
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Schedule - Form of Work Order
This Work Order may be in the form of a letter or issued as a stand-alone
document.
This document is a Work Order issued under your Work-as-Ordered Contract
for
with RMS dated

{insert description of type of work or services to which the standing offer
relates e.g. guardrail maintenance}

•

Under this Work Order, you are requested to carry out the work or services
described below ('Contracted Work') on the terms of your Work-as-Ordered
Contract and this Work Order.

Contracted Work
[set out the brieffor the required Contracted Work or refer to annexed brief}

•
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Work Order Specific Requirements
[insert details in the table below as relevant for each Work Order}
Work Order specific requirements

Contract Clause/Contract
Document reference and
description
Clause 1 - Summary

{insert completion date or dates required for
completion of milestone parts of the
Contracted Work. Where dates are critical,

Date for Completion :

make this clear}

Clause 5.4.3 - Liquidated
damages for delay

Amount:$

Amount of liquidated
damages for delay in
completing by the Date
for Completion :

Clause 7.16 - Building Code
2013

Not applicable.

•

[delete whichever is inapplicable}

Applies / Doesn 't apply
("Doesn 't apply" applies if not filled in)
[delete whichever is inapplicable; see ECM 5.2.6
for guidance]

Clause 7.18 -Aboriginal
Participation
The NSW Government

Yes/ No

Policy on Aboriginal
Participation in
Construction applies :

[delete whichever is inapplicable, see ECM 5.2.6
for guidance]

The Aboriginal
Participation Project
Category is:

Category [insert number] I Not applicable.
[delete whichever is inapplicable, see ECM 5.2.6
for guidance}

The Contractor is
required to submit an
Aboriginal Participation
Plan and Aboriginal
Participation Reports

Yes , at times specified in the Contract/No

•

[delete whichever is inapplicable}

The Targeted Project
Spend (TPS) at the date
of this Work Order is :

$ [insert amount] (excl GST) / Not
Applicable .
[delete whichever is inapplicable}

Clause 10.2 & Clause 22.3 of
G2 - Chain of Responsibility
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Work Order specific requirements

Contract Clause/Contract
Document reference and
description
(CoR) Management Plan
A supplement to the
Contractor's CoR
Management Plan , to
address the chain of
responsibilities risks
and issues specific to
the work or services to
be carried out under
this Work Order is: .

-

Required/Not Required
[delete whichever is inapplicable]

Issued by Roads and Maritime Services
by:

Signature of issuing officer

Name and position of issuing officer

Date of issue: - - - - - - - - - - - -

•
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RMS CONTRACT DOCUMENT C41
MINOR PHYSICAL WORKS AND SERVICES
TERMS FOR CONTRACTED WORK
REVISION REGISTER
Revision
Date

-

Authorised

August
1999

GST Clauses

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

February
2000

Industrial Relations Management Clause

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

March
2000

Provision for the Security of Payment Act
and minor formatting changes

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

May2000

additional sentence added on
subcontractors etc re media releases

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

July 2000

GST provisions changed
Cl 22A deleted

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

May 2001
Ed 1/Rev 6

Clause 22.6 for bitumen cost adjustment
added

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

November
2001
Ed 1/Rev 7

Clause 3.1.2 additional requirement for
Principal Arranged

Manager, Projects &
OH&S, Legal Branch

Clause 10, new paragraph 2 registration
requirement

Manager, Projects &
OH&S, Legal Branch

Clause 19 .1, amended definition of
approved insurers

Manager, Projects &
OH&S, Legal Branch

Clause 19 .2, Principal Arranged
Insurance - new clause

Manager, Projects &
OH&S, Legal Branch

Clause 23 .5 Time for Payment, additional
requirement for Principal Arranged
Insurance

Manager, Projects &
OH&S, Legal Branch

Clause 36 and 37 Definitions and
Interpretation incorporated into the
Contract

Manager, Projects &
OH&S, Legal Branch

•
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C41 Terms for Contracted Work

Revision
Date

Minor Physical Works and Services

Description of Revision

January
2002
Ed I/Rev 8

Clause 7 .1, principal contractor under
OHS regulations included

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Ed 1/Rev 9

Bitumen Cost adjustment

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Ed I/Rev
10

Changes to clauses for amended Security
of Payment Legislation

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

New Statutory Declaration for changes to
Pay-roll Tax and Workers Compensation
Legislation
Ed 1/Rev
11

New Statutory Declaration for changes to
Pay-roll Tax and Workers Compensation
Legislation incorporating 'subcontractor
statement'

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Ed 1/Rev
12

Revised 'extract of Principal Arranged
Insurance'

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Ed I/Rev
13

Revised Certificate of Currency for
msurance

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Ed I/Rev
14

Revised 'extract of Principal Arranged
Insurance'

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Ed I/Rev
15

Clause 23 .1.3 .4 removed

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Ed 1/Rev
16

Page breaks to document changed.

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Ed 1/Rev
17

Clause 10. RMS Statement of Business
Ethics added

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Amended Schedule 4
Ed 1/Rev
18

Cl22. 7 Provisional Quantities

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Ed 1/Rev
19

Clause 21.2 added for Related body
corporate disclosure

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Clause 36 definitions for Day and
Business Day added
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C41 Terms for Contracted Work

Minor Physical Works and Services

Revision
Date

Description of Revision

Authorised

Ed 1/Rev
20

Reference to Payroll Tax Act 2007
(instead of 1971)

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Edl/Rev
21

RMS PO Box and Fax numbers updated.

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

May 2010
Ed 1/Rev
22

New Clause 7.16 National Code of
Practice added.

Schedule 3 Insurances revised

Clause 17 .2.1 excepted risk expanded to
include consultants of RMS.

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

New clause 18A limitation ofliability
added.

-

•

Volume 7A

Oct 2011
Ed 1/Rev
23

New Clause Schedule 3 Insurance and
Schedule 4 PAI

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Nov 2011
Ed I/Rev
24

Reference to RMS changed to RMS

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Nov 2011
Ed 1/Rev
25

Definition of RTA and Roads and
Traffic Authority added. RMS's
Representative changed to RMS
Representative.

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

Feb 2012
Ed I/Rev
26

Requirement of Statutory Declaration
removed. New Contractor Statement.

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

April 2012
Ed 1/Rev
27

Reference to National Code of Practice
for the new Construction Industry
Implementation Guidelines May 2012

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

November
2012 Ed 1/
Rev 28

Schedule 4 Links to new PAI Terms

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

December
2012 Ed 1/
Rev 29

Reference to WHS instead of OHS

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

March
2013 Ed
1/Rev 30

Reference to National Code of Practice
changed to Building Code 2013

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

C41
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C41 Terms for Contracted Work

Revision
Date

Minor Physical Works and Services

Description of Revision

Authorised

July 2013
Ed I/Rev
31

NSW Codes of Practice for Procurement
and Implementation Guidelines added

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Infrastructure
Contracts Branch

April 2014

Cl 23 .2, 23 .3,23.5 & Schedule 2.
Changes related to Building and
Construction Industry Security of
Payment Act

Manager, Contracts
Strategy, Contracts and
Project Strategy Branch,
Infrastructure
Development

November
2015

Cl 3.3 - additional requirement re
payment of Long Service Levy.

Ed I/Rev
33

Cls 7.1 & 36- updates re WHS Laws.

Contracts Strategy
Manager, Commercial
Branch, Infrastructure
Development

Ed I/Rev
32
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RMS Minor Physical Works and Services

Terms for Contracted Work
Getting started
1.

Summary of your role
In a Project Contract, you must carry out and complete the Project in
accordance with the Contract by the Date for Completion.
In a Term Services Contract, you must carry out the Contracted Work
for the whole of the Term in accordance with the Contract.

•

In a Work-as-Ordered Contract, you must carry out and complete
Contracted Work when a Work Order requires you to do so. If a Work
Order is issued, you must carry out and complete the required work or
services in accordance with the Contract and the Work Order.

2.

Forming the Contract
2.1.

Project Contracts
Project Contracts come into existence when RMS writes to you
accepting your tender.
Until you sign the formal contract, the Contract is made up of the
Tender Documents, the Tender Fonn, the Pricing Schedules, the
RMS' letter of acceptance and any documents incorporated into the
Contract by the letter of acceptance.

•

2.2.

Term Services and Work-as-Ordered Contracts
Term Services and Work-as-Ordered Contracts are not binding on
RMS until you sign and return the fonnal contract prepared by
RMS.

3.

Starting work
3.1 .

Things to do before starting
Before starting the Contracted Work, you must:
I . If security is required, lodge your security with RMS (see
clause 20 and Contract Schedule).
2. Provide evidence of your insurances and the details
necessary for Principal Arranged Insurance to the RMS '
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Insurance Broker in the Schedule (see clause 19 and
Contract Schedule).
3. If the Contract Sum is greater than $25,000 and the
Contracted Work is building and/or construction work to
which the Building and Construction Industry Long Service
Payments Act 1986 applies :

3.2.

•

Pay to the Long Service Corporation or the
Corporation's agent, the amount of the long service
levy payable in respect of the Contracted Work,

•

If the Long Service Corporation serves a notice under
[section 41 of] the Long Service Payments Act, pay any
required additional amount of long service levy, within
the time specified in the notice; and

•

Produce to RMS the document evidencing payment of
the levy referred to above.

Start date

In a Project Contract, you must satisfy the conditions set out in
clause 3 .1 and start the Contracted Work within 14 days of the date
of the RMS' letter accepting your tender, unless otherwise advised.

•

In a Term Services Contract, you must start the Contracted Work
on the first day of the Term unless otherwise advised .
In a Work-as-Ordered Contract, you must start the Contracted
Work within the time set out in the Specification or the Work
Order. If no time is specified, you must start work as soon as
possible and not later than 14 days from the date of the Work
Order, unless otherwise advised.

Doing the Work:

•

Quality
4.

Quality of Contracted Work
4.1.

Use skill and care
You must carry out the Contracted Work diligently and
conscientiously and to a high standard of skill and care. RMS
enters into the Contract relying on your skill and knowledge.
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4.2.

Comply with Contract
Everything you make, design or supply under the Contract must
fully comply with the Contract and be reasonably suitable for its
intended purposes.

4.3 .

Use new materials
You must use new materials unless the Contract clearly states that
you can use materials which are not new.

4.4.

Assign warranties
You must make sure that RMS obtains the benefit of warranties
provided by manufacturers or suppliers of materials and things
used in the Contracted Work if ownership of those materials or
things will vest in RMS.

4.5.

•

Permit inspection and testing and provide test results
This clause applies if a Quality System is not specified (see Contract Schedule) .

4.5.1. Access for inspection and testing
You must give RMS access during working hours to inspect and
test materials and things proposed to be used in the Contracted
Work.
4.5.2. Payment for inspections and tests
RMS bears its own costs of inspections and tests which it
undertakes under this clause, unless the materials or things
tested are found not to be in accordance with the Contract. If
materials or things tested are found not to be in accordance with
the Contract, you must reimburse RMS for all costs associated
with the relevant inspection and testing.
4.5.3. Submission of test results

•

If the Specification requires you to provide test results for
product verification, you must do so within the time required by
the Specification. If no time is specified, you must provide the
results promptly.

4.6.

Manage work for quality according to a Quality System
Th is clause applies if a Quality System is specified (see Co ntract Schedule).

4.6.1. Your Quality System
You must set up and maintain a Quality System which complies
with the Quality System Specification.
4.6.2. Control the work
You must control the Contracted Work in accordance with your
Quality System. This includes doing all testing and other things
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necessary to demonstrate that your Contracted Work fully
complies with the Contract.

4.6.3. Submit summary ofproduct quality records
You must submit a summary of product quality records with
every payment claim. The summary must demonstrate that
each relevant lot or component of the Contracted Work
conforms with the Contract.
Your entitlement to payment under the Contract may be
reduced if you do not provide complete records or records
which show full conformance.

4. 6.4. Retain quality records and produce them as required
You must retain quality records for at least 5 years after the end
of the last warranty period under the Contract (see clause 2 7
and the Contract Schedule).
During this period, you must give RMS access to those records
during working hours and you must deliver to RMS any or all
of the records if requested to do so. After the end of the last
warranty period, RMS must give you at least 14 days notice if it
requires access to, or delivery of, any quality records.

•

4.6.5. Testing
You must do your testing in accordance with the Contract and
the Inspection and Test Plans submitted by you.
You must give reasonable notice to RMS of the time, date and
place of any testing to which a Hold Point or Witness Point
applies.
If you delay in doing a test which you are required to do, RMS
may do the test itself at your cost after notifying you in writing.

You must provide test results for product verification within the
time required by the Contract. If no specific time limit applies,
provide the results promptly.

•

4. 6. 6. The RMS' powers
RMS may:
.1 Conduct audits, surveillance and testing to verify that your
Quality System is effective, or
.2 Test materials or other components or parts of the
Contracted Work (even if you are also doing the same
tests), or
.3 Direct you not to cover up Contracted Work or make it
inaccessible without prior approval, or
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.4 Nominate any point in a work process as a Witness Point or

Hold Point, or
.5 As part of an audit, direct you to open up or pull down
Contracted Work and to reinstate it later.
4.6. 7. QA costs
RMS will reimburse you for all costs you incur in pulling down
or opening up and then reinstating any part of the Contracted
Work for the purposes of an audit - but only if the results of the
audit indicate that the work was in compliance with the
Contract. All other costs, losses, damages or expense which
may be incurred or suffered by you in connection with anything
done under this clause 4.6 are at your cost.
4. 6. 8. Obligations not limited by Quality System compliance

Your Quality System is a tool to demonstrate compliance with
the Contract but does not in any way limit your obligation to
ensure that the Contracted Work fully complies with the
Contract.

-

4.7.

Access to premises

You must make sure that RMS has access at all reasonable times to
premises where Contracted Work is being carried out.

Doing the Work:
Time

•

5.

Time for carrying out Contracted Work
5.1.

Carry out work expeditiously

You must carry out the Contracted Work in a timely and
expeditious manner and so as to comply with any time
requirements set out in the Contract.
5.2.

Follow program

If you are required to provide a program, you must perform the
Contracted Work according to the program submitted to RMS.
Changes to the program must be notified to RMS.
Nothing in a program limits your obligations to meet time
requirements set out in the Contract.
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Notify delays or likely delays
You must promptly notify RMS if you become aware of anything
which may delay the progress of the Contracted Work. Your
notice must be in writing and must set out details of the possible
delay and its cause.

5.4.

Date for Completion and extensions of time
This clause only applies where the Contract specifies a Date for Completion of
the Contracted Work.

5. 4.1. Complete by the Date for Completion
You must complete the Contracted Work by the Date for
Completion.

5.4.2. Extensions of time
The RMS Representative will agree to an extension of time to
the Date for Completion if:
.1

you are delayed in meeting the Date for Completion, and

.2

you have given a written notice to RMS advising of the
delay within 28 days of the start of the delay, and

.3

your notice advising of the delay sets out details of the
delay, its causes and the amount of extra time claimed, and

.4

the delay starts before the Date for Completion, and

.5

the cause of the delay is beyond your reasonable control,
and

.6

the RMS Representative reasonably considers that an
extension of time is justified.

The length of extension of time agreed to will be decided by the
RMS Representative, acting reasonably and having regard to
the circumstances.

-

A
W

The RMS Representative may also extend the Date for
Completion at any time and for any reason.

5.4.3. Pay liquidated damages for delay
If you do not complete the Contracted Work by the Date for
Completion, you must pay RMS the amount of liquidated
damages set out or referred to in the Contract Schedule. That
amount is payable each week during the period between the
Date for Completion and the date that you actually complete the
Contracted Work and pro-rata for each part of a week.
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5.5.

Directions as to order and timing of Contracted Work
RMS may direct you as to the order and timing for performance of
the Contracted Work.

5.6.

Directions to suspend Contracted Work
RMS may direct you to suspend the whole or part of the
Contracted Work for any reason for a period nominated by RMS .
If RMS directs a suspension because of a default or act or omission
by you, your subcontractors, employees or agents, you are not
entitled to make a claim against RMS for losses or damages you
may incur or sustain in connection with the suspension.

Doing the Work:

•

People and resources
6.

People and resources
6.1.

Warranty of capacity
You warrant to RMS that you have the materials, people and
resources to properly perform the Contracted Work.

6.2.

Use competent people
You must provide people who are competent, experienced and
qualified to carry out the Contracted Work.
If you have nominated particular people to do the Contracted Work
and RMS requires you to use those people, you must do so unless
RMS gives its written permission to the use of other people.

-

6.3.

RMS may direct removal of personnel
The RMS Representative may direct you to remove a person from
the Contracted Work if the RMS Representative considers the
person to be:
.1 Incompetent, negligent or guilty of misconduct, or
.2 reckless or indifferent in relation to safety or the
protection of the environment.

6.4.

Subcontract only with approval
You may subcontract some of the Contracted Work but only with
the RMS' prior written consent. Approval to subcontract does not
relieve you of any liabilities or obligations under the Contract.
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Wages and conditions of workers
You must ensure that all Workers are engaged on tenns and
conditions which are no worse (for the Worker) than those
prescribed by relevant legislation, an award applicable to the
worker or determination, judgment or a registered enterprise
agreement concerning the Worker's mm1mum terms of
employment. You must provide evidence of compliance with this
clause ifrequested to do so by RMS.

6.6.

Payments to Subcontractors and Workers
You must ensure that Subcontractors and Workers are fully paid
money properly due and payable to them in connection with the
Contracted Work under relevant awards, contracts and enterprise
agreements .

6.7.

Subcontract terms
6. 7.1 Subcontracts with a value of $25,000 or more
You must include the following terms in all of your Subcontracts
with a value of $25,000 or more at their commencement date:
.1

-

A term equivalent to this clause .

.2 A tenn allowing the Subcontractor (if it is required to
provide security for its contractual obligations) to elect to
provide an unconditional undertaking from a bank, financial
institution or insurance company in lieu of a cash security or
retention .
.3 A term expressly acknowledging that cash securities and
retentions belong in equity to the Subcontractor at all times
(even though you may earn interest on them) unless and
until you become contractually entitled to have recourse to
fu~.

-

.4 A term imposing an obligation on you to deposit all cash
securities, retentions and cash proceeds of any converted
securities (other than securities converted in the exercise of
a contractual right of enforcement) into a trust account with
a bank within 24 hours of the receipt, retention or
convers10n .

.5 A tenn imposing an obligation on you to keep proper
records of, and account to the Subcontractor with respect to,
all securities and retentions and their proceeds .
.6 A term imposing an obligation on you to pay interest on any
money due to the Subcontractor and not paid on the date it is
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due. The rate of interest must not be less than the rate
payable by RMS under the Contract on overdue payments .
.7 Terms incorporating dispute resolution procedures similar to
those in the Contract.
.8 A term acknowledging that the Subcontractor is not required
to comply with the dispute resolution procedures set out in
the Subcontract if the only remedy sought by the
Subcontractor is an order for payment of money which is not
disputed to be due and payable under the Subcontract.
.9 A term requiring you to provide the Subcontractor (before
the Subcontractor starts work) with copies of this clause and
clauses 6.5 , 22 and 23 .
6. 7. 2 All Subcontracts

-

You must ensure that every Subcontract, regardless of the
subcontract value, includes provisions of clause 10.2 and a clause
to the same effect as this clause 6.7.2 which is binding on the
Subcontractor, and provide evidence of this to RMS when
requested by the RMS Representative.

-
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Doing the Work:
Safety and environment
7.

Protecting people, property and the environment
7.1 .

Comply with WHS requirements
You must comply with all work health and safety requirements of
RMS relating to the Contracted Work or the use of RMS work
sites or premises.
Unless the Contract Schedule states otherwise or the RMS
Representative directs otherwise, you are appointed and deemed to
be the principal contractor for the purposes of the WHS Laws and
must discharge the responsibilities imposed on a principal
contractor by the WHS Laws.
Where the Contract Schedule states that you are the principal
contractor, you must:

-

.1 ensure that the work site or premises where the Contracted
Work is being carried out is clearly defined as a separate and
distinct workplace at all times, including by installing
physical boundaries if reasonably possible; and
.2 not do or omit to do anything that causes RMS to breach the
WHS Laws

7.2.

Ensure safety and welfare of all people who may be affected
You must ensure the safety and welfare of all people including
your employees and subcontractors, members of the public and
road users who may be affected by your activities under the
Contract or in relation to the Contracted Work.

7 .3.

A
•

Provide safety precautions
You must provide all safety devices, traffic control, barricades,
signs and warnings required by RMS or which are necessary or
desirabl e for the protection of people or property.

7.4.

Comply with environmental requirements
You must comply with all environmental protection requirements
of RMS relating to the Contracted Work or the use of RMS work
sites or premises.
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7.5.

Properly supervise Contracted Work
You must be personally present or ensure that you have a
competent representative present at any work site or premises
where the Contracted Work is being carried out.
Your
representative must personally manage and supervise activities of
your employees, subcontractors and agents at the worksite or
premises. The representative must be a person acceptable to RMS.

7.6.

Avoid damage to property and the environment
You must avoid damage to property and the environment while
carrying out the Contracted Work.

7.7.

Make good damage to property or the environment
You must, at your own cost, promptly make good any damage to
property or the environment caused by you, your subcontractors,
employees or agents while carrying out the Contracted Work.

•

7.8.

Prevent nuisance or inconvenience
You must prevent nuisance or inconvenience to anyone who may
be affected by the perfonnance of the Contracted Work.

7.9.

Clean up work sites and premises
You must clean up and keep clean and tidy all work sites and
premises used for the Contracted Work. This includes ensuring
that potential pollutants are prevented from being discharged from
the site or premises.

7.10. Working times
Restricted working times may apply to work sites and premises
made available to you by RMS. The pennitted working times are
set out or referred to in the Contract Schedule.

-

7.11 . Use of RMS worksites and premises
You may only use RMS work sites or premises for the purposes of
carrying out the Contracted Work. In particular, you may not use
RMS worksites or premises for any residential purpose unless
RMS has given you prior written authorisation to do so.

7.12. Take care of RMS things
You must take good care of things provided to you by RMS for the
purposes of the Contract (unless the Contract states otherwise).

7.13. Do not interfere with RMS staff or contractors
You may not interfere with or disrupt the work of RMS staff or
other contractors except to the minimum extent necessary for the
proper perfonnance of the Contracted Work.
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7 .14. RMS may instruct urgent work
The RMS Representative may instruct you to carry out any urgent
work he or she considers necessary to:
.1

prevent, avoid or minimise loss or damage to any property
or harm to the environment or personal injury to any
person arising in connection with the Contracted Work, or

.2

ensure or protect the safety, health or welfare of any
person connected with, or who may be affected by, the
Contractor's performance of the Contracted Work.

You must comply with instructions issued by the RMS
Representative under this clause immediately and, unless the RMS
Representative detennines otherwise, at your own cost.

7.15. The Australian Government Building and Construction WHS
Accreditation Scheme
Where required in the Contract Schedule, you must maintain
accreditation under the Australian Government Building and
Construction WHS Accreditation Scheme (the Scheme)
established by the Fair Work (Building Industry) Act 2012 (FWBI
Act) while building work (as defined in section 5 of the FWBI Act)
is carried out. The Contractor must comply with all conditions of
the Scheme accreditation.

•

7.16. Building Code 2013
Where required in the Contract Schedule:
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.1

You must comply with the Building Code 2013 (Code)
and the Supporting Guidelines for the Building Code 2013
(Guidelines). Copies of the Code and Guidelines are
available at www .employment.gov .au/buildingcode

.2

Compliance with the Code and Guidelines shall not
relieve you from responsibility to perform the Contract, or
from liability for any defect in the works arising from
compliance with the Code and Guidelines .

.3

Where a change in the Contract is proposed and that
change would affect compliance with the Code and
Guidelines, you must submit a report to the
Commonwealth specifying the extent to which your
compliance with the Code and Guidelines will be
affected .

.4

You must maintain adequate records of the compliance
with the Code and Guidelines by yourself, your
subcontractors, consultants and your Related Entities (see
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Guidelines for meanmg including section 3.5 of the
Guidelines) .
.5

If you do not comply with the requirements of the Code or
the Guidelines in the performance of the Contract such
that a sanction is applied by the Minister for Employment,
the Code Monitoring Group or the Commonwealth,
without prejudice to any rights that would otherwise
accrue, those parties shall be entitled to record that noncompliance and take it, or require it to be taken, into
account in the evaluation of any future tenders that may be
lodged by you or a related entity in respect of work funded
by the Commonwealth or its agencies .

.6

While acknowledging that value for money is the core
principle underpinning decisions on Government
procurement, when assessing tenders, you may give
preference to subcontractors and consultants that have a
demonstrated commitment to:
(a) adding and/or retaining trainees and apprentices;
(b) increasing the participation of women in all aspects of
the industry; or
(c) promoting employment and training opportunities for
Indigenous Australians in regions where significant
indigenous populations exist.

.7

You must not appoint a subcontractor or consultant in
relation to the Project where:
(a) the appointment would breach a sanction imposed by
the Minister for Employment; or
(b) the subcontractor or consultant has had a judicial
decision against them relating to employee
entitlements, not including decisions under appeal,
and has not paid the claim .

.8

You agree to require that you and your subcontractors or
consultants and your related entities provide the
Commonwealth or any person authorised by the
Commonwealth, including a person occupying a position
in the Fair Work Building Industry Inspectorate, with
access to:
(a) inspect any work, material , machinery, appliance,
article or facility;
(b) inspect and copy any record relevant to the Contracted
Work; and
(c) interview any person

•
•

as is necessary to demonstrate your compliance with the
Code and Guidelines.
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.9

Additionally, you agree that you and your related entities
will agree to a request from the Commonwealth or any
person authorised by the Commonwealth, including a
person occupying a position in the Fair Work Building
Industry Inspectorate, to produce a specified document
within a specified period, in person, by fax or by post.

.10

For the avoidance of doubt, Clause 7.16 applies in relation
to your new privately funded construction work.

.11

You must ensure that all subcontracts impose obligations
on subcontractors equivalent to the obligations under
these Contract Clauses.

7 .17. NSW Code of Practice for Procurement and
Implementation Guidelines
Terminology
.1

In addition to terms defined in this document, terms used
in this clause have the same meaning as is attributed to
them in the New South Wales Government's
Implementation Guidelines to the NSW Code of Practice
for Procurement: Building and Construction (NSW
Guidelines) (as published by the NSW Treasury July
2013). The NSW Code and NSW Guidelines are available
at www.industrialrelations.nsw.gov.au.

-

Primary Obligation
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.2

The parties must comply with and meet any obligations
imposed by the NSW Government Code of Practice for
Procurement (NSW Code) and the NSW Guidelines .

.3

You must notify the Construction Compliance Unit
(CCU) and RMS of any possible non-compliance with the
NSW Code and NSW Guidelines and of remedial action
taken, within 24 hours of becoming aware of the possible
non-compliance .

.4

Where you engage a subcontractor or consultant, you must
ensure that that contract imposes on the subcontractor or
consultant equivalent obligations to those in this section 2
(under the heading NSW Code and NSW Guidelines),
including that the subcontractor or consultant must at all
times comply with, and meet any obligations imposed by,
the NSW Code and the NSW Guidelines .

.5

You contractor must not appoint or engage another party
in relation to the project where that appointment or
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engagement would breach a sanction imposed on the other
party in relation to the NSW Code or NSW Guidelines.
Access and information
.6

You must maintain adequate records of compliance with
the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines by you, your
subcontractors, consultants and related entities .

.7

You must allow, and take reasonable steps to facilitate,
authorised personnel (including personnel of the CCU) to:
.1 enter and have access to sites and premises controlled
by you, including but not limited to the project site;
.2 inspect any work, material, machinery, appliance, article
or facility;

•

.3 access information and documents;
.4 inspect and copy any record relevant to the project;

.5 have access to personnel; and
.6 interview any person;
as is necessary for the authorised personnel to monitor and
investigate compliance with the NSW Code and NSW
Guidelines, by you, you subcontractors, consultants, and
related entities .
.8

•

Volume 7A

you, and your related entities, must agree to, and comply
with, a request from authorised personnel (including
personnel of the CCU) for the production of specified
documents by a certain date, whether in person, by post or
electronic means .

Sanctions

C41

.9

You warrant that at the time of entering into the Contract,
neither you, nor any of your related entities, are subject to
a sanction in connection with the NSW Code or NSW
Guidelines that would have precluded you from
responding to a procurement process for work to which
the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines apply .

.10

If you do not comply with, or fail to meet any obligation
imposed by, the NSW Code or NSW Guidelines, a
sanction may be imposed against you in connection with
the NSW Code or NSW Guidelines .

. 11

Where a sanction is imposed :
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.1 it is without prejudice to any rights that would otherwise
accrue to the parties; and
.2 the State of NSW (through its agencies, Ministers and
the CCU) is entitled to:
.1

record and disclose details of noncompliance with
the NSW Code or NSW Guidelines and the
sanction; and

.2

take them into account in the evaluation of future
procurement processes and responses that may be
submitted by you, or your related entities, in
respect of work to which the NSW Code and NSW
Guidelines apply.

Compliance
.12

You bear the cost of ensuring your compliance with the
NSW Code and NSW Guidelines, including in respect of
any positive steps you are obliged to take to meet your
obligations under the NSW Guidelines. You are not
entitled to make a claim for reimbursement or an
extension of time from RMS or the State ofNSW for such
costs .

. 13

Compliance with the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines
does not relieve you from responsibility to perform the
works and any other obligation under the contract, or from
liability for any defect in the works or from any other
legal liability, whether or not arising from your
compliance with the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines .

. 14

Where a change in the contract or works is proposed, and
that change may, or may be likely to, affect compliance
with the NSW Code and NSW Guidelines, you must
immediately notify RMS of the change, or likely change
and specify:

•

•

.1 the circumstances of the proposed change;
.2 the extent to which compliance with the NSW Code and
NSW Guidelines will be, or is likely to be, affected by
the change; and
.3 what steps you propose to take to mitigate any adverse
impact of the change (including any amendments you
propose to a Workplace Relations Management Plan or
Work Health and Safety Management Plan);and
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RMS will direct you as to the course you must adopt
within 10 Business Days of receiving notice.

7.18. NSW Government Policy on Aboriginal Participation in
Construction
Where required in the Contract Schedule you must comply with
the NSW Government Policy on Aboriginal Participation in
Construction.
Where applicable, the Targeted Project Spend (TPS) on Aboriginal
participation is as stated in the Contract Schedule.
Where required in the Contract Schedule, you must prepare and
submit the following:
.1

•
.2

•
.3

Volume 7A

C4 1

to the RMS Representative and the NSW Procurement
Board (nswbuy@finance.nsw.gov.au)
(a)

Aboriginal Participation Plan within 60 days after
the Start Date of the Contracted Work defined in
clause 3 .2 or 30 days before Date of Completion,
whichever occurs first, and

(b)

Aboriginal Participation report at 90% completion
of the Contracted Work, which explains how the
Aboriginal Participation Plan has been
implemented and what outcomes have been
achieved .

to the RMS Representative only:
(a)

ifrequested, a draft Aboriginal Participation Plan
referred to in clause 7.18.1 (a), within 20 days after
the Start Date of the Contracted Work defined in
clause 3 .2 or 40 days before Date of Completion,
whichever occurs first;

(b)

quarterly, its Aboriginal Participation Report in the
form set out in Schedule 5, providing details of the
implementation of the Policy and achievement of
targets; and

(c)

final Aboriginal Participation Report, at the end of
12 month period after the Date of Completion.
Details included in the final Aboriginal
Participation Report must explain how the
Aboriginal Participation Plan has been
implemented within the specified period and what
actual outcomes have been achieved .

For Tenn Services Contract, the Contractor must provide
an annual Aboriginal Participation Plan. The arnmal
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Aboriginal Participation Plan is to detail the initiatives
that will likely apply for the next 12 months. 30 days prior
to the Term Services Contract award anniversary date, the
Contractor must provide an Aboriginal Participation Plan
covering the next 12 month period of the Term Services.
The Aboriginal Participation Plans and the Aboriginal
Participation Reports (except the reports referred to in clause
7. l 8.2(b)) must be prepared in accordance with the NSW
Government Policy on Aboriginal Participation in Construction
and in the format prescribed by the NSW Procurement Board.
Templates are available at:
(https://www.procurepoint.nsw.gov.au/aboriginal-participationconstruction-infonnation-contractors ).

Doing the Work:
Directions and variations
8.

e

Directions
8.1.

Comply with directions
You must comply with all directions of the RMS Representative in
carrying out the Contracted Work and performing any of your other
obligations under the Contract.

8.2.

Directions to be confirmed in writing
The RMS Representative may issue directions verbally or in
writing. Unless the RMS Representative informs you that urgent
compliance is required, you need not comply with a verbal
direction until it is confirmed in writing.

8.3.

Payment for directions
Unless you have a specific entitlement to payment for a particular
direction, you must comply with a direction at your own cost.

9.

•

Variations
9.1.

RMS may vary the Contracted Work
The RMS Representative may direct you to:
1. Increase, decrease or omit part of the Contracted Work, or
2. Change the character or quality of material or work used in
the Contracted Work, or
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3. Change the levels, lines, positions or dimensions of part of
the Contracted Work, or
4. Do additional work.
You may not vary the Contracted Work without a written direction
from the RMS Representative stating that it is a variation direction.
9.2.

Your right to claim that a direction is a variation
If the RMS Representative issues a direction which you consider to
be a variation direction but which does not state that it is a
variation direction, you must promptly write to the RMS
Representative setting out the reasons why you consider the
direction to be a variation direction.

Whenever possible, your written notice must be given to the RMS
Representative before you start to comply with the direction. If
you do not give the notice within 7 days of the date of the
direction, you cannot later claim that the direction was a variation.

•

9.3.

Effect of variations
No variation invalidates the Contract.

9.4.

Valuation of variations
The RMS Representative will determine the value of variation
after taking into account applicable contract rates and prices, your
views on the value of the variation, relevant pricing infonnation
submitted by you at the time of tender and objective available
evidence of relevant market prices.

Doing the Work:

e

Miscellaneous
10.

Comply with legal requirements, codes and standards
You must comply with:
1. all legal requirements relating to performance of the
Contracted Work and the conduct of your business.
Legal requirements include, without limitation, all taxation
legislation, workers' compensation, environmental laws and
regulations, work, health and safety laws, all applicable
codes of practice and regulations, vehicle registration
legislation and requirements of governmental or semigovernmental authorities.
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If you consider there is a conflict between any legal
requirement and an obligation imposed by the Contract, you
must write to the RMS Representative advising of the
perceived conflict and seeking a direction.

2. chain of responsibility provisions of the Heavy Vehicle
National Law (NSW) (2013).
3. the RMS Statement of Business Ethics available from the
RMS' website.
4. the RMS Customer Charter available from the RMS'
website

11.

Keep information confidential
If, because of the Contract, you or your employees, subcontractors or
agents have access to information of RMS or another person which is not
publicly available, you must:

•

. 1 Keep the infonnation confidential.
.2 Not disclose or allow the information to be disclosed to an
unauthorised person .
.3 Take all steps and do all things necessary, prudent or desirable to
safeguard the confidentiality of the information including things
specifically required by RMS .
.4 Not remove or copy the infonnation and only make use of it if

expressly authorised to do so, and then only for the purposes
expressly authorised by the Contract.
.5 Ensure that your employees, subcontractors and agents are aware of
this clause and do not do anything which would cause the
infonnation to become public without the express written consent
of RMS or the owner of the infonnation.

12.

•

Media releases and enquiries
You must seek the RMS' prior written approval to:
.1 any press release or advertisement concerning the Contract, RMS
or the Contracted Work, or
.2 the release for publication in any media of any infonnation,
publication, document or article concerning the Contract, RMS or
the Contracted Work.
You must refer any media enquiries concerning RMS , the Contract or the
Contracted Work to the RMS Representative.
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You must ensure that all consultants, subcontractors and suppliers
engaged by you for the performance of the Contract or the Contracted
Work, comply with the requirements of this clause.

13.

Intellectual property warranty
You warrant that you will not infringe intellectual property rights in
performing the Contracted Work. You indemnify RMS against any claim
or action which may be brought or made against RMS , its employees or
agents as a result of an infringement of intellectual property rights by you,
your employees or agents.

14.

Ownership of things found
RMS owns anything of value or interest which is found on an RMS work
site or premises unless the Contract states otherwise. If you discover
anything of possible archaeological , environmental or cultural significance
on an RMS site while carrying out the Contracted Work, you must not
disturb or destroy the thing found unless directed to do so in writing.
Nothing in this clause limits any legal obligations relating to the protection
or preservation of the thing found.

•
15.

RMS' right to do things not done by you
If you don't do something you are required to do or don't do it as well as
you are required to do it under the Contract, RMS may do it at your cost
(using either its own or contract resources). Money owing by you under
this clause may be deducted from future payments under the Contract.
Any shortfall may be recovered as a debt due and payable.

Unless the RMS Representative considers that urgent action is required,
RMS will give you prior written notice of its intention to take action under
this clause .

•

Relationships and representation
16.

Relationship and representation
16.1. Your relationship with RMS
You may not act outside the scope of the authority conferred on
you by the Contract, and may not bind RMS in any way or hold
yourself out as having authority to do so.
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16.2. RMS Representative
16.2.1. Role and identity
RMS will appoint a representative to act for it in all matters
under or relating to the Contract.
The RMS Representative acts as the agent of RMS and not with
the exercise of independent judgment or as an independent
certifier, assessor or valuer. If you disagree with any valuation,
assessment or other decision of the RMS Representative, you
may dispute it in accordance with clause 28.
The RMS Representative is described in the Contract Schedule.
RMS may change its representative by written notice to you.

16.2.2. Site Representatives
The RMS Representative may appoint one or more others to
assist in administration of the Contract and to exercise any of
the powers, duties, functions and discretions of the RMS
Representative under the Contract. A person appointed under
this clause is known as a 'Site Representative'.

•

The RMS Representative must notify you in wntmg of the
appointment of a Site Representative, and of the specific
powers and functions exercisable by that person.

16.3. Your representative
You need to nominate a person with authority to represent you for
the purposes of the Contract. You must notify RMS in writing of
the name and contact details for your representative and keep RMS
advised in writing of any changes to those details.
Matters within the knowledge of your representative are taken to
be within your knowledge.

•

Liabilities, insurances and securities
17.

Liability for Project Works
This clause applies if you are required to undertake Project Works and a work
site has been made available to you for that purpose.

17.1 . Care of the Project Works
From the time you are given access to the work site or sites until
the Date of Completion, you are solely liable for the care of:
.1
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.2

Materials, equipment and things brought onto the
work site by you or by your subcontractors,
employees or agents for the purpose of carrying
out the Project Works.

.3

Materials, equipment and things given to you by
RMS for the purpose of carrying out the Project
Works.

Subject to clause 17.2, you must make good loss or damage which
occurs to any of the above while you are liable for their care.

17.2. Payment for loss or damage to Project Works and other property
You do not need to make good loss or damage under clause 17 .1
unless RMS directs you to do so as a variation to the Project
Works if the loss or damage is caused by one or more of the
following:

•

1. A negligent act or om1ss10n of RMS , its employees,
consultants or agents.

2. War or other hostilities or confiscation by order of a
public authority.
3. Contamination by radioactivity which is not caused by
you, your employees, subcontractors or agents.

18.

•

Indemnity for property damage or personal injury
You indemnify RMS against loss or damage to RMS property and against
any claim or action which may be brought or made against RMS, its
employees or agents in respect of personal injury or death or loss of or
damage to property caused by your act or omission or the act or omission
of your employees, subcontractors or agents .

18A Limitation of liability
18A.1 Limitation
Subject to clauses l 8A.2 and l 8A.3, your total liability to RMS
under the Contract in respect of any event that occurs or a liability
that arises for which insurance is required by clause 19 (Risk
Event) is limited to the sum of the total aggregate limits of liability
or sums insured (Policy Limits) of all insurances applicable to the
Risk Event. The amount which represents your total liability is
determined by reference to the Policy Limits of the insurances,
whether or not the insurance actually provides cover for the Risk
Event.
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18A.2 Liability that is not limited
Clauses I SA. I and l SA.3 do not limit your liability:
.1

in respect of liability which:
(a)

cannot be limited at law;

(b)

arises under clauses 5 .4. 3 (liquidated damages) or 13
(intellectual property warranty);

(c)

is due to your wilful or reckless misconduct, gross
negligence, fraud or criminal conduct; or

(d)

arises in connection with your abandonment of your
obligations under the Contract;

.2

to the extent that any insurer under a policy referred to in
clause 19 seeks to exercise a right of subrogation against you;

.3

to the extent that (ignoring the application of clauses I SA. I
and 1SA.3), you are entitled to recover that liability from any
third party (including any of your subcontractors), or would
have been entitled to recover that liability but for any act or
omission on your part;

.4

to pay interest or other amounts which the Contract expressly
treats as recoverable debts;

.5

for unliquidated damages in lieu of unenforceable liquidated
damages;

.6

for personal injury (including death) or illness to any person.

and those liabilities will not be included in any calculation of your
total liability under clause I SA. I.

18A.3 Losses and costs for which you are not liable to RMS
You are not liable to RMS for:
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.1

loss of business opportunity;

.2

loss of goodwill;

.3

loss of contracts;

.4

loss arising from business interruption;

.5

loss of or corruption of data;

.6

loss of anticipated savings; or
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.7

the cost of capital or other financing costs,
which loss or cost arises due to the perfonnance of the
Contracted Work.

18A.4 Losses and costs for which RMS is not liable to you
RMS is not liable to you for:

•

.1

loss of business opportunity;

.2

loss of goodwill;

.3

loss of contracts;

.4

loss arising from business interruption;

.5

loss of or corruption of data;

.6

loss of anticipated savings; or

.7

the cost of capita! or other financing costs,

arising out of or in connection with the perfonnance of the
Contracted Work or the Contract.

19.

Insurances
19.1. The insurances you must have
You must hold the insurances set out in the Contract Schedule
whenever you are perfonning Contracted Work and until the end of
the last warranty period relating to the Contracted Work.

19.1.1. Policies must be with approved insurers
To be acceptable for the purposes of the Contract, an insurance
policy must be issued by:

•

.1

an Australian registered insurance company which is
approved by the Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority
(APRA) to conduct general insurance business in Australia;
or

.2 Lloyds Underwriters; or

.3 if there is any placement of the risk overseas, a related
general insurance company in Australia which is approved
by the APRA and who has accepted the insurance transfer;
or
.4 if there is any placement of the risk overseas, and does not
apply to items 2 and 3 above, the following
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actions/documentation need to take place and be provided
to RMS:
(a)

The Contractor's Finance Committee or appropriate
finance personnel of the Contractor, must undertake
a full financial risk assessment of the insurer/s being
proposed for insurance where the following points
must be achieved:
(i)

the financial rating of the msurer by
independent financial advisers must have
credit rating of at least "A" Standard &
Poors (S & P) or the equivalent rating by the
Moody's Investment Service or AM Best;

(ii)

The
Contractor's
Insurance
Brokers'
Financial Committee or appropriate financial
personnel of the Insurance Broker, must
have its own report and approve the dealing
with the Approved Insurer in addition to
point (i) above; or

•

.5 in respect of NSW workers compensation insurance, an
insurance company which has been granted the licence of
the NSW Work Cover Authority to undertake workers
compensation insurance in NSW; or
.6 Treasury Managed Fund insurance scheme with the NSW
State Government; or
.7 the Comcover insurance scheme for the Australian Federal
Government.

19.1. 2. Requirements for policies generally
All insurance policies (not including workers compensation unless
the Contract states otherwise) must:

•

. 1 include RMS and your subcontractors (if any) as additional
named insureds, and
.2 indemnify RMS , and
.3 include a Cross Liability and Waiver of Subrogation
Clause:
Cross Liability and Waiver of Subrogation clause means
the insurer agrees to waive all rights of subrogation or
action that it may have or acquire against all or any of the
persons comprising the insured and for the purpose of
which the insurer accepts the term "insured" as applying to
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each of the persons comprising the insured as if a separate
policy of insurance has been issued to each of them (subject
always to the overall insured sum).

19.1.3. Evidence ofyour insurance
You must provide evidence of insurances prior to starting the
Contracted Work and whenever requested to do so. The evidence
must be in a form set out in Schedule 3.
19.2. Principal Arranged Insurance
RMS has arranged contract works insurance and third party liability
insurance for the Contracted Work. This insurance covers your
liabilities to RMS and to third parties for the limits of liability as stated
in the Contract Schedule. This Principal Arranged Insurance is in the
RMS ' name, your name and the name of your subcontractors employed
in relation to the Contracted Work .

•

. 1 RMS will maintain the Principal Arranged Insurance for the
Warranty on Completion period as set out in the Contract
Schedule .
.2 Before commencing Contracted Work and no later than 14
days after the fonnation of the Contract in clause 2, you
must contact the RMS' Insurance Broker to:
various
details
including
contract,
(a) provide
subcontractor/s and insurance infonnation necessary
for the Principal Arranged Insurance; and
(b) confirm the Principal Arranged Insurance excess
amount which you are required to pay for each and
every loss .

•

.3 You must provide any further details, necessary for the
Principal Arranged Insurance, to the RMS' Insurance
Broker whenever requested to do so .
.4 An extract of the tenns of the Principal Arranged Insurance is
set out in Schedule 4 and you may inspect the terms of the
Principal Arranged Insurance at the address of the RMS '
Insurance Broker.

.5 You acknowledge that RMS has obtained the Principal
Arranged Insurance at its own cost and that your tendered
rates and prices (including any lump sum price) do not
include any allowance for the cost of contracts works
insurance or third party liability insurance for the
Contracted Work.
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19.2.1. Excess
You are responsible for meeting the amount of excess payable
under the Principal Arranged Insurance as set out in the Contract
Schedule. You may effect your own insurance to cover the amount
of that excess.

20.

Security for performance
If the Contract Schedule states that security is required, you must provide
security for your performance of the Contract.

You must lodge the security with RMS within 14 days of the date of the
RMS' letter accepting your tender or offer for the Contracted Work.
The security must be for the amount described in the Contract Schedule
and must be in cash or an unconditional undertaking in the fonn set out in
Schedule 1. The security provider must be a bank, financial institution or
insurance company which is subject to the prudential supervision of the
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority.

•

RMS may call on the security whenever:
.1 the Contract states that RMS may do so, or
.2 you owe RMS money, or
.3 RMS is entitled to recover money or damages from you, or
.4 RMS does something at your cost under the Contract, or

.5 RMS is entitled to deduct money from a payment and the
amount of the payment is insufficient to cover the amount
which RMS is entitled to deduct.

21.

Related company guarantees and related body corporate
21.1

Related company guarantees

•

You must provide guarantees from related companies or from your
directors as security for your perfonnance of the Contract if requested to
do so by RMS . A guarantee provided under this clause must be in tenns
acceptable to RMS . RMS may request a guarantee under thi s clause even
if the Contract Schedule indicates that security is not required .

21 .2

Related body corporate

To enable RMS to comply with Division 5 of Part 3 of the Government
lnfornrntion (Public Access) Act 2009 (GIPA), you must promptly advise
RMS of;
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(a)

. particulars of any related body corporate (within the meaning of
the Corporations Act 2001 of the Commonwealth) in respect of
your company, or;

(b)

any other private sector entity in which you have an interest, that
will be involved in carrying out any of your obligations under the
contract, or will receive a benefit under the contract;

not previously advised during the tender period.

Getting paid
22.

Price
22.1. Your price covers everything required
You warrant that your tendered rates and prices (including any
lump sum price) for the Contracted Work include the cost of
everything associated with or necessary for the proper perfonnance
of the Contracted Work.

•

22.2. Calculation of amount payable by RMS
The amount payable by RMS for your performance of the
Contracted Work is as follows:
.1 To the extent that your tender was for a lump sum price,
RMS must pay the lump sum price (as adjusted by any
additions or deductions made in accordance with the
Contract) .
.2 To the extent that your tender was based on a schedule of
rates, RMS must pay you the amount calculated by
multiplying the measured quantity of each section or item of
work actually carried out under the Contract by the rate set
out in your tender for that section or item (as adjusted by
any additions or deductions made in accordance with the
Contract).

•

22.3. Estimates of quantities

If the Contract includes a Schedule of Rates, the quantities stated
in the Schedule were prepared by RMS purely for the purpose of
comparing tenders. They are not to be regarded as indicating the
quantity of work which may be required or paid for under the
Contract.
If the Contract includes a Schedule of Prices, the quantities stated
in the Schedule were prepared by RMS for the purpose of
comparing tenders and valuing variations. They are not to be
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regarded as indicating the quantity of work which may be required
under the Contract.

22.4

Not Used

22.5

Price adjustments for rise and fall
The Contract rates and prices will not be adjusted for rise and fall
unless the Contract Schedule states that rise and fall applies.

If cost adjustment for rise and fall applies, your rates and prices
(excluding any rates or prices subject to adjustment under clause
22.6) will be adjusted annually to take account of movements in
the Consumer Price Index. The adjustment will apply to all
payments after the date of the adjustment and will be made by
reference to the CPI (All Groups) published for Sydney.
The base date for calculation of the CPI is the last day of the
quarter preceding the date of your offer or tender for the
Contracted Work.

•

If the Contract is one where RMS accepted a lump sum price, the
adjustment will be made only for that part of the lump sum price as
relates to the remaining tenn of the Contract.

22.6

Price adjustment for the supply of bitumen
The Contract rates and prices for the supply of bitumen will not be
adjusted for rise and fall unless the Contract Schedule states that
rise and fall for the supply of bitumen applies.

If cost adjustment for bitumen applies the Contract Sum shall be
subject to adjustments for variations in the cost of bitumen
supplied by you . The adjustment shall be effected in the payment
claims submitted by you in accordance with clause 23.
Any cost adjustment under this clause shall be calculated from the
fonnula -

•

D = (C - B) x A
where A = the quantity of bitumen derived from:
1) The calculation of residual bitumen at 15 degrees
Centigrade where the product is sprayed bituminous
surfacing or a tack coat.
2) The approved design binder content where the product is
asphalt.
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3) The approved residual binder content where the product is a
bituminous slurry surfacing
B = the Price of Class 170 bitumen applicable on the last day of the
month immediately preceding the month during which the tenders
closed;
C = the Price of Class 170 bitumen on the last day of the month
immediately preceding the month during which the work is
performed; and
D = the applicable cost adjustment for this payment claim.
The Price of Class 170 bitumen shall be the average of the prices
for the suppliers contracted to supply RMS on its panel contract for
the Supply of Bitumen and Related Products.

•

22 .7

Provisional Quantities
If, in respect of any work for which a provisional quantity is
included in the Contract, the RMS Representative directs that a
greater or lesser quantity than the provisional quantity shall be
carried out, or that no work shall be carried out, the value of the
difference between the provisional quantity and the quantity
carried out pursuant to that direction, calculated at the rate for that
work stated in the Contract, shall be certified by the RMS
Representative and shall be taken into account in determining the
final Contract Sum.

23.

Payment
23.1. Your payment claims

•

23. 1. 1 Time for submission of claims
If the Contract does not contain specific payment dates and
amounts, you must submit a claim for payment for each month
in which you are carrying out Contracted Work.

23.1.2 Place for lodgement of claims
Payment claims must be lodged with RMS Representative either
in person or by post at the address set out in the Contract
Schedule as the address for service of notices on RMS
Representative.
A payment claim lodged with RMS Representative in
accordance with this clause is deemed to have been properly
served on the RMS for the purposes of section 13(1) of the
Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act
1999 (NSW).
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23.1.3 Contents of claims
A payment claim must:

.1

identify the Contracted Work to which the claim relates,
and

.2

indicate the amount which you consider to be due under
the Contract for the Contracted Work done within the
period covered by the claim, and

.3

include any details (such as conformance records)
required by the Contract or reasonably requested by the
RMS Representative for the purposes of assessing your
claim.

If a payment claim includes a claim for reimbursement or
payment of, or contribution towards, an expense, loss or
outgoing, your claim must be limited to the sum of:

23.2

•

The amount of the expense, loss or outgoing net of any
related input tax credits to which you are entitled, and

•

If the expense, loss or outgoing is a taxable supply by you
to RMS , any GST payable in respect of that supply.

•

Contractor Statement
All claims for payment must be accompanied by a Contractor
Statement and a Supporting Statement in the form set out in
Schedule 2 made by you or by a person who is in a position to
know the facts attested to in the presence of a solicitor, Justice of
the Peace or another person who is authorised to administer oaths
in the jurisdiction where the Contractor Statement and Supporting
Statement are made.

23.3

Payment Schedule
The RMS Representative will assess each payment claim and issue
a payment schedule to you within 10 Business Days of receipt of
the claim.

•

The payment schedule will:
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.4

if applicable, be in the form of a Recipient Created Tax
Invoice.

Reasons why the assessed amount in the payment schedule is less
than the amount claimed may include your failure to supply the
Contractor Statement and Supporting Statement in accordance with
clause 23.2, details for Principal Arranged Insurance in accordance
with clause 19 .2 or proof of insurances in accordance with clause
19.1.3
RMS confirms, for the purposes of section 14(1) of the Building
and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 1999 (NSW),
that a payment schedule issued by the RMS Representative is made
and issued with the full authority of and on behalf of RMS and is
the payment schedule under the Act.
23.4

•

GST provisions and Recipient Created Tax Invoices
You must be registered for GST before submitting any claim for
payment.
You must notify RMS if you cease to be registered for GST at any
time.
RMS must notify you if it ceases to be registered for GST or if it
ceases to be eligible to issue Recipient Created Tax Invoices at any
time.
The following provisions apply unless RMS gives you notice that
it is no longer eligible to issue Recipient Created Tax Invoices:

•

•

RMS will be responsible for issuing Recipient Created
Tax Invoices and Adjustment Notes in respect of
adjustment events known to RMS and relating to the
Contract.

•

You must notify RMS of details of any adjustment event
not otherwise known to RMS.

•

All progress or payment certificates or schedules issued
under the Contract will be issued in the fonn of
Recipient Created Tax Invoices on behalf of RMS.

This clause does not apply if you have notified RMS that you are
not registered for GST or if you have entered into a Voluntary
Agreement with RMS for the withholding of Pay as You Go
taxation .
Tenns used in this clause have the meanings given to them in the
GST Legislation.
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Time for payment
RMS must pay you the amount due on any payment schedule
within 15 days of the payment claim.

23.6

Valuation of Payment Claims
Payment claims will be valued by the RMS Representative as
follows:
.1

Where a lump sum price applies
For Contracted Work covered by a lump sum price, the
RMS Representative will assess the quality and quantity
of work done within the period of the claim.

If the Contract includes a Schedule of Prices, claims will
generally be valued by multiplying the measured quantity
of each section or item of work actually done in
accordance with the Contract by the rate set out in the
Schedule of Prices for that section or item. However,
once the total price for any section or item has been
reached , no additional payment for that section or item
will be made.

•

If the Contract does not include a Schedule of Prices, the
RMS Representative will determine the value of the work
done either on a pro-rata basis against the total lump sum
price or on another basis set out in the Contract.
Nothing in this clause limits your entitlement to the whole
of the lump sum price for completion of the whole of the
work covered by that lump sum price .
.2

Where Schedule of Rates applies
For Contracted Work covered by a Schedule of Rates, the
RMS Representative will multiply the measured quantity
of each section or item of work actually done in
accordance with the Contract by the rate set out in the
Schedule of Rates for that section or item .

.3

•

Where the Contract contains other specific valuation provisions

If the Contract contains specific valuation provisions
different from the above, the RMS Representative must
apply those provisions to determine the value of the
payment claim.
4.

Defective or non-conforming work

If any of the work covered by a payment claim is defective
or non-conforming or if confonnance records are required
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and have not been provided, the RMS Representative in
valuing the claim may, at his/her sole discretion but
without limiting any other specific provisions of the
Contract:
disregard the defective or non-conforming work
or the work for which conformance records have
not been provided, or
reduce the amount of the claim by an amount
equal to the estimated cost of rectifying the
defective or non-conforming work .
.5

Variations
Progress claims for variations will be valued m
accordance with the above provisions, based on the
determination of the value of the variation made under
clause 9.4 .

•

6.

Set-off
If RMS is entitled to make a deduction under clause 23. 7,
the RMS Representative must also include the amount of
the deduction in the valuation of the claim.

7.

Withholdings
If clauses 23.8 or 23.10.1 apply, the RMS Representative
must also include the amount to be withheld in the
valuation of the claim.

23.7. Set-off
RMS may deduct from an amount payable to you under the
Contract any amount which is, or in the opinion of RMS is likely
to become, payable by you to RMS .

•

23.8

Withholdings under PAYG
If you do not quote your ABN in your tender or on your payment
claims or otherwise advise RMS of your ABN, RMS will withhold
tax from payments in accordance with the A New Tax System (Pay
As You Go) Act 1999.

23.9. Effect of payment
Payments by RMS are on account only and do not evidence the
RMS' acceptance of the Contracted Work done by you.
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23.10 Non-payment of Workers and Subcontractors
RMS may withhold payment to you
If a Contractor Statement lodged by you indicates that money
due and payable to a Worker is unpaid, RMS may withhold
payment to you of an amount equal to the unpaid money.

23.10.1.

RMS may make direct payments on request
23.10.2.
At your written request and out of money due and payable to
you, RMS may pay money on your behalf to Workers or
Subcontractors.
RMS may pay on court order
RMS may pay money direct to a Worker or Subcontractor and
recover the amount paid from you as a debt due if RMS is
presented with:

23.10.3.

.1 a court order in respect of money payable to the Worker or
Subcontractor under an award, enterprise agreement or
Subcontract for work, services, materials, plant, equipment
or advice supplied for the work under the Contract, and

•

.2 a statutory declaration that the money has not been paid
under the court order.

23.11. Concurrence of external administrator required

If an external administrator is appointed to you within the meaning
of Part 5 of the Corporations Law, RMS will not make any
payment to a Worker or Subcontractor without the concurrence of
the external administrator.

Completing Contracted Work
24.

•

Your hand over obligations
At the completion of the Contracted Work or the end of the Term or on
earlier tennination of the Contract, promptly:
1. Deliver or hand over the Project Works (if applicable) and all

materials, documentation and things produced as part of the
Contracted Work, and
2. Return materials, documentation and other things provided to you
by RMS for the purposes of the Contract (unless those materials or
things have been used up in the process of performing the
Contract), and
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3. Obtain and provide to RMS releases from persons who may have
been affected by the perfonnance of the Contracted Work if
requested to do so by RMS . Releases must be in the form required
by RMS.

In a Term Services Contract, these obligations apply at the end of the
Term.
This clause does not reduce any obligation you may have to hand over or
deliver materials, documentation or things progressively.
Materials and documents to be handed over under this clause must be in
electronic format if the RMS Representative so requires.

25.

Time of completion
If a Date for Completion applies to the Contracted Work, the date of
completion is determined by the RMS Representative issuing a certificate
of completion.

•

26.

Warranty on completion
You warrant that the Contracted Work as completed will be free from
defects in workmanship and materials for the period set out in the Contract
Schedule after completion of the Contracted Work.
In a Term Services Contract, your warranty applies to each item of
Contracted Work done on and from the time you complete that item.
If you need to fix something during the warranty period because it does
not comply with the warranty, the warranty applies again from the time
when the thing is fixed - but only with respect to the thing fix ed.

-

27.

Release of security
After the end of the last warranty period, you may request that RMS
release your security (or the balance remaining at that time). RMS will do
so within 14 days of your request if RMS is satisfied that:
.1 the last warranty period has expired, and
.2 you have fulfilled all your obligations under the Contract, and
.3 you have no outstanding claims against RMS in connection with
the Contract, and
.4 there are no outstanding claims by third parties in connection with

the Contract or the Contracted Work.
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Disputes and termination
28.

Resolving disputes
The parties will attempt to resolve disputes speedily by negotiation in
good faith.
If a dispute cannot be resolved by negotiation between our respective
representatives within 2 months of commencement of negotiations, the
dispute will be referred for further discussion and negotiation to an
appropriate senior executive nominated by each party. If the senior
executives are unable to resolve the dispute within 14 days of
commencement of discussion (or such longer time as is agreed between
them), either party may commence fonnal dispute resolution proceedings
by expert determination.

The expert determination will be conducted in accordance with the RMS'
Rules for the Conduct of Expert Detennination and the RMS' Code of
Conduct for an Expert. A copy of the Rules and Code of Conduct are
available on request.

•

The parties must continue to perform their obligations under the Contract
in spite of a dispute.

29.

If you default
If you breach or default under the Contract, RMS may suspend payment to
you until the breach or default is rectified to the RMS' satisfaction.

RMS may also issue you with a notice requiring you to show cause why
the Contract should not be tenninated. If you do not respond showing
cause to the satisfaction of RMS within 14 days, RMS may tenninate the
Contract by written notice which takes effect immediately.

A
W

Termination under this clause is not effective to terminate a Work As
Ordered Contract. If RMS wishes to terminate a Standing Offer, it must do
so in accordance with the Conditions of Standing Offer.

30.

If you are insolvent
RMS may terminate the Contract immediately by written notice to you if
you are unable to pay your debts as and when they fall due, or if you
become subject to external administration within the meaning of chapter 5
of the Corporations Law.
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General
31.

Joint and several liability
If you comprise 2 or more persons, each of you is jointly and severally
liable for obligations and liabilities under the Contract.

32.

Notices
32.1. Notices to you
A formal notice given to you under the Contract must be addressed
to the address set out in the Form of Agreement or to the address
last notified by you to RMS .

32.2. Notices to RMS and the RMS Representative

•

A notice to RMS must be addressed to the address shown in the
Contract Schedule for RMS , or the address last notified by RMS to
you as the RMS' address for the purposes of the Contract.
A notice to the RMS Representative must be addressed to the
address shown in the Contract Schedule for the RMS
Representative or the address last notified by RMS or the RMS
Representative as the RMS Representative's address .

32.3. Notices generally
Notices must be in writing signed by an authorised officer of the
sender.

-

Notices are taken to have been given or made (in the case of
delivery in person or by fax, post or e-mail) when delivered,
received or left in the care of a person at the specified address.

33.

No assignment
You may not assign or encumber a right or interest under the Contract
without the prior written consent of RMS .

34.

No waiver
Just because RMS does not insist on you perfonning a tenn of the
Contract, that does not mean that RMS cannot later insist on you
perfonning that term or another term.
If RMS waives a breach of contract by you, the waiver only applies to the
particular breach and RMS can continue to insist on you performing the
same obligation when it falls to be performed again. A waiver by RMS is
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only effective if it is stated to be a waiver and is made in writing signed by
the RMS Representative.

35.

Governing law
The Contract is governed by New South Wales law.

36.

Definitions
Words used in the Contract have the meanings set out below, unless the
context otherwise requires. Words defined in this document can be
identified in this and other documents because they commence with a
capital letter.
Defined term

Meaning

Business Day

Any day other than a Saturday, Sunday, public holiday in
NSW, or 27, 28 , 29, 30 or 31 December.

Conditions of
Standing Offer

The document headed ' Conditions of Standing Offer'.
Only applies to Work-as-Ordered Contracts.

Contract

(a) Either:

•

(i) a Work Order issued under a Works-as-Ordered
Contract; or
(ii) a Project Contract; or
(iii) a Tenn Services Contract,
whichever is applicable, and
(b) all of the documents making up the agreement
between the parties as described m the Fonn of
Agreement signed by the parties.
Contract
Interpretation
Guide

This document.

Contract Schedule

The schedule which accompanies the Terms for
Contracted Work and sets out the specific requirements
of RMS for the Contracted Work.

Contract Sum

If the Contract is for a lump sum, the lump sum price.

-

If the Contract is a schedule of rates contract, the sum of
the tendered rates multiplied by the quantities stated in
the Schedule of Rates.
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Defined term

Meaning
If the Contract is a combined lump sum/schedule of rates
contract, the lump sum price plus the sum of the
tendered rates multiplied by the stated quantities.

•

Contracted Work

The work or services required under the Contract,
including (if applicable) and Project Works.

Date of
Completion

The date when you complete the Contracted Work to the
satisfaction of the RMS Representative. Does not apply
to Term Services Contracts.

Date for
Completion

The date or time on or by which you are required to
complete Contracted Work as extended by an extension
of time granted under the Tenns for Contracted Work.
Does not apply to Term Services Contracts .

Day

A Calendar day, including all Business Days and nonBusiness Days.

Form of
Agreement

The formal document signed by the parties and headed
'Form of Agreement' .

GST

The Goods and Services Tax introduced in the A New
Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999.

GST Legislation

All laws and regulations relating to GST .

Offer Term

The period during which a Standing Offer is open. This
is defined in the Contract Schedule. Only applies to
Work-as-Ordered Contracts.
A generic tenn used to describe the group of contractors
who have each entered into a Panel Contract offering to
provide a particular work or service during the same
Offer Term.

Panel
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Panel Contract

A Work-as-Ordered Contract under which you are one of
a number of contractors on a Panel.

Pricing Schedules

The schedules or other documents which set out the
prices, rates or lump sums tendered by you.

Project Contract

A contract under which you are engaged to carry out
Contracted Work in order to complete a particular
project. Not a Term Services Contract or a Work-as-
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Defined term

Meaning

Ordered Contract.
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Project Works

Works fanning a part of the Contracted Work that are
required to be constructed on an RMS worksite and
handed over to RMS on their completion.

Provisional
Quantities

The quantity of an item of work which is specified in the
Contract, but the quantity of which or whether that item
of work will actually be required is not known
definitively at the time of award.

Recipient Created
Tax Invoice

As defined in the GST Legislation.

RMS (or the
'Principal')

Roads and Maritime Services , the principal under the
Contract.

RMS
Representative
(or the
'Superintendent')

The person described as RMS Representative in the
Contract Schedule and the Tenns for Contracted Work.

"RT A" or "Roads
and Traffic
Authority"

The Principal, and a reference to any "RTA" document
(including an RT A Specification, Test Method or other
document) is a reference to the equivalent document
published by the Principal (or its predecessor, the RTA),
regardless of whether it is titled "RTA" or "Roads and
Maritime Services" or "RMS" (in this respect, the
parties acknowledge that the Principal is progressively
updating its documents from "RTA" to "RMS" and that
this is likely to be ongoing during the currency of the
Contract)."

Site
Representative

A delegate of RMS Representative or a private company
or person engaged by RMS to act in the capacity of Site
Representative.

Specification

The document or documents described as the
'Specification' or as the 'Brief or by any other name
which sets out the RMS' detailed requirements for the
work or services under the Contract. 'Specification'
includes any associated drawings.

Subcontract

A contract, whether written or oral, under which work,
services, material , plant, equipment or advice is provided
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Defined term

Meaning
by a Subcontractor.

Subcontractor

A person who supplies work, services, materials, plant,
equipment or advice to you, any of your subcontractors
or any of their subcontractors in connection with the
Contracted Work.

Targeted Project
Spend

An amount identified 111 the Contract Schedule. It
represents 1.5% of:
(a) for Project Contract, the Contract Sum (excluding
GST) as at the date when RMS writes to the Tenderer
accepting its tender;
(b) for Work-as-Ordered Contract, the value of Work
Order (excluding GST), as at the date of issue of relevant
Work Order; and

•

(c) for Term Services Contract, the value of annual
notional Contract Sum (excl GST),
less allowable exclusions, in line with the NSW
Government Policy on Aboriginal Participation in
Construction goals
Allowable exclusions are costs incurred by the
Contractor over which it has little or no control, e.g.:
.1 specialised capital equipment (e.g. tunnel exhaust

fans, tunnel boring machines, batch plants);
.2 imported materials;

-

where no suitable Australian supplier exists 111 the
market, and
.3 value of ex1st111g and new non-Contract/Project
specific assets apportioned to the Contract/Project,
where they are used in delivery of the Contract/Project;
.4 property i.e. acquisitions, indirect leasing costs, extra
land, adjustments; and

.5 non-construction related services;
as agreed between RMS and the Contractor.
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Defined term

Meaning

Tender
Documents

The documents on which your tender is based. The
Tender Documents are usually described in the Tender
Fonn submitted by you as your tender offer.
The Tender Documents include the Terms for
Contracted Work, the Contract Schedule issued at the
time of tender, the Contract Interpretation Guide and the
Specification.

In a Work-as-Ordered Contract, the Tender Documents
also include the Conditions of Standing Offer.
The Tender Documents do not include the Conditions of
Tender and Notice to Tenderers or documents provided
for information only.
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Tender Form

The fonn submitted by you at the time of tender setting
out your tender offer.

Term

The period of time during which you agree to provide
the Contracted Work as extended by formal agreement
between the parties. If the Contract is tenninated, the
term ends on the date of termination regardless of
anything else in the Contract. Only applies to Term
Services Contracts.

Term Services
Contract

A contract under which you agree to provide the
Contracted Work on a regular basis or as specified over a
certain agreed period of time.

Terms for
Contracted Work

The conditions of contract relating to the performance of
the Contracted Work.

WHS Laws

The Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (NSW) and the
Work Health and Safety Regulations 2011 (NSW).

Work Order

An order for work or services issued under a Work-asOrdered Contract.

Work-as-Ordered
Contract

A contract under which you offer to provide Contracted
Work for RMS at pre-agreed rates or prices whenever
issued with a Work Order during an agreed Offer Tenn .
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Defined term

Meaning
A Work-as-Ordered Contract may also be a Panel
Contract.

37.

Worker

An employee of the Contractor or a Subcontractor who
does work connected with the Contract.

You (or the
'Contractor')

The person or entity engaged as the contractor under the
Contract.

Rules of interpretation applying to the Contract
The rules set out below govern the interpretation of the Contract:

•

.1 Headings and underlinings are for convenience only.
.2 No rule of construction applies to the disadvantage of a party
because that party was responsible for the preparation of the
Contract.
Unless the context otherwise requires:
.3 Words in the singular include the plural and vice versa .
.4 Words which suggest a gender include any gender.

.5 An expression which suggests a natural person includes a company,
partnership, joint venture, association, corporation or other body
corporate and a governmental agency .

•

.6 A reference to a thing (including, without limitation, the Contract
and the Contracted Work) includes a part of the thing .
.7 A reference to a statute, regulation, proclamation, ordinance or bylaw includes all statutes, regulations, proclamations, ordinances, or
by-laws varying, consolidating or replacing them, and a reference
to a statute includes all regulations, proclamations, ordinances and
by-laws issued under that statute .
.8 A reference to a document includes an amendment or supplement
to, or replacement or novation of, that document.
.9 A reference to a party is a reference to a party to the Contract and
includes that party's successors and permitted assigns.
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. IO Other parts of speech and grammatical forms of a word or phrase
defined in the Contract have a corresponding meaning .
. 11 A reference to a clause, sub-clause, attachment, schedule or
annexure in any of the Contract documents is a reference to a
clause and a sub-clause of, and an attachment, schedule or
annexure to that document.

•
•
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SCHEDULE 1

Unconditional Undertaking

On behalf of the Contractor
Name of Financial Institution:
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) of 20-44 Ennis Road,
Milsons Point, North Sydney, NSW 2061

The Principal:

The Contractor:
ACN/ABN ....... ... . .. ..... . . .. ... . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . ...... .. .... ....... .

•
•

Security Amount:

$ ················ · ·· · · ························ · ······ · · ····· ··· ················

The Contract:

The contract between the Principal and the Contractor

Contract Description:

»

Contract Number:

»

Undertaking
.1

At the request of the Contractor and the Financial Institution, and in consideration of the Principal
accepting this Undertaking from the Financial Institution in connection with the Contract, the Financial
Institution unconditionally undertakes to pay on demand any amount or amounts demanded by the
Principal to the maximum aggregate sum of the Security Amount.

.2

The Financial Institution unconditionally agrees that, if notified in writing by the Principal (or someone
authorised by the Principal) that it requires all or some of the Security Amount, the Financial Institution
will pay the Principal at once, without reference to the Contractor and despite any notice from the
Contractor not to pay .

.3

The Principal must not assign this Undertaking without the prior written agreement of the Financial
Institution, which must not be unreasonably withheld .

.4

This Undertaking continues until one of the following occurs:

.5

.1

the Principal notifies the Financial Institution in writing that the Security A.mount is no longer
required;

.2

this Undertaking is returned to the Financial Institution; or

.3

the Financial Institution pays the Principal the whole of the Security Amount, or as much as the
Principal may require overall.

At any time, without being required to, the Financial Institution may pay the Principal the Security
Amount less any amounts previously paid under this Undertaking (or a lesser sum specified by the
Principal), and the liability of the Financial Institution will then immediately end.

Dated ............ ..... ......... .

at ..... .. . ............. .. . ... ..................... ...... .. .

Execution by the Financial Institution:
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SCHEDULE 2 CONTRACTOR STATEMENT AND SUPPORTING
STATEMENT

:111'
ITransport
NSW Roads & Maritime

Contractor Statement

G<M..-""

Payment of Workers , Worker's Compensation Premiums & Payroll Tax

Services

Workers Compensation
Insu rance C ertificate of
Currency for the work
period in question. Unless

This Statement must be provided whenever payment is sought for any work carried out for Roads
and Maritime Services (RMS) by a Contractor (see Notes 1 & 5 overleaf) .
RMS is entitled to withhold payment until this Statement is provided (see Note 2) .

the contractor SS exempt

Details

s

Contractor's Legal Name
Contractor's Trading /
Business Name
Contractor's ABN

~•••[•

=J •• c

Contractor'sACN

• •••[•
1

1

•

Contractor's Address
Name or description
of Contract or Wor1<s

Period of Work this
Statement applies to
(see Note 3)

From

To

Invoice or Payment Claim
Numbers this applies to
Invoice or Payment Claim ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - ~
Dates this Statement
applies to

Statement Validity Period
This Statement applies to all wor1< performed by the Contractor for RMS in respect of the above Contract/ Works for the
period stated above (see Notes 3 & 4).
Tick one
in each row

Declaration
I declare that the followin g is true to the best of my knowledge and belief in respect of the Period of Work above:
•

All workers engaged by the Contractor in respect of the works have been paid (see Note 6) ;

•

All w orkers compensation insurance premiums have been paid and attached is a true copy of a Certificate of
Currency for workers compensation insurance valid for the period cove red by this Statement; or

•

the Contractor is an exempt employer for wo rkers co mpensation purposes (see Note 7) ;
The Contractor is registe red as an employer under the Payroll Tax Act 2007 and has paid all payroll tax due in
respect of employees; or

•

the Contractor is not required to be registered ;

•

The Co ntractor has not engaged any subcontracto rs for the wo rks , or

•

The Contractor has engaged subcontractors and has obtained a similar statement to this Statement from each of
those subcontractors (an d believes it to be true)

•

I am authorised to make this declaration and I am in a positio n to know the truth of its contents

Signature of Authorised Person

Name of Signatory (print)

Date

Position/ Job Title of Signatory (print - see Note 4)

•
•
•
•
•
•

or

or

or

(see Notes on page 2)
Catalogue No.45062893, Form No. 921 (11 /2011)
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Notes for Contractor Statement
1. A Contractor is any person or company who carries out work under a contract of any kind for any business
of RMS . References to "Subcontractor" and "Principal Contractor" in the legislation mentioned below have
been changed in this Statement to "Contractor" and "RMS" respectively to avoid confusion .
2. This form is prepared for the purposes of section 127 of the Industrial Relations Act 1996 ("IRA"), section
175B of the Workers Compensation Act 1987 ("WCA") and Schedule 2 Part 5 of the Payroll Tax Act 2007
("PT A"). These provisions allow RMS to withhold payment from a Contractor without any penalty unless and
until the Contractor provides to RMS a Statement declaring that:
a. All workers compensation insurance premiums payable up to and including the date(s) on the Statement
have been paid, and all premiums owing during the term of the contract will be paid ; and
b. all remuneration payable to relevant employees for work under the contract has been paid ; and
c. all payroll tax payable relating to the work undertaken has been paid .
3. Section 127 of the IRA says that the Statement must state the period to which it relates . For sequential
statements ensure that the dates provide continuous coverage.

•

4. The person signing this declaration must be a person who is authorised by the Contractor either to sign
this Statement (or to sign statements of this kind) and must be a person who is in a position to know the truth
of the statements. The Contractor's principal accounting/financial officer may be appropriate. An individual
project manager will normally not be appropriate. If the Contractor is a company then the person signing
should be a director unless the company has delegated the power to sign such statements to another person
(eg the principal accounting officer) .
5. A Statement is not required where RMS is making payment to a receiver, liquidator or trustee in
bankruptcy (see section 127(10) of the IRA, section 1758(12) of the WCA and Sch 2 Part 5 (20) of the PTA).
6. Section 127(6) of the IRA says that references to payments to workers means all types of remuneration to
wh ich they are entitled .
7. As of 30 June 2011 , an employer is exempt from taking out workers compensation insurance if the
employer pays less than $7500 annually on wages, does not employ an apprentice or trainee and is not a
member of a group for workers compensation purposes.

Generic Version of Statement

•

This form has been specially adapted for use specifically for Contractors working for RMS . Generic versions
of this Statement for non-RMS use can be obtained at:
http://www.industrial relations .nsw .gov .au/pdfs/subcontractor_ statem ent_form .pdf; or
http://www.osr.nsw.gov.au/lib/doc/forms/opt011 .pdf .

Record Retention
RMS will keep a copy of th is Statement for 7 years . If the Contractor obtains a similar statement from its
subcontractor then the Contractor must keep that statement for 7 years .

Offences for False Statement
Knowingly giving a false statement may be an offence under section 127(8) of the IRA, section 175B of the
WCA and Sch 2 Part 5 clause 18(8) of the PT A.

Further Information
These notes are not intended as legal advice and Contractors should obtain their own professional advice if
they have any questions about this Statement or these Notes. For more information , refer to OSR Revenue
Ruling PT 59 at http://www.osr.nsw.gov.au/lib/doc/rulings/rrpt59.pdf, visit the WorkCover website
www.workcover.nsw.gov.au, Office of State Revenue website www.osr.nsw.gov.au , or the Office of Industrial
Relations , Department of Commerce website www.commerce .nsw.gov.au . Copies of the Workers
Compensation Act 1987, the Payroll Tax Act 2007 and the Industrial Relations Act 1996 can be found at
www.legislation .nsw.gov.au .
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Supporting Statement
This statement must accompany any payment claim served on a principal to a construction contract by a
head contractor.
For the purposes of this Statement the terms "principal", "head contractor", "subcontractor", and
"construction contract" have the meanings given in section 4 of the Building and Construction Industry
Security of Payment Act 1999.
The Contractor is a "head contractor" in terms of the Building and Construction Industry Security of
Payment Act 1999, and makes relevant statements below accordingly.
This Statement must be signed by the Contractor (or by a person who is authorised, or held out as being
authorised, to sign the statement by the Contractor).
Relevant legislation includes Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Regulation 2008 cl
4A

Main Contract
Head contractor:
(Business name of the head cont, actor)
ABN

•

ACN

Of
(Add,ess rJ Contractor)

has entered into a contract with

Roads and Maritime Services

Contract description
Contract
number/identifier

Subcontracts
The head contractor has entered into a contract with the subcontractors listed in the attachment to
this Statement

Period
and

This Statement applies for work between :

inclusive,

subject of the payment claim dated :

•

I, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(full name) being the head contractor, a director of the head contractor
or a person authorised by the head contractor on whose behalf this declaration is made, hereby declare that I
am in a position to know the truth of the matters that are contained in this supporting statement and declare
that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, all amounts due and payable to subcontractors have been paid
(not including any amount identified in the attachment as an amount in dispute).

Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date :

Full Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Position / Title:
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Attachment to the Supporting Statement
Schedule of subcontractors paid all amounts due and payable
Subcontractor

-

•

ABN

Contract
number/identifier

Date of works
(period)

Payment claim
dated (head
contractor claim)

Schedule of subcontractors for which an amount is in dispute and has not been paid
Subcontractor

ABN

Contract
number/identifier

Date of works
(period)

Payment claim
dated (head
contractor claim)

Notes for Supporting Statement
Offences for False Statement
In terms of s 13(8) of the Building and Construction Security of Payment Act 1999 a head contractor who serves a
payment claim accompanied by a supporting statement knowing that the statement is false or misleading in a material
particular in the particular circumstances is guilty of an offence.

Further Information
These notes are not intended as legal advice and Contractors should obtain their own professional advice if
they have any questions about this Statement or these Notes. Copies of relevant legislation can be found at
www.legislation .nsw.gov.au .
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SCHEDULE 3 - INSURANCES
Clause 19
INSURANCE SCHEDULE

NOTES TO RMS STAFF AND TENDER DOCUMENTER: (delete this boxed text after drafting RMS
C41:
Contact the RMS' Insurance Team where any insurance submissions or provisions are not complying
with this document or where additional specific insurances may be required.
All enquiries are to be directed to RMS' Insurance team (Ph: (02) 9462 6150).
Details in Schedule 3 were current at the time of issuing Revision 34 ofC41 model document. Contact
the RMS Insurance Team regarding the latest insurance policy details and update Schedule 3
accordingly, prior to including C41 in tender documents.

Principal Arranged Insurance - Insurance Schedule 2011-2012

TYPES OF
INSURANCES

MINIMUM
SUM
INSURED

PERIOD OF
INSURANCE

-

INSURANCE COVER IS TO
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING

Principal Arranged Insurance (RMS)
The details of the policies below are provided in the Aon certificate of currency. A copy of these policies may be
inspected by appointment at the offices of the RMS ' insurance broker
Contract Works

Excess for
Contract
Works

Contract
Works - as
per Declared
Value

Duration of the Works covering RMS ,
Construction Manager
and subcontractors and
other pa11ies as specified
in the works contract

RMS has arranged stand ard policies of
insurance for contract works insurance
(reinstatement cost) insurance under
its principal arranged insurance
program.

The Contractor is responsible for meeting the amount of any excess payable und er the principal-arranged
insurance. The excess amounts current at the date of the Contract are:
•

Co ntract Works Value (up to $Sm) - excess is $15,000 per Even t/Occurrence (4.7(a))

•

Co ntract Works Value (between $Sm & $20m) - excess is $50,000 per Event/Occurrence (4.7(a))

•

Contract Works Value (between $20m & $50m) - excess is$ I 00,000 per Event/Occurrence
(4 .7(a))

•

Other than:
•

Contracts Works (between $50m and$ I 00m) - Water Damage - excess is $250,000 per
Event/Occurrence (4. 7(a))

•

Any other claim - excess is$ I 00,000 per Event/Occurrence (4.7(a))

•

Tunnelling Contracts - excess is $25 0,000 per Event/Occurrence (4.7(a)) (where applicable)

The Contractor may effect insurance to cover the amount of that excess.

2
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TYPES OF
INSURANCES

Excess fo r
Public and
Product
Li ability

MINIMUM
SUM
INSURED

PERIOD OF
INSURANCE

INSURANCE COVER IS TO
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING

$200m

and subcontractors and
oth er parti es as specifi ed
in th e works contract

liability insurance under its principal
arranged insuran ce program.

The Contractor is responsible for meetin g th e amount of any excess payable und er th e principal-arranged
insura nce. The excess amounts current at th e date of th e Contract are:

•

Injury to Contractors - excess is $50,000 per Event/Occurrence (4. 2)

•

Products Liab ili ty - excess is $50,000 per Event/Occurrence (4.2)

•

Und erground Services - excess is $5 0,000 per Event/Occurrence (4.2)

•

Any oth er claim - excess is$ I 0,000 per Eve nt/Occurren ce (4.2)

Th e Contractor may effect insurance to cover th e amount of th at excess.

3

-

•

RM S has affected a Principal Professional Indemnity policy fo r its own benefit.

Professional
Indemnity

Contractor Arranged Insurances
4

Motor Vehi cle
Co mp rehensive
or Third Party
Property
Damage
effected with an
app roved
in surer as
defi ned in
Defi niti ons and
Notes clause I
below

$20 million
fo r any sing le
occurrence

Annual

(a) Motor Vehi cles owned or used by
the Contractor or subcontractors
direct ly or indirectl y engaged in
performance of the Services.

5

Work ers
Compensation
effected with an
approved
insurer as
defin ed in
Defini tions and
Notes clause I
below

As per th e
relevant
Workers
Compensati on
legislati on

6

Profe sional
Indemni ty

RMS will not set any requirements fo r the minimum sum insured fo r profess ional
indemn ity in th e Co ntract. The co ntractor / consultant / suppli er should make th eir
own independ ent decision regardin g their own Professional Indemnity requirements.

(b) Is govern ed by th e law of New
South Wales and subj ect to
Austra lian juri sdi cti on as defin ed
in Defi niti ons and Notes clause 2
below.
(c)

An nu al

If appli cable to th e contract - all
plant and equipm ent owned or
used by the Contractor or
subco ntractors directly or
indirectly in th e perfo nnance of
the Services .

As per State Workers Comp ensati on
legislat ion.

Definitions and Notes:

I.
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(a)

An Australian registered insurance company which is approved by the Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority (APRA) to conduct general insurance business in Australia; or

(b)

Lloyds Underwriters; or

(c)

A Treasury Managed Fund insurance scheme with the NSW State Government; or

(d)

The Comcover insurance scheme for the Australian Federal Government.

Note th at where the insurance ri sk is insured by an insurer not li sted in Note l(a) o r l(b) then a ' fronting' pl acement is
acceptable from an insurer li st in Note I (a) or I (b).

2.

In surances po licies mu st be subj ect to the laws of Australian (o r a n Australian State or Territory) and th eir courts.

-

•
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SCHEDULE 4 - PA INSURANCES EXTRACT
Links to the Policy documents

Copies of the Policy documents are available on the Road and Maritime website under
Business & Industry > Partners & Suppliers > Specifications > Model Legal Documents
at the following links
http://www.rta .nsw.qov.au/cgi-bin/doingbusinesswithus/specifications/index.cgi?pai-primaryppl.pdf
http://www.rta.nsw.qov.au/cgi-bin/doingbusinesswithus/specifications/index.cgi?pai-primarycw.pdf

-

•
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SCHEDULE 5 - ABORIGINAL PARTICIPATION IN CONSTRUCTION QUARTERLY REPORT
PROJECT DETAILS
Contract No and Description
Contractor:
Contract Award Value (or Project Value, where
relevant) (excl GST)
Project APiC Category:
Targeted Proj ect Spend (TPS) $(excl GST)
Date of APiC report:

PROJECT PARTICIPATION
Total number of people (all) employed on the
project:
Total number of hours worked by all employees
on this project:
Total number of sub-contractors on the project:
Total number of people employed by subcontractors on project:

-

ABORIGINAL PARTICIPATION
Total number of Aboriginal people employed on
the project:
Total number of hours worked by Aboriginal
people employed on this project:
Total number of Aboriginal people employed by
sub-contractors on pro ject:

ABORIGINAL PARTICIPATION - DIRECT EXPENDITURE
Type of expenditure
a) Direct employment (employees, apprentices)
b) Other employment (contractors, group
training)
c) Goods/services bought from Aboriginal
businesses
d) Education expenses
• Apprentices
• Trainees
• Cadets
• Other
e) Payments to Aboriginal business/community
organisations
f) Other type of expenditure approved by RMS
Total Direct Expenditure Amount ($)
Proposed expenditure in participation plan ($)
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ABORIGINAL PARTICIPATION - INDIRECT EXPENDITURE
Proposed expenditure
Actual expenditure
amount($)
amount ($) in
participation plan
Description of activities (include participating business/community group details) and outcomes

•

ABORIGINAL PARTICIPATION - ACTUAL SPEND
Actual spend on APiC in
reporting Quarter: $ (excl
GST)
Actual spend on APiC in
reporting Quarter: as % of
TPS

$

%

Total Actual spend on
APiC (Cumulative): $
(excl GST)
Total Actual spend on
APiC (Cumulative):
as% ofTPS

$

%

Number of Aboriginal businesses invited to tender/supply who were unsuccessful and reasons
for rejection (e.g. price, inability to meet required timeframe, did not respond)
Tender details

•

No.

Reason

Comments:

Approved by (Name and Position in the Organisation):
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i,,

Tender Form

NSW

GO\/EllNHENT

Transport
Roads & Maritime
Services

Work:
Contract no:

•

To:

Roads and Maritime Services ('RMS')

1.

Our Offer
We offer to carry out the Contracted Work in accordance with the Tender
Documents for the price and/or rates and prices set out in the Pricing
Schedule(s) as adjusted from time to time in accordance with the
Contract.

2.

Tender Documents
The Tender Documents are:
.1 This Tender Form .
.2 The Pricing Schedule(s) completed and submitted by us .
.3 The Interpretation Guide .
.4 The Conditions of Standing Offer (if the Contract is a Work-as-

Ordered Contract) .
.5 The Terms for Contracted Work .
.6 The Contract Schedule issued by RMS for this Tender.

•

.7 The Specification(s) issued by RMS for this Tender.
.8 Drawings (if applicable)
.9 Addenda issued by RMS during the tender period.

3.

Acknowledgement of Addenda
We acknowledge that we have received the addenda listed in the schedule
to this document and that we have taken them into account in preparing
this Offer.

4.

Compliance with Code of Practice for Procurement and
Implementation Guidelines
We agree to comply with the NSW Government's Code of Practice for
Procurement (NSW Code) and the New South Wales Government's
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Implementation Guidelines to the New South Wales Code of Practice for
Procurement: Building and Construction (NSW Guidelines).

5.

Sharing of information between Government Agencies
We authorise RMS to make information about our performance, claims
record (both past, present and future) and financial affairs available to
other NSW Government agencies, Local Government authorities and
members of Austroads Incorporated.
We release RMS and all other agents of the Crown in right of New South
Wales from claims and actions which we or a person claiming on our
behalf may otherwise be entitled to make in connection with the sharing
of information.

6.

Collusive arrangements
6.1.

Our warranties
We warrant that:
.1 We are not aware of any other tenderer's tender price.
.2 We have not directly or indirectly communicated our tender
price to another tenderer.

-

.3 Except as disclosed in a statutory declaration lodged with the
tender, we have not entered into a contract, arrangement or
understanding with anyone in connection with this Tender to
the effect that a successful tenderer will pay money to or
confer a benefit upon an unsuccessful tenderer or a trade or
industry association (above the published standard fee) .
.4 We have not entered into a contract, arrangement or

understanding which may have or is likely to have an anticompetitive effect or an adverse effect on the probity of the
tender process in connection with this Tender.
.5 Our Tender Price does not include an allowance on account of
any such contract, arrangement or understanding.

7.

6.2.

Obligations regarding money or benefits received
We agree that money or the monetary value of a benefit received by
us from another tenderer in connection with this Tender belongs in
equity to RMS and is immediately payable to RMS .

6.3.

Obligation to notify
We must immediately notify RMS if we receive or are offered
money or another benefit from another tenderer in connection with
this Tender.

•

Offer open for acceptance for 60 days
Our offer is firm and binding and may be accepted by RMS at any time
within 60 days after the closing date for Tenders.
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Consideration for this offer
The offer and warranties made in this Tender Form are made in
consideration of the RMS' promise to consider the offer in accordance
with the Request for Tender and the administrative time and expense to
RMS in so doing.

9.

Aboriginal Participation in Construction
We agree to comply with the NSW Government Policy on Aboriginal
Participation in Construction and will provide:
•

•
•

on request:
o

an undertaking that, in the event that it becomes the Contractor, it
is prepared to provide an Aboriginal Participation Plan and the
Aboriginal Participation Reports, which must comply with the
Policy;

o

evidence of its ability to meet the obligations under the Policy on
the Contract;

o

details of its Aboriginal participation in construction performance
outcomes on other RMS or NSW Government contracts; and

o

proposed exclusions for determining the targeted project spend
(TPS), and

if successful and where required by the Contract, a project
Aboriginal Participation Plan and the Aboriginal Participation
Reports, at times specified in the Contract.

•
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Schedule to Tender Form
(This schedule may be produced electronically by the Tenderer for ease of completion)

Tenderer's name
[Must include ACN or ABN if applicable]

Address of Tenderer for service of notices
[If a post box address is given, a street address must also be given]

•

Lump sum price (if Tender Price is lump sum or includes a lump sum)
[Delete this item if the tender is for a schedule of rates only contract. Only include lump sum component
of the price if the tender is for a combined lump sum/schedule of rates contract - don't include combined
total]

............... ................................... ........................................................ dollars
and ........ ... ..... .... ................................ .. .... ... ... cents($ .. ..................... ....... ... ),
which is the total amount shown in the Schedule of Prices
(Lump sum must always equal the total amount shown in the Schedule of Prices)

Addenda received and taken into account
[Tenderer to insert number and date of each Addendum]

Addendum no.

•

Date

Tenderer's signature
Signed for and on behalf of the Tenderer by its authorised signatory
in the presence of:

Witness

Authorised signatory

Name (print)

Name (print)
Position title (print)

Date:
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Minor Physical Works and Services
Term Services Contract

Contract
for
[xxx]

•

i,tk
NsW

•

GOVERNMENT

Transport
Roads & Maritime
Services
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RMS Minor Physical Works and Services
Term Services Contract
Form of Agreement
Date
Parties

Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) of 20-44 Ennis Road, Milsons Point,
New South Wales 2061

Your name:
ACN :.... ......... ...... ... .... ...... .

Project
RMS file

Agreement

•

1. You agree to do the Contracted Work for the Term in accordance with
the Contract.
2.

RMS agrees to pay you for the Contracted Work as set out in the the
Contract.

3.

Both parties agree to perform all their other obligations under the
Contract.

4.

The Contract incorporates the Tender Documents and the following
post-tender documents:
The Tender Form signed and lodged by you with your tender
The Pricing Schedules signed and lodged by you with your tender
The RMS letter accepting your tender and the documents listed in
that letter as forming part of the Contract

5.

•

Volume 7A

Signatures

MWSTS AG

Capitalised terms used in this Form of Agreement, unless otherwise
defined or indicated in this Form of Agreement, have the meaning given
to those terms in the Minor Physical Works and Services Terms for
Contracted Work.

RMS: Signed by Roads and Maritime Services
presence of:

by its delegate in the

Witness

RMS delegate

Name of witness

Name of RMS delegate
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You:SIGNED by YOU in accordance with section 127 of the

corporations Act 2001 (Cthl

secretary/Director

Name printed

Director*

Name printed

(*I am the sole Director and company secretary of the contractor
and I occupy both offices - strike out if not applicable)

•
•
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Minor Physical Works and Services
Tender Form
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NSW
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Roads &Maritime
Services

Work:
Contract no:

•

To:

Roads and Maritime Services ('RMS ' )

1.

Our Offer
We offer to carry out the Contracted Work in accordance with the Tender
Documents for the price and/or rates and prices set out in the Pricing
Schedule(s) as adjusted from time to time in accordance with the
Contract.

2.

Tender Documents
The Tender Documents are:
.1

This Tender Form .

.2 The Pricing Schedule(s) completed and submitted by us .
.3 The Interpretation Guide .
.4 The Conditions of Standing Offer (if the Contract is a Work-asOrdered Contract) .
.5 The Terms for Contracted Work .
.6 The Contract Schedule issued by RMS for this Tender.

•

.7 The Specification(s) issued by RMS for this Tender.
.8 Drawings (if applicable)
.9 Addenda issued by RMS during the tender period.

3.

Acknowledgement of Addenda
We acknowledge that we have received the addenda listed in the schedule
to this document and that we have taken them into account in preparing
this Offer.

4.

Compliance with Code of Practice for Procurement and
Implementation Guidelines
We agree to comply with the NSW Government's Code of Practice for
Procurement (NSW Code) and the New South Wales Government's
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Implementation Guidelines to the New South Wales Code of Practice for
Procurement: Building and Construction (NSW Guidelines).

5.

Sharing of information between Government Agencies
We authorise RMS to make information about our performance, claims
record (both past, present and future) and financial affairs available to
other NSW Government agencies, Local Government authorities and
members of Austroads Incorporated.
We release RMS and all other agents of the Crown in right of New South
Wales from claims and actions which we or a person claiming on our
behalf may otherwise be entitled to make in connection with the sharing
of information.

6.

Collusive arrangements
6.1.

Our warranties
We warrant that:
. I We are not aware of any other tenderer's tender price .
.2 We have not directly or indirectly communicated our tender
price to another tenderer.

•

.3 Except as disclosed in a statutory declaration lodged with the
tender, we have not entered into a contract, aJTangement or
understanding with anyone in connection with this Tender to
the effect that a successful tenderer will pay money to or
confer a benefit upon an unsuccessful tenderer or a trade or
industry association (above the published standard fee) .
.4 We have not entered into a contract, arrangement or
understanding which may have or is likely to have an anticompetitive effect or an adverse effect on the probity of the
tender process in connection with this Tender .
.5 Our Tender Price does not include an allowance on account of
any such contract, aJTangement or understanding.

7.

6.2.

Obligations regarding money or benefits received
We agree that money or the monetary value of a benefit received by
us from another tenderer in connection with this Tender belongs in
equity to RMS and is immediately payable to RMS.

6.3.

Obligation to notify
We must immediately notify RMS if we receive or are offered
money or another benefit from another tenderer in connection with
this Tender.

•

Offer open for acceptance for 60 days
Our offer is firm and binding and may be accepted by RMS at any time
within 60 days after the closing date for Tenders.
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Consideration for this offer
The offer and warranties made in this Tender Form are made in
consideration of the RMS' promise to consider the offer in accordance
with the Request for Tender and the administrative time and expense to
RMS in so doing.

9.

Aboriginal Participation in Construction
We agree to comply with the NSW Government Policy on Aboriginal
Participation in Construction and will provide:
•

•
•

on request:
o

an undertaking that, in the event that it becomes the Contractor, it
is prepared to provide an Aboriginal Participation Plan and the
Aboriginal Participation Reports, which must comply with the
Policy;

o

evidence of its ability to meet the obligations under the Policy on
the Contract;

o

details of its Aboriginal participation in construction performance
outcomes on other RMS or NSW Government contracts ; and

o

proposed exc lu sions for determining the targeted project spend
(TPS), and

if successful and where required by the Contract, a project
Aboriginal Participation Plan and the Aboriginal Participation
Reports, at times specified in the Contract.

•
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Schedule to Tender Form
(This schedule may be produced electron ically by the Tenderer/or ease of completion)

Tenderer's name
[Must include A CN or A BN if applicable}

Address of Tenderer for service of notices
[If a post box address is g iven, a street address must also be given}

Lump sum price (if Tender Price is lump sum or includes a lump sum)

•

[Delete this item if the tender is for a schedule of rates only contract. Only include lump sum component
of the price if the tender is for a combined lump sum/schedule of rates contract - don't include combined
total}

....... ...... ... ... ............. .... .......... .... .......... ................ ....... ...... ... ...... ... .. ... dollars
and ............. ...... ..... .... ....... .... ............. .. ...... .... cents($ .............. ...... ....... ...... ),
which is the total amount shown in the Schedule of Prices
(Lu111p sum 111ust always equal the total amount shown in the Schedule of Prices)

Addenda received and taken into account
[Tenderer to insert number and date of each Addendum}

Addendum no.

•

Date

Tenderer's signature
Signed for and on behalf of the Tenderer by its authorised signatory
in the presence of:

Witness

Authorised signatory

Name (print)

Name (print)
Position title (pri nt)

Date:
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Minor Physical Works and Services

t,t;

Tender Form

NSW

GCMRNKNT

Transport
Roads & Maritime
Services

Work:
Contract no:

•

To:

Roads and Maritime Services ('RMS')

1.

Our Offer
We offer to carry out the Contracted Work in accordance with the Tender
Documents for the price and/or rates and prices set out in the Pricing
Schedule(s) as adj usted from time to time in accordance with the
Contract.

2.

Tender Documents
The Tender Documents are:

. I This Tender Fonn .
.2 The Pricing Schedule(s) completed and submitted by us .
.3 The Interpretation Guide .
.4 The Conditions of Standing Offer (if the Contract is a Work-asOrdered Contract) .
.5 The Terms for Contracted Work .
.6 The Contract Schedule issued by RMS for this Tender.

•

.7 The Specification(s) issued by RMS for this Tender.
.8 Drawings (if applicable)
.9 Addenda issued by RMS during the tender period.

3.

Acknowledgement of Addenda
We acknowledge that we have received the addenda listed in the schedule
to this document and that we have taken them into account in preparing
this Offer.

4.

Compliance with Code of Practice for Procurement and
Implementation Guidelines
We agree to comply with the NSW Government's Code of Practice for
Procurement (NSW Code) and the New South Wales Government's
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Implementation Guidelines to the New South Wales Code of Practice for
Procurement: Building and Construction (NSW Guidelines).

5.

Sharing of information between Government Agencies
We authorise RMS to make information about our performance, claims
record (both past, present and future) and financial affairs available to
other NSW Government agencies, Local Government authorities and
members of Austroads Incorporated.
We release RMS and all other agents of the Crown in right of New South
Wales from claims and actions which we or a person claiming on our
behalf may otherwise be entitled to make in connection with the sharing
of information.

6.

Collusive arrangements
6.1.

Our warranties
We warrant that:
. I We are not aware of any other tenderer's tender price .
.2 We have not directly or indirectly communicated our tender
price to another tenderer.

-

.3 Except as disclosed in a statutory declaration lodged with the
tender, we have not entered into a contract, arrangement or
understanding with anyone in connection with this Tender to
the effect that a successful tenderer will pay money to or
confer a benefit upon an unsuccessful tenderer or a trade or
industry association (above the published standard fee) .
.4 We have not entered into a contract, arrangement or

understanding which may have or is likely to have an anticompetitive effect or an adverse effect on the probity of the
tender process in connection with this Tender.
.5 Our Tender Price does not include an allowance on account of
any such contract, arrangement or understanding.

7.

6.2.

Obligations regarding money or benefits received
We agree that money or the monetary value of a benefit received by
us from another tenderer in connection with this Tender belongs in
equity to RMS and is immediately payable to RMS.

6.3.

Obligation to notify
We must immediately notify RMS if we receive or are offered
money or another benefit from another tenderer in connection with
this Tender.

-

Offer open for acceptance for 60 days
Our offer is firm and binding and may be accepted by RMS at any time
within 60 days after the closing date for Tenders.
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Consideration for this offer
The offer and warranties made in this Tender Form are made in
consideration of the RMS' promise to consider the offer in accordance
with the Request for Tender and the administrative time and expense to
RMS in so doing.

9.

Aboriginal Participation in Construction
We agree to comply with the NSW Government Policy on Aboriginal
Participation in Construction and will provide:
•

•
•

on request:
o

an undertaking that, in the event that it becomes the Contractor, it
is prepared to provide an Aboriginal Participation Plan and the
Aboriginal Participation Reports, which must comply with the
Policy;

o

evidence of its ability to meet the obligations under the Policy on
the Contract;

o

details of its Aboriginal participation in construction performance
outcomes on other RMS or NSW Government contracts ; and

o

proposed exclusions for determining the targeted project spend
(TPS), and

if successful and where required by the Contract, a project
Aboriginal Participation Plan and the Aboriginal Participation
Reports, at times specified in the Contract.
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Schedule to Tender Form
(This schedule may be produced electronically by the Tenderer/or ease of completion)

Tenderer's name
[Must include ACN or ABN if applicable}

Address of Tenderer for service of notices
[ff a post box address is g iven, a street address must also be given}

Lump sum price (if Tender Price is lump sum or includes a lump sum)

-

[Delete this item if the tender is for a schedule of rates only contract. Only include lump sum component
of the price if the tender is for a combined lump sum/schedule of rates contract - don't include combined
totaf]

.. .. .... ....... ............... ... .......................... .. .... ........ .................... ......... .... dollars
and ... ... ....... ................... ............................. ... cents($ .. .... .... .. ......... ... ......... ),
which is the total amount shown in the Schedule of Prices
(l ump sum must always equal the total amount shown in the Schedule of Prices)

Addenda received and taken into account
[Tenderer to insert number and date of each Addendum}

Date

Addendum no.

•

Tenderer's signature
Signed for and on behalf of the Tenderer by its authorised signatory
in the presence of:

Witness

Authorised signatory

Name (print)

Name (print)
Position title (print)

Date:
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Tender price summary sheet
Work:
Contract no:

•

Schedule of Rates
Total of extended amounts

$

Schedule of Prices
Total lump sum amount

$
GST

Total tender price:

$

Name of Tenderer: ......................................... ..... ........ .......... .......... ......................... .

•
© Roads and Maritime Services
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Schedule of estimated quantities
Work:
Contract no:

This Schedule relates to the items shown in the Schedule of Prices. The quantities
shown in this Schedule are estimated quantities only and are not guaranteed to be the
actual or correct quantities of work to be carried out.

Item no

Description of work

Quantity

Unit

•
•
© Roads and Maritime Services
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Gately, Nathan
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

DUBOIS Alexandre <Alex.p.Dubois@rms.nsw.gov.au >
Tuesday, 8 August 2017 9:34 AM
Chehoud, Nathan
Hafez, Linda
Re: HVES - maintenance panel tender documents - first draft

Hi Nathan,
That works great ,I'll check with my colleague for which is more suitable next week
Thank you
Sent from my iPhone
> On 7 Aug 2017, at 5:26 pm, Chehoud, Nathan <Nathan .Chehoud@wsp .com> wrote :

>
> privileged
.efore printing, please consider the environment
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This email and any attachment to it are intended only to be read or used by the named
addressee. It is confidential and may contain legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is waived
or lost by any mistaken transmission to you. Roads and Maritime Services is not responsible for any unauthorised
alterations to this email or attachment to it. Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and
are not necessarily the views of Roads and Maritime Services. If you receive this email in error, please immediately
delete it from your system and notify the sender. You must not disclose, copy or use any part of this email if you are
not the intended recipient .

•
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Gately, Nathan
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Chehoud, Nathan
Monday, 14 August 2017 9:31 AM
DUBOIS Alexandre
Hafez, Linda
RE: HVES - maintenance panel tender documents - first draft

Hi Alex ,
Hope you had a good weekend - all is well at this end and we're close to having our first draft of the procurement
docs ready for review at our meeting .
I'm available all day Wednesday, so please let me know what time works for you and if you 'd prefer to come to our
office or for me to come to yours .
Kind regads,
Nathan Chehoud
Principal Civil Engineer

D: +61292725214
M: +61 434 409497

Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com
WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street
Sydney NSW
2000 Australia
wsp.com

•=

From: DUBOIS Alexandre [mailto :Alex .p.Dubois@rms.nsw.gov.au]

Sent: Friday, 11 August 2017 5:00 PM
Chehoud, Nathan <Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com>

Cc: Hafez, Linda <Linda.Hafez@wsp.com>
Subject: RE: HVES - maintenance panel tender documents - first draft
Hi Nathan,
Hope all is well.

Apologise for the late call, im trying to organise a time that will be suitable with Craig to discuss and review the
Tender docs
Enjoy your weekend mate, ill speak with you shortly
Thank you
From: Chehoud, Nathan [ mailto:Nathan.Chehoud @wsp.com ]

Sent: Monday, 7 August 2017 5:26 PM
1
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To: DUBOIS Alexandre
Cc: Hafez, Linda
Subject: HVES - maintenance panel tender documents - first draft
Hi Alex,
Following our discussion today, we can advise that we will have our first draft set of procurement documents ready for
review by Monday or Tuesday next week.
It would be good to organise a meeting on one of those days for us to present the documents and talk through any
issues . Does that work for you?
Kind regards,
Nathan Chehoud
Principal Civil Engineer

,,~1 >
D: +61 2 92725214
M: +61 434 409497
Nathan .Chehoud@wsp.com

•

WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street

Sydney NSW
2000 Australia

wsp.com

NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain confidential information
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration,
dissemination or distribution of, or reliance on this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, or you are not an authorized recipient, please notify the sender immediately by replying to
this message, delete this message and all copies from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies .

•

Roads&
Maritime
Before printing , please cons ider the environment

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This email and any attachment to it are intended only to be read or used by the named addressee. It is confidential and may contain
legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mistaken transmission to you. Roads and Maritime Services is not
responsible for any unauthorised alterations to this email or attachment to it. Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not
necessarily the views of Roads and Maritime Services. If you receive this email in error, please immediately delete it from your system and notify the sender.
You must not disclose, copy or use any part of this email if you are not the intended recipient.

•

NSW
_,

, Trari,port
Roods & M !time

Services
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Gately, Nathan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

STEYN Craig G <Craig.STEYN@rms.nsw.gov.au >
Tuesday, 10 October 2017 9:41 AM
Chehoud, Nathan; DUBOIS Alexandre
RE: Requesting additional information from LANCOMM

Gents
It would be beneficia l to have them as part of the panel; HOWEVER, I would prefer not to invite any unnecessary
Probity concerns or insinuations to the process so if it cannot be done in a manner which is clear transparent and
pass any test the I am likely to urrr on the sid e of caution!
In addition have we established how do we manage CIC & SA Masters as they did not make the 50%?
By the way it would seem we have received a tender from Nepean which in reality has missed the cut off, so we
need to understand how best we manage that?
Thanks

A
~

raig Steyn
eavy Vehicle Maintenance & Average Speed Camera Program Manager
Compliance Monitoring I Compliance Branch I Compliance & Regulatory Services
T 02 8837 0613 M 0438 455 724
www.rms .nsw.gov.au
Every journey matters

Roads and Maritime Services
Level 6 Pod G 110 George Street Parramatta NSW 2150

From: Chehoud, Nathan [mailto:Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, 10 October 2017 9:16 AM
To: DUBOIS Alexandre; STEYN Craig G
Subject: Requesting additional information from LANCOMM
Hi Alex and Craig ,
I've just re-read the RFT and I can 't see in that document a provision to give LANCOMM more time to submit the ir
.ormA.
I think we have two options :
1. We determine how well they meet the assessment criteria using only the information they've provided ; OR,
2. We determine that they haven't provided enough information to demonstrate they qualify - so they are
unsuccessful
What are your thoughts?
Kind regards ,
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Nathan Chehoud
Principal Civil Engineer

'''I>

T: +61 2 92725214
M: +61 434 409497
Nathan .Chehoud@wsp.com
WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street

Sydney, NSW
2000 Australia

wsp.com

Roads&
Maritime

•

Before printing, please consider the environment

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This emai l and any attachm ent to it are intended only to be read or used by the named addressee. It is confidential and may contain
legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mistaken transmission to you. Roads and Maritime Services is not
responsible for any unauthorised alterations to this emai l or attachment to it. Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not
necessarily the views of Roads and Maritime Services. If you receive this email in error, please immediately delete it from your system and notify the sender.
You must not disclose, copy or use any part of this emai l if you are not the intended recipient.

•

--

~

1Tra sport

Roads~M I mo
Servic,es

•
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Gately, Nathan
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Chehoud, Nathan
Wednesday, 16 August 2017 1:16 PM
DUBOIS Alexandre; craig.steyn@rms.nsw.gov.au
Tasks from our meeting today

Hi Alex and Craig ,
Here are the follow-up tasks from our meeting today:
•
•
•

Confirm who has the keys to the Octagon Tender Box. That person will need to attend the opening of the
tender box and the tenders (along with either craig or Alex)
Advertise the tender one-tender. Send Nathan the advertisement template to populate .
Find out if there is an RMS Panel for QA and how to access it

Kind regards ,
Nathan Chehoud
Principal Civil Engineer

D: +61292725214
M: +61 434 409497
Nathan .Chehoud@wsp.com
WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street

Sydney NSW
2000 Australia
wsp.com

•
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Meeting with Sa mer Solamen
Wednesday, 6 September 2017

1:01 PM

Research and development of software and hardware
Current (software/ hardware)
- excluding software packages that are not in IM & IT scope

R&D (software/ hardware)
- run trials and report on how well it works (or doesn't) and recommendations on how to implement

•

Main drivers for the PSC panels are :
- cost savings
- savings in contract management

One PSC panel, companies that currently do this work
-SGS
-AZH

•
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Meeting with Sa mer Sola men
Wednesday, 6 September 2017

1:01 PM

Research and development of software and hardware
Current (software/ hardware)
- excluding software packages that are not in IM & IT scope

R&D (software/ hardware)
- run trials and report on how well it works (or doesn't) and recommendations on how to implement

•

Main drivers for the PSC panels are:
- cost savings
- savings in contract management

One PSC panel, companies that currently do this work
-SGS
-AZH

-
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Accepted: PSC contract for HV program - Meeting Response (Read-O nly)
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Thu 17/08/2017 4:02 PM

• Chehoud, Nathan
Accepted : PSC contract fo r HV program
DUBOIS Alexandre

To

When

Tuesday, 22 August 2017 2:00 PM-3:30 PM (UTC-10:001 C,mbma, Melbourne, Sydney.

Locat1on

level 6110 George st parramatta

8

W e couldn 't find this meeting in the calenda r. It may have been moved or deleted .

Chehoud, Nathan has accepted th is meeting.
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Acceptod: PSC Panel Tender - Meeting Response (Read-Only)
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Th u 19/10/2017 11:05 AM

Chehoud, Nathan
Accepted: PSC Pan el Tender
To

SOLIMAN Samer

When

Monday, 30 October 2017 9:30 A.M-4:00 PM (UTC- 10:00) Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney.

Location

• Octagon Vi deo Conf erence Room 3H2 (10Pl

8

We couldn't find this meeting in the calendar. It may have been moved or deleted.
Chehoud, Nathan has accepted this meeting.
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Accepted: PSC Panel to service Heavy vehicle prog rams - Meeting Respo nse (Read-Only)

File
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Wed 6/09/2017 10:21 AM

Chehoud, Nathan
Accepted : PSC Panel t o service Heavy vehicle prog rams
To

SOLIMAN Samer

When
Locat,on

8

Wedn,sd ay, 6 Sept<mber 2017 1:00 PM-2:00 PM [UTC • 10:00) Canberra, M<lbou rn e, Syd n<y.
110 georg, st parramata . level 6G .

We couldn't find th is meeting in the calendar, It may have been moved or de leted.
Chehoud, Nathan has accepted this meeting.
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Declined: PSC contract for HV program • Meeting Response (Read-Only)
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Wed 30/08/2017 9'42 PM

Chehoud, Nathan
Declined: PSC contract for HV program
SOLIMAN Samer

To

When

Monday, 4 Septemb er 2017 11:30 AM-12:30 PM (UTC• 10:00} Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney.

Location

ltvtl 6G. 110 George st Parramatta

8

We couldn 't find this meeting in the calendar. It may have been moved or deleted.
Chehoud, Natha n has declined this meeting.

Hi Sa mer, unfortunately I'm not available at this time. I will contact you when I get back to the office on Monday to arrange a time. Thanks, Nathan
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Doclined: PSC contract for HV program • Meeting Response (Read-Only)
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Wtd 23/08/2017 8'57 AM

Chehoud, Nathan
Declined: PSC contract fo r HV program
To

DUBOIS Alexanae

Wh•n

Wednesday,

Location

level 6110 George st parramatta

8

23

August 2017 12:00 PM -1:00 PM (UTC - 10:00] Canberra, M•lbourn,, Sydn,y.

Wo couldn't find this me.ting in tho calendar. It may havo boon moved or deleted.
Chehoud, Nathan has declined this meeting .
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Declined: PSC Panel - tenders close 2pm • Meeting Response (Read-Only)
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Wed 25/10/2017 10:34 AM

Chehoud, Nathan
Declined: PSC Panel - tende rs close 2pm
To

SOUMAN-

When

Friday, 27 October 2017 2,00 PM-2:30 PM [UTC- 10:00) Canberra, Melbourne. Syd ney,

Location

8

We couldn 't find th is meeting in the calendar. It may have been moved or deleted .

Chehoud, Nathan has decl ined this meeting.
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Gately, Nathan
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Chehoud, Nathan
Thursday, 26 October 2017 9:09 AM
SOLIMAN Samer; SINGH Jai
Documents for tender collection and evaluation
Template Letter of Acceptance.docx; 2113294A-CIV-MEM-029 RevA.docx; Schedule
of Tenders Received .pdf

Hi Samer and Jai,
Sorry for the delay in getting back to you. As promised, I have now attached three documents to help you through the
remainder of the process:
Schedule of tender received - this needs to be populated as the tenders are removed from the tender box
Tender evaluation report (2113294A-CIV ... ..)- this is the tender evaluation report for the maintenance panel.
The format is fine, but the details will need to be modified to suit this tender. This should be completed and
signed by the tender evaluation report. Alex has a completed and signed version to compare with if needed .
Template letter of acceptance - can be modified and sent to successful tenderers
Please call if anything further is needed. I should be able to answer phone calls but may be a bit slow replying to e.ails.
Kind regards,
Nathan Chehoud
Principal Civil Engineer

''"I>

T: +61 2 92725214
M: +61 434 409497

Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com
WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street
Sydney, NSW
2000 Australia

.Sp.com
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File: Insert file numbe
Insert date

ame of Contact
enderer's Company Name
enderer's Address
SUBURB NSW POSTCODE
Attention: Insert name of contact
INSERT CONTRACT NAME AS IT APPEARED ON THE RFT DOCUMENTS
CONTRACTNO. IXXXXXXX
LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE

Dear Sir,
advise that Roads and Maritime Services accepts your Company's tender dated nsert Date for the above Contract.
•
he Instrument of Agreement is attached for signing. Please arrange for both copies of the Contract to be signed by a person who
is authorised to make the Contract in the name of, and on behalf of, your company.
Stamp duty may be payable on this contract if you executed the Contract outside New South Wales. It is your responsibility to
ensure that the Contract is stamped in accordance with the laws of the place of execution.
Both copies of the executed Contract should be provided to Mr Alex Dubois, Roads and Maritime Services, [Insert address],
within 14 days of the date of this letter:
Aon Risk Services Australia Limited, Level 33 , Aon Tower, 201 Kent Street, SYDNEY NSW 2000 Telephone 61 2 9253 8303
(General), Facsimile 61 2 9253 7002 is Roads and Maritime Services Insurance Broker and within 10 Business days you are
required to contact them in regard to Principal Arranged Insurance (P Al) and provide them with the following :
I. Certificate of Currency of your Company's workers compensation policy pursuant to the Workers ' Compensation Act
1987 (NSW);
II. Certificate of Currency of your Company's motor vehicle policy and the motor vehicle policies of your subcontractors
in accordance with Clauses 3 and 19 of the ' Terms for Contracted Work', and the Contract Schedule .
•

lease note that the insurance policy referred to in II above should include Roads and Maritime Services as an additional named
insured, where possible.
The provision of insurance is a precondition to the commencement of work under the contract. Your Company will be in breach of
the Contract if it fails to lodge the security or execute the Contract within the times set down in Clause 3 of the 'Terms for
Contracted Work' and the Contract Schedule.
Upon receipt of signed copies of the Contract, I will arrange for the Contract to be executed by Roads and Maritime Services. An
executed copy will then be returned to your company for its records.
The RMS Representative under the contract is the fosert Title, Insert Branch. The present occupant of that position is Mr
Alexandre Dubois.
You are reminded that this contract will be carried out in accordance with Roads and Maritime Services Quality System
specifications and that you will be required to provide a Project Quality Plan, Safe Work Method Statement or Environmental
Management Plan and accompanying information as set out in any Work Order within the required time frame.
Enclosed are copies of Roads and Maritime Services (Schedule 2, C41) - Form of Contractor Statement and Supporting Statement,
one of which is to be completed and submitted with each Payment Claim.
Yours faithfully
Insert Name
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fosert Title
fosert Region

•
•
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MEMO
TO:

Samer Soliman

FROM:

Tender Evaluation Committee

SUBJECT:

Tender Evaluation of Contract No. 17.0000302935.1100.
l 7.0000302935.1100 - Panel for Maintenance of Heavy Vehicle
Enforcement Programs

DATE:

12 October 2017

1. PURPOSE

•

The purpose of this memo is to report on the tender evaluation for Contract No.
17 .0000302935 .1100 - Panel for Maintenance of Heavy Vehicle Enforcement Programs .

2. BACKGROUND
This is a Standing Offer Contract based on non-price criteria. The works in this contract
involves maintenance of Heavy Vehicles Branch assets. These assets include Heavy Vehicle
Safety Stations and on-road HY enforcement sites, Safe-T-Cam Sites, Average Speed Camera
Sites and Over Height Detection Sites. The work was divided into two categories, as follows:
Category A
Civil works
Electrical work
Steel fabrication and installation
Signage installation

•

Category B
Weigh-in-Motion systems
Portable weighing scales
Weighbridges
Brake testing equipment
The Contract is for an initial period of 3 years, with the option to extend for an additional 2
years.

3. ESTIMATE OF COST
[Alex and Craig: please insert your estimate of how much work in$$ this panel will send to
the market over the next three years].

Level 27. 680 George Street
Sydney NSW 2000
GPO Box 5394
Sydney NSW 2001
Tel : +61 2 9272 5100
Fax +61 2 9272 5101
www .wspcom
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4. OPEN TENDERING
The advertisement was posted on the RMS eTender site on ??/9/2017.

5. PRE-TENDER MEETING
No pre-tender meeting was held.

6. TENDERS RECEIVED AND EXAMINED
The tender closed at 2:30pm on Friday, October 6, 2017. Tenders were opened on the
morning of October 9, 2017 by Alex Dubois of Heavy Vehicles Branch, and Nathan Chehoud
ofWSP.
Thirteen tenders were received. These were checked for conformity with the Request for
Tenders.

•

7. TENDER EVALUATION COMMITTEE AND
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
7.1 TENDER EVALUATION COMMITTEE
The tender evaluation committee was formed to examine and evaluate the tenders received
based on the criteria stated below. The committee comprised of the following persons:
Alexandre Dubois (RMS - insert title)
Craig Steyn (RMS - nsert title)
Jai Singh (RMS - insert title)
Nathan Chehoud (WSP - Principal Civil Engineer)

7.2 TENDER ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
Since this was a non-price tender, the criteria and weightings used for the tender assessment
were:

CRITERIA

WEIGHTING.

Demonstrated experience in carrying out the specified work

45%

Responsiveness in carrying out the specified work

30%

Adaptability and flexibility to meet customers' objectives in carrying the
specified work.

25%

8. ASSESSMENT OF TENDERS
8.1 GENERAL
The tender assessment has been carried out in accordance with the guidelines in ECM 3.6Assessing Tenders.

8.2 CONFORMITY OF TENDERS
Tenders were examined for conformance by the tender evaluation committee on Monday 9
October 2017 using the Conforming Tender Checklist as shown in Appendix C.
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It was noted that because the nature of their work does not typically involve building,
Tenderers for Category B work could not provide evidence of compliance with the Building
Code. The tender evaluation committee did not consider this non-conformity to be a
disqualifying factor.

8.3 PERFORMANCE AGAINST ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
All thirteen tenderers have the capacity to complete works within the contract period
based on similar works successfully completed for the RMS.
Notwithstanding, the quality of tender responses differed , and this was noted by the
tender evaluation committee.
The tender evaluation committee's scoring of the tenders against the assessment criteria is
tabulated in Appendix B.

•

9. FUNDING
Funding is available under the current XXX budget.

10. COMPANY AND ABN SEARCH
A Company and ABN search has been undertaken as part of the tender assessment process. A
search of the ASIC site has confirmed that the:
1.

Entity name as tendered is correct;

2.

Company is registered;

3.

Company is not under administration.

A search of the business.gov.au ABN register site, has confirmed that:

•

1.

ABN number is correct;

2.

ABN status is active;

3.

Entity name as tendered is correct;

4.

The trading name as tendered is listed on the site;

5.

The trading name as listed is current;

6.

GST status is active.

Copies of the search results are contained in Appendix D. [JAI: p lease _provide
results for inclusion in Appendix D]

11. CONFLICT OF INTEREST
We individually declare that there was no actual or potential conflict or incompatibility
between our personal or corporate interests and the impartial fulfilment of our duties in
carrying out this tender assessment.

12. ADHERENCE TO TENDER PROCEDURES
We certify that all aspects of the tender process have been conducted in accordance with
tender assessment procedures and there are no deviations from the procedures.
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13. RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended by the tender evaluation ncommittee that approval be given in accordance

with the RMS Delegation Manual Delegation No.xx*) to include all thirteen tenderers on the
Panel for Maintenance of Heavy Vehicle Enforcement Programs.

Insert signature

Insert signature

Alexandre Dubois

Craig Steyn

Title

Title

Date

Date

Insert signature

!tic~

Jai Singh

Nathan Chehoud

Title

Title

Date

Date

•
•
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APPENDIX A

SCHEDULE OF TENDERS RECEIVED

[Alex: please insert a scanned copy of the Schedule of Tenders Received here]

•
•
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APPENDIX B

TENDER ANALYSIS

•
•
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CATEGORY A TENDERER SCORES AGAINST ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

Criteria

We ighting LANCOMM CBF Projects Seina Group

Demonstrated experience in carrying out the specified work
Responsiveness in carrying out the specif i ed work

Efficient Project Management

Ozcorp Civil P/L EURO Civil & Maintenance

AA Steel Piping P/l CIC Engineering SA Masters

45%
30%

0
0

8
8

8
7.5

8
8.5

7
8

8
8

8
7.5

6.75
0

6.5
0

25%

0

8

7.5

8

8

8

8

0

0

y
y
y
y

y
y
V
y

y
y
y
y

y

V

y
y
y

'

0

36

36

36

31.5

36

36

30.375

29.25

0

24

22.5

25.5

24

24

22.5

0

0

0

20

18.75

20

20

20

20

0

0

0

80

77.25

Adaptability and fle xi bility to meet customers' objective s in carrying the specified
work .

Civi l works
Electrical works
Stee l fabrication & installation
Sign age

y

Weighted
Demonstrated experience in carrying out the specified work

Score
Weighted

Responsiveness in carrying out the specified work
Score
Adaptability and fle xibility to meet customers' objectives in carrying the specifi ed We i ghted
work .
Score
TOTAL
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8.2

CATEGORY B TENDERER SCORES AGAINST ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

Criteria

Weighting Novation Engineering P/L

Demonstrated experience in carrying out the specified work
Responsiveness in carrying out the specified work

45%
30%

6
0

Adaptability and flexibility to meet customers' objectives in carrying the specified work .

25%

6

Accuweigh Weighpack & Electrical P/L

CIC Engineering Nepean

8.5

7
7

5
0

6
0

8.5

6

0

0

9

.'~I

Weigh in Motion
Weighbridges

',,....

~

PAT and HAEN NI portable scales * Novation is only authorised supplier - not maintainer
MAHA and NEPEAN brake testing

.

·.ii .

.ta

Weighted
Demonstrated experience in carrying out the specified work

27

40.5

31.5

22.5

27

0

25.5

21

0

0

Score

15

21.25

15

0

0

TOTAL

42

Score
Weighted

Responsiveness in carrying out the specified work

Score
Weighted

Adaptability and fle xibility to meet customers' objectives in carrying the specified work.
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APPENDIX C

CONFORMING TENDER CHECKLIST

•
•
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Table C.1

Conforming Tender Checklist
Novation Engineering P/L

Weighpack & Electrical P/L Efficient Project Management

EURO Civil & Maintenance AA Steel Piping P/L

Complete the Schedule to the Tender Form (Tender Form Schedule) .
Attach the Tender Form Schedule to the Tender Form.
Sign the Tender Form Schedule in the place provided (or make sure it is signed by
a person with authorit to si non your behalf) .

Prepare and sign a hard copy of the Schedule of Compliance with the NSW
Government's Code of Practice for Procurement and Implementation Guidelines
(CTS)
Prepare and make the Statutory Declaration (CTl)
Prepare and sign a hard copy of the Declaration of Compliance with the Buildi ng
Code, if a Ii cable (CT4A)
Where Declaration of Compliance with the Building Code is required, prepare and

•

include the further information outlined in Attachment A to the Declaration of
Compliance
Prepare and sign a Statement as to whether on or after 2 December 2016, the
Tenderer or a Related Entity of the Tenderer submitted a response to an
expression of interest or tender (howsoever described) for Commonwealth
funded Bu i lding Work (regardless of whether or not that project was procured by
RMS or whether or not the Tenderer or the Tenderer's Related Entity were
su cce ssfu I)
Prepare and sign Confirmation of Accreditation Status under the Australian
Government WHS Accreditation Scheme, if applicable (CT4B)
Include advice as to your GST-status if you are not registered for GSTor you wish
to enter into a Voluntary Agreement for withholding Pay As You Go Taxation

•
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APPENDIX D

RESULTS OF ABN AND ASIC WEBSITES

•
-
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Engineering Contracts Manual
Section 5

_

_

.

···Schedule-o,f ·tendersf'ece1ved,
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Gately, Nathan
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Chehoud, Nathan
Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:01 PM
SOLIMAN Samer
Hafez, Linda
FW: HVP Unit PSC Contract - HVP innovation projects
c73_psci_rft_FINAL.DOC; Schedule 4_FINAL.DOC; c72_psci_pnl_FINAL.DOC

Hi Samer,
Please find attached the final RFT documents, incorporating your comments .
Most of the comments were incorporated, but there are a couple of other minor changes that we have replied to your
comments on . Feel free to call to discuss if needed .
Otherwise, the next step is simply to PDF these documents and post them on the E-Tender website . In the meantime,
we'll start preparing the Tender Evaluation Report ready to be populated.
Speak soon ,
Nathan

•

Begin forwarded message :
From: "SOLIMAN Samer" <Samer.SOLIMAN@rms.nsw.gov.au>
To: "Chehoud, Nathan" <Nathan .Chehoud@wsp .com >
Cc: "Hafez, Linda " <Lind a. Hafez@wsp.com>, "SINGH Ja i" <Jai.SINGH@ rms.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: RE: HVP Unit PSC Contract - HVP innovation projects

Hi Nathan,
This is great overall!
We have completed the review of the 3 docs. All are attached with changes marked up in each doc
with some comments for your reference in the docs also.

•

Main changes:
1) Removed the specific projects listed in schedule 4. Replaced with the regulatory programs
which may require PSC work .
2) Added requirements for tenderer responses regarding DEMONSTRATED EXPERIENCE in c73
doc. This is the main criteria and we need to be clear about what we are expecting
tenderers to provide.
3) Removed requirements for tenderers to provide "pricing" or "pricing schedule" as part of
the tender response. This is a non-price tender, and FIXED pricing/lump sum pricing will be
requested from tenderer(s) for each specific work order/project.
4) Removed the mandatory requirement for tenderers to provide a construction cert. as the
majority of ITS trials do NOT have construction work, we will request this certification for
them tenderer(s) upon any work order/project requiring construction at our discretion.
5) There are a few questions for you in the documents comments that we are unsure of.
Can you please as soon as possible review the changes and our comments so we can finalise the
docs?
Could you and your team place priority o n this please? As discussed, we have some deliverable
projects that have been requested to be de livered very soon, so we need to finalise this as soon as
possible.
1
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Samer Soliman
Manager Heavy Vehicle Programs

From: Chehoud, Nathan [mailto:Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, 26 September 2017 2:50 PM
To: SOLIMAN Samer
Cc: Hafez, Linda
Subject: RE: HVP Unit PSC Contract - HVP innovation projects
Hi Samer,
Please find attached the draft procurement documents for the PSC Panel.
The three attached documents are:

1 . C73 Request for Tender
2. C72 PSC Panel Deed
3. A new Schedule 4 in C72 called "Description of Services"
All changes in C72 and C73 are in bold italics ; all deletions are in strikethrough . Schedule 4 is a new
document that we have written - hopefully it accurately captures the scope of services as you
communicated it to us .
Could you please review the attached and provide any review comments for our action in one
consolidated set.

•

I'd be happy to talk you through any of these, so please don't hesitate to call if needed .
Kind regards ,
Nathan Chehoud
Principal Civil Engineer

T: +61 2 9272521 4
M: +61 434 409497
Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com

-

WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street

Sydney, NSW
2000 Australia
wsp .com

From: SOLIMAN Samer fmailto :Samer.SOLIMAN@ rms.nsw.gov .au]
Sent: Monday, 25 September 2017 9:57 AM
To: Chehoud, Nathan <Nathan.Chehoud@wsp .com>
Subject: RE : HVP Unit PSC Contract - HVP innovation projects

Great to see you have a plan .
2
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I will place priority on t his so I' d expect we can short en t he pe riod for " RMS review" and
" Incorporat e RMS co mme nts and issue final docs" . Ho pefully you have en ough tim e t o priorit ise
also?
There are seve ral piece s of w ork t hat are crit ically waiting for this panel to be established so we can
commen ce works befo re the end of October.
Samer Soliman
Manager Heavy Vehicle Programs

From: Chehoud, Nathan [mailto:Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com]
Sent: Monday, 25 September 2017 9:51 AM
To: SOLIMAN Samer
Subject: RE: HVP Unit PSC Contract - HVP innovation projects
Hi Samer,
It was a good weekend - thanks. Hope yours was too.
We are a couple of days behind where we planned to be, because I missed Thursday & Friday last
week due to illness . But all good now, and should be ready to issue draft docs to you tomorrow.

•

Our program looks like this :
- Issue draft docs for RMS rev iew - 26/9/2017
- RMS review - 27/9/2017 to 29/9/2017
- Incorporate RMS comments and issue final docs - 5/10/2017
-Advertise tender - 9/10/2017
- Tenders close - 20/10/2017
- Tender evaluation and approval - 23/10/2017 to 27/10/2017
- Panel established - 30/10/2017
What are your thoughts?
Kind regards ,
Nathan

•

From: SOLIMAN Samer [mailto :Samer.SOLIMAN@ rms .nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Monday, 25 September 2017 9:41 AM
To: Chehoud, Nathan <Nathan .Chehoud@wsp.com>
Subject: RE: HVP Unit PSC Contract - HVP innovation projects

Good Morning Nathan,
Hope you had a good weekend .
What's the status with the PSC panel docs? I need this panel up and running before the end of
October.
Samer Soliman
Manager Heavy Vehicle Programs

From: SOLIMAN Samer
Sent: Tuesday, 19 September 2017 12:17 PM
To: 'Chehoud, Nathan'; DUBOIS Alexandre
Cc: Weir, Jacob
Subject: RE: HVP Unit PSC Contract - HVP innovation projects
Thanks Nathan. Clearly very good work on this!
3
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He re are my recom mendations:

1. Evaluation Criteria
ECM 6 provides the following typical non-price criteria :
a) Techn ical skills (personnel) - weighting 10%.
b) Methodology- weighting 10% - the methodology of the demonstrated examples need to be
explained and how the tenderer went from idea/concept from the government resource they
were dealing with to a fully-fledged ITS tria l being run independently and then to a detailed
scoping study, and how much assistance they needed from the government resource .
c) Past Performance (time, cost, quality) - Weighting 80% - The quality of demonstrated
examples(2 or more examples are required) is all that matters. Time and cost is intangible as
that will be very hard to assess apples for apples due to differing scopes etc.
2. Tender Assessment Panel (Committee)
Work orders are highly unlikely to exceed $50k.
3. Calling of Tenders
The ultimate goal of this panel is to ensure we are performing due diligence by going to open market.
However, there are very few vendors that we are aware of that can provide these ITS
consultancy services, so im also weary that an open invite will waste a lot of time . So my opinion
is to go to open market because we need to perform due diligence. What are your thoughts?
Samer Soliman
Manager Heavy Vehicle Programs

•

From: Chehoud, Nathan [mailto:Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, 19 September 2017 10:17 AM
To: SOLIMAN Samer; DUBOIS Alexandre
Cc: Weir, Jacob
Subject: RE: HVP Unit PSC Contract - HVP innovation projects
Hi Samer and Alex,
By way of an update: we are drafting the PSC panel tender documents right now, and hope to have
the first set of docs ready for you to review by the end of this week.
We anticipate the tender documents will include:
1. C73 Request for Tender
2. C72 PSC Panel Deed
3. A new Schedule 4 in C72 called "Description of Services" - which we are preparing
Three other matters for your consideration :

•

1. Evaluation Criteria
ECM 6 provides the following typical non-price criteria:
a) Technical skills (personnel)
b) Methodology
c) Past Performance (time, cost, quality)
d) Management Systems and Skills
e) Organisation's Capability
f) Financial Capability
Based on our first meeting , we would suggest that criteria a), b), c) and d) might be appropriate for
the panel. What are your thoughts? If you agree, what are your thoughts on evaluation criteria
weightings?
4
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2. Tender Assessment Panel (Committee)
If the
need
ECM
to be

value of the work orders under this panel are likely to exceed $50,000 per order, then we will
to establish a panel of at least three officers - otherwise a panel of two officers will do (refer
6.8.2). Could you please give some consideration to this and let me know who you think needs
on this panel. Of course I'm happy to be involved as the independent member.

3. Calling of Tenders
We should give some thought now to whether this panel will open invitation or selected invitation.
This will depend on what you think the market can provide, and will guide whether or not the tender is
published on E-tender or just goes to a selected number of PSCs .
Happy to discuss this further as required - please don't hesitate to call.
Kind regards ,
Nathan Chehoud

Principal Civil Engineer

•

T: +61 2 92725214
M: +6 1 434 409497
Nathan .Chehoud@wsp.com
WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street

Sydney, NSW
2000 Austral ia
wsp.com

From: SOLIMAN Samer [mailto :Samer.SOLIMAN@rms.nsw.gov.au)
Sent: Thursday, 14 September 2017 11:37 AM
To: Chehoud, Nathan <Nathan .Chehoud@wsp.com>; DUBOIS Alexandre

•

<Alex.p.Dubois@rms.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: RE : HVP Unit PSC Contract - HVP innovation projects
Here is one RFQ example for a current on-road trial. This is one of the simpler trials we may do(for a
new DYNAMIC portable weigh scale), so the RFQ is quite simple and basic. As the technology being
trialled becomes more complex, the RFQ would need to become more detailed also, specifying
exactly the information required in a scoping study(IF a scoping study is requested in the RFQ. le/
the attached RFQ is for the running of a technology trial, not a scoping study(to keep costs down).
We would only ask for a COMPLETE/DETAILED scoping study document later if the trial has been
successfu l for the reason of us including it in a business case later on . If the vendor advises the trial
has not proved concept, they generally send us a light-weight report and raw data showing why the
trial did not prove concept at no ext ra cost.
Samer Soliman

Manager Heavy Vehicle Programs

From: Chehoud, Nathan [mailto:Nathan.Chehoud @wsp.com]
Sent: Wednesday, 13 September 2017 11:50 AM
To: DUBOIS Alexandre
5
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Cc: SOLIMAN Samer
Subject: RE: HVP Unit PSC Contract - HVP innovation projects
Hi Alex ,
In addition to the documents you and Samer have already provided, could you please also send me
MS Word versions of the following RMS documents:
- C72 Panel Deed for Professional Services (Construction Industry)
- C73 Request for Tender (Construction Industry)
- TS200 - Register of ITS Field Equipment
- TS201 - Approval of ITS Field Equipment
- TS202 - Approval of ITS Solutions for Projects
- PS201 - Professional Service for Concept Design Scope and Requirements [this document is just a
useful reference for me, and won 't form part of the PSC Panel procurement documents]
In addition, could I ask that Jay and Samer provide a couple of examples of documents that they
have used in the past to procure these professional services (such as RFT/RFQ, Services Brief etc.).
Happy to discuss further as needed .
Thanks and regards ,

•

Nathan Chehoud
Principal Civil Engineer

D: +61292725214
F: +61-2-9272-5101

Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com
WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street
Sydney, NSW
2000 Australia
wsp.com

From: Chehoud, Nathan
Sent: Wednesday, 13 September 2017 10:25 AM
To: 'SOLIMAN Samer' <Samer.SOLIMAN@rms.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: RE: HVP Unit PSC Contract - HVP innovation projects

•

Hi Samer,
Hope you had a good weekend - and sorry for not being in touch sooner. I was unwell with a
stomach bug on Monday and spent yesterday catching up.
I wanted to reassure you that I hadn't forgotten about our meeting and the timeframe we need to set
up the PSC panel in . I'll be focusing on this task today and will send some more correspondence later
today to you and Alex to get the model RMS documents I need .
Speak soon,

6
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Nathan Chehoud

Principal Civil Engineer

D: +61 2 92725214
F: +61-2-9272-5101
Nathan .Chehoud@wsp.com
WSP Australia Pty Limited
Level 27, 680 George Street

Sydney, NSW
2000 Australia

wsp.com

From: SOLIMAN Samer fmailto:Samer.SOLIMAN@rms.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Wednesday, 6 September 2017 1:51 PM

•

To: Chehoud, Nathan <Nathan.Chehoud@wsp.com>
Subject: HVP Unit PSC Contract - HVP innovation projects

Current is highlighted in green .
Future(R&D) highlighted in yellow

Roads&
Maritime
Before printing , please consider the environment
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This email and any attachment to it are intended only to be read or used by the named addressee. It is
confidential and may contain legally privileged information . No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mistaken transmission
to you. Roads and Maritime Services is not responsible for any unauthorised alterations to this email or attachment to ii. Views
expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of Roads and Maritime Services. If you
receive this email in error, please immediately delete it from your system and notify the sender. You must not disclose, copy or use any
part of this email if you are not the intended recipient .
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expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of Roads and Maritime Services. If you
receive this emai l in error, please immediately delete it from your system and notify the sender. You must not disclose , copy or use any
part of this emai l if you are not the intended recipient.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: This email and any attachment to it are intended only to be read or used by the named addressee. It is
confidential and may contain legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mistaken transmission
to you. Roads and Maritime Services is not responsible for any unauthorised alterations to this email or attachment to it. Views
expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of Roads and Maritime Services. If you
receive this email in error, please immediately delete it from your system and notify the sender. You must not disclose, copy or use any
part of this email if you are not the intended recipient.
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CONTRACT
(CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY)

RequestForTender

•

for Heavy Vehicle Programs PSC Panel

•
@Copyright Roads and Marit ime Serv ices

Edition 2 / Revision IO
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DETAILS

•

Dated:

28 /9/20 17

Proj ect:

Roads and Maritime has identifi ed ITS technologies with
he potenti al to support deli very of Heavy Vehicle
egul atory program s, and is now seeking ex peri enced and
apabl e Pro fess ional Servi ces Co ntracto rs (PS C) to carry
out tri als of th ese techno logies and to adv ise on their
potenti al implementati on.

[RFT Reference
KContract) Number:

l 7.000030293 5.1304

RFT Manager:

Jai Singh - Business Systems Analyst
Jai.singh@ rm s.nsw.gov.au

[Pretender meeting date, time
~ nd location:

Pretender meetin g not required

rrender Closing Date and Time

2pm October 20, 201 7

Place of Lodgement:

Tend ers mu st be lodged in th e RM S Tend er Box at 99
Phillip Street Parramatta NSW 2 150

rrender Validity Period :

60 days

rrender Eva luation
~ sed for assessment:

I

Criteria Techn ica l skill s (personnel)

Methodo logy
Past perfo rm ance

This doc ument is stri ctly confid enti al to RM S. You must not di sc lose or prov id e this doc ument to
any person, other than to persons engaged in the preparation of your Tend er. You may only use it
fo r the purpose of responding to thi s Reques t fo r Tender.

•
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Introduction

1.1

Scope

E18/0281/AS-02-056/PR-0002

The Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) seeks tenders for the supply of the products
and/or services required for the Project.
Specific details of the products and/or services required are conta ined in Attaclunent F
Profess iona l Services Contract at Schedule 4 Description of Services
1.2

Contents

This RFT consists of the fo llowing:

•
•

•

Section I - Introduction

•

Section 2 - Lodgement

•

Section 3 - Tender content and fonnat

•

Section 4 - Eva lu ation of Tenders

•

Section 5 - Other matters

•

Attachment A - Coveri ng Letter (Tender Fonn)

•

Attaclunent B - Tender fonnat

•

Attachment C - Building Code 20 13

•

Attachment D - NSW Goverrunent Policy on Aboriginal Participation in
Construction

•

Attachment E - Statement

•

Attaclunent F - Profess ional Services Contrac t

2

Lodgement

2.1

Date and Time and Place of Lodgement

You must submit your Tender to the Place of Lodgement by no later than the Tender
Closi ng Date and Time.
If the Place of Lodgement is a webpage then your Tender must be lodged by uploading it
elec tronicall y via that webpage and you will be deemed to have accepted the rules of
conditions referred to on that webpage.

2.2

Medium of your Tender

(a)

If the Place of Lodgement is a webpage th en:
(i)
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(ii)

if files are compressed, then they must not be self-extracting (*exe) zip
files;

(iii)

file names must include your name (or abbreviated name, if your full
name is too long);

(iv)

file names must have an extension and not have invalid characters or file
names/loading path names too long for the system; and

(v)

documents must be in MS Word or pdf fonnat (other than spreadsheets
which may be in MS Excel fonnat).

(b)

If the Details do not state that the Place of Lodgement is a webpage th en you must
submit I electronic and 2 paper copies of your Tender. Electronic versions must
be on Gf) USB stick and comply with clause 2.2(a). All copies must be identical.

(c)

You must follow the Tender content and fonnat requirements in clause 3.

Labelling
You must label your Tender with th e RFf Reference Number and the Tender Closing
Date and Time.

2.4

•

Lodgement at RMS' Ennis Road Office
(a)

If the Place efLmlgement is the Tender Bm, at RMS' Eru~is Road office (lecated
at 20 4 4 E~is Road Milsons Point NSW 2061 ), the following additional
conditions a1313ly:
(i)

yollr Tender nmst ee enclosed in a sealed 13ackage not larger than 400mm
270rnm J, 190mm; and

K

(A)

endersed (insen Cmilrtlet Ti#e tlnd umll·tlel Number( with the
Tenderer's name and address clearly dis13layed ;

(B)

marked "Tender Box!Strietly PriYete end Confidentiol";

and either:
(ii)

13l aced in the Tender BoK at the office of the &1\1£, Gro1Jnd Level, 20 4 4
Ennis Road, Milsons Point JIJSW 2061 ,

0f

(iii)

mailed te the Tender Bo", Ground Level , 20 44 Ennis Read, Milsens
Point NSW 2061 ,

•

so as le be recei\ ed by ne earlier than 01~e business day before the Tender Giesing Date
and Ti1fle.
In the event that the Tenderer's Tender de es not fit into one sea led 130€-kage of the
dimensions s13ecified in clause 2A(a)(i), the Tenderer can suemit multi13le 13ackages each
net eKceeding the s13ecified di1flensiens. Each 13aclrnge must be additienally labelled with
"Velume I", " Velu1fle 2", etc. , as relevant.
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PreteAder MeetiAg
If a preleAder meeliRg dale, lime aRd leealieR are speeified iR !he Delails seelieR, ll~eR ~e
leRderer er ils represeRtati·.'e must atteRd as a eeRditieR ef leRder submiss ieR.

3

Tender content and format

3.1

Tender content and format

You must fonnat your Tender according to the following guidelines and using the
structure set out in Attachment B. We may regard your Tender as non-complying if you
fail to adhere to these requirements.
You must provide any necessary explanatory or extra material with your Tender. Your
Tender must be complete without cross references to infonnation previously supplied to
us. Where any previously submitted infonnation is relevant, yo u must resubmit it to us
with your Tender.

•

Your Tender must address this RFr clearly and concisely, and your Tender must be free
of irrelevant marketing material. You must identify all products and services needed to
meet our required outcomes, together with their costs.
You must base your Tender on the best infonnation available at the time you submit your
Tender. We rely on your knowledge and expertise as expressed in your Tender.
3.2

Covering Letter (Tender Form)

A Covering Letter (Tender Fonn) in the fonn of Attachmen t A must accompany your
Tender. You must print the letter on your letterhead and an authorised person from your
organisation must sign it.

4

Evaluation of Tenders

4.1

Evaluation Panel

We intend to establish an Evaluation Panel to evaluate Tenders. The Evaluation Panel
may be assis ted by external advisers.
In evaluating Tenders, the Evaluation Panel wi ll initially assess compliance of each
Tender with the requirement to provide the information requested in this RFr .

•

The Eva luation Panel may eliminate a non-complying Tender from furth er eva luation.
However, we reserve the right to eva luate and accept a Tender that is incomplete or
differs from the requirements of this RFr, even if another Tender has been submitted
which is complete and does comply with those requirements.
4.2

Evaluation criteria

(a)

b)
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set out in any order of priority.
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the Evaluation Criteria at our discretion.
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(c)

We will not necessarily accept the lowest price offered,l __________ ___ __ _

Commented [551]: Nathan, should th ese lines be removed as

(d)

In assessing your Tender we may have regard to informati on from any source
(including reports on your performance under other contracts whether with us or
not).

Commented [Wl2R1]: Even though thi s is a non•price tender,
RMS will always seek best value for money so there is no harm in
keepi ng this statement even if price is not an evaluation criteria.

(e)

We may also at any time enquire into and assess your fin anci al status and at our
disc retion determine whether we believe you have sufficient financial capacity.
We reserve the right at any time to not proceed furth er with the consideration of
yo ur Tend er where your financial capac ity is not acceptable to us in our absolute
discreti on.

thi s is a NON PRICE tender?

4.3

Discussions, inspections, references & negotiations

(a)
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Detail ed eva luati on may invo lve:
(i)

preliminary discuss ions or negot iations with one or more tenderers
(whether simultaneously or otherwise) including contract negotiations;

(ii)

visits to reference sites, yo ur operational sites or contac t with referees
(which may include sites and referees other than those provided by you);

(iii )

tenderers presenting thei r Tend er to us. Members of the Evaluation Panel
and selec ted advisers may attend the presentation. The Evaluation Panel
may record the presentation for reference during the eva luati on process;

(iv)

intervi ews with any of your personnel who you have nominated or who
may deli ver any part of the services; or

(v)

reques ts for you to submit additional infonnation about, clarification of,
or improvement to, your Tender at any time during the eva luat ion process.

(b)

We may at any time notify you of briefi ngs, site inspections, meetings or
workshops as part of the assessment process. Unless we tell you that participation
is opti onal , you must attend any such briefings, site inspections, meetings or
workshops in order to lodge a confonni ng Tend er.

(c)

We may at any time and in our absolute di sc retion:
(i)

shortlist one or more tenderers;

(ii)

negoti ate with any tenderer, or any other person;

(iii)

request any tenderer to submit an improved or an alternati ve offer;

(iv)

cease negoti ations or recommence negotiations with any tenderer;

(v)

accept a Tender by any tenderer;

(vi)

separate components of the services and negot iate separately with any of
the tend erers in res pec t of those separate components;

(vii)

accept only part of a Tend er by any tend erer;

(viii)

accept Tenders from more than one tenderer; or

•
•
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rej ec t all Tenders .

(d)

The obj ective of the negoti ations may include clarifying and agreeing commercial
or tec hnical conditions, settling the terms of the contract or fin alising any other
key docum entation. Negoti ations may be concurrent with more than one tenderer.

(e)

For the avoidance of doubt, a Tender is not accepted unl ess and until we exec ute a
binding written contract for the provision of the servi ces the subj ec t of the Tender.

Other matters
Tender Validity Period

The p ricing and ~roeosed terms set out in ~our Tender will be deemed to remain va lid and _
open to acceptance fo r at least th e Tender Validity Period.
'

•

Commented [553]: Nathan , should these lines be removed as
1his is a NON PRICE tender?

Commented [Wl4R3]: See response to previous commentsuggest retaini ng as is.

5.2

Late Tenders

You are solely responsibl e for ensuring that you submit your Tender in accordance with
thi s RFf and in a legible and uncorrupted fonn, before the Tend er Clos ing Date and
Time. Delays caused by deli very methods are your responsibility.
We may exclud e your Tender as non-complying if it is not received at the Place o f
Lodgement before the Tender Clos in g Date and Time. However, without any obligati on to
do so, where the integrity and competiti veness o f the tendering process will not be
compromi sed, we may detennine in our abso lute di scretion that it is appropriate to
consid er a late Tender.
5.3

Extensions

We may extend th e Tend er Clos ing Date and Time at our absolute disc retion. You may
request an ex tension in writing to the RFT Manager but we are under no obligation to
grant an extension.
5.4

Change of control

If you are a corporation and you undergo a change in contro l after you submit your
Tender we may in our disc retion exc lud e your Tender from furth er consideration. You
will be taken to have und ergo ne a change of control if, at any ti me fo llowing the
submiss ion of your Tend er, the power (whether formal or infonnal, whether or not having
lega l or equitable fo rce and whether or not based on legal or eq uitable ri ghts) :

•

(a)

to exercise or control the ri ght to vote attached to 50% or more of the shares or
stock in your corporation;

(b)

to dispose of or exercise a ri ght o f disposal in respec t o f 50% or more of the
issued vo ting shares or stock in your corporation; or

(c)

to dominate or control your corporati on or the fin ancial or operating poli cies of
yo ur co rporation ( whether alone or in concert with oth ers, and whether by any ac t
or omiss ion or otherwise),

res id es with any person or persons other than those holdin g that power when your Tend er
is submitted.
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No legal relationship

This RFT does not create any legal relationship and is not a recommendation, offer or
invitation to enter into a legal relati onship, contract, agreement or other arrangement in
respect of the servic es the subj ect o f this RTT.
Nothing in this RFT or in the consid eration o f a Tender obli ges us to enter into any
agreement with anyone, crea tes a " process contract" or other impli ed contract, obli ges us
to consid er or accept any Tender, stops us from considering a non-complyin g Tender, or
prevents us from changi ng the way we manage thi s RFT or assess Tenders .
Without limiting the fo regoing, the RMS Statement of Business Ethics and the Code of
Practice are statements of poli cy only and do not give rise to any lega lly enfo rceable
obli gati ons on our part .
5.6

Tender risks and costs

•

Participation in any stage of this RFT process, or in relati on to any matter concerning your
Tender, will be at your so le ri sk. All costs, losses and expenses incurred by you (or your
employees, agents, contractors or advisors) in any way assoc iated with this RFT will be
borne entirely by you and we will not under any circumstances compensate yo u fo r them.
5.7

Compliance with Codes and Policies

The NSW Government has issued a Code of Prac tice fo r Procurement (the Code of
Practice). You must comply with the Code of Prac ti ce that is current at the date two
weeks before the Tender Clos ing Date and Time. A copy o f the Code of Practice can be
obtained from the NSW Government Treasury.
You must comply with the RMS Statement of Business Ethics. A copy o f the RMS
Statement of Business Ethics can be obtained from us.
Your attention is also drawn to the RMS Customer Charter which is ava il able from
http://www.nns.nsw.gov.au/customercharter/index. html. You should fo ll ow thi s charter in
dea ling with RMS customers under the contract.
Lodgement o f a Tender will itself be an acknowledgm ent and representati on by you that:
(a)

you are aware o f the requirements of the Code of Prac tice and the RMS Statement
of Business Ethics;

(b)

you will compl y with them; and

(c)

you agree to promptly provid e peri odi c ev idence o f, and access to, all relevant
infonnati on to demonstrate your compliance with them during the RFT process
and for the durati on of any contract that may be awa rded to you as a result of your
Tender if required by RMS.

If you fa il to comply with the Code of Practice or the RMS Statement of Business Ethi cs,
this failure may be taken into account by us when consid ering your Tender or any
subsequent tend er and may re ult in your Tend er or any subsequent tender being passed
over without prejudice to any other ri ghts of ac tion or remed ies ava ilabl e to us.
jwhere required in Attachment C to this schedule you must demonstrate your commitment
and capac ity to comply w ith the Building Code 201 3 _______________________ _
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/ Commented [555]: This would only be required upon specific
request from heavy vehi cle programs unit IF th ere is constnJC1ion
work requ ired for any ITS trial. Construction work is actu ally rarely
requ ired for th e ITS reponing vendor to perfonn.
Commented [WJ6R5]: Agreed. We " i ll remove thi s
requirement in Attachment C.
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Where required in Attachment D to this schedule you must demonstrate your commitment
and capacity to comply with the NSW Government Policy on Aboriginal Participation in
Construction ( I May 2015 or any later update).
5.8

No collusion
In prepa ring your Tend er, you must not communicate (verbally or otherwise), have any
arrangement or arrive at any understanding with any other tenderer or potential tend erer
concerning the work the subj ec t of this RFT. You must not engage in practices that mi ght
be regarded as co llusiv e or anti-competitive.
Where the in vo lvement of another party or parties will provide a more substantial and
complete so lution for us, you may invo lve that other party or parti es in propos ing th at
so lution. You should di sc lose the nature of the relationship with the other party or parti es
to us and the Tender must include the details specified in Attachment B Schedule 8 3 to
thi s RFT.

•

As part of your Tender, you must provid e us with a statement , in the fonn of Attachment
E, signed by a duly authorised person.
If your Tender is successful, RMS will require you to contract as prime contractor to
provide all of the services the subject of thi s RFf (or, if thi s RFT ex press ly allows you to
submit a Tender for part of the services, then the part that your Tend er covers). If there
are other parties invol ved whi ch you have disclosed to us in your Tend er, then you may
be required to subcontract with them and wi ll be responsible for the perfonnance of those
parties.
5.9

Communication during the RFT process
You must nom inate a contac t person in your organisati on who will be the only person
authori sed to contac t (and be contacted by) the RFT Manager. You must not otherw ise
initiate contact with us or any of our staff or advisers in relation to your Tender.
All co mmuni ca tions between you and us relating to this RFT must be in writing and made
through th e RFT Manager. Any oral ex planation or response provid ed to you will not
fonn part o f the RFT.

5.10

Advice to tenderers & debriefing
We do not int end to comment on or di sclose the progress of the evaluation of Tenders
before giving formal final notice of the outcome of the RFT process but ifwe prepare a
shortlist of tend erers we may notify those not on the shortlist that they were not
success ful.

-

At the conclusion of the RFT process we will ad vise all unsuccessful tend erers of the
name(s) of the successful tenderer( s) with whom we enter into a contract fo r the provision
of the services the subject of thi s RFT.
If an unsuccessfu l tend erer requ es ts a debriefin g, we will meet with the unsuccessfu l
tend erer to exp lain how that tenderer sco red on eac h Eva lu ati on Criteri on.
5.11

Clarifications, further information & addenda
All requ es ts fo r furth er in fo m1ati on or c larifi cati on of the RFT must be direc ted in writing
by yo ur contact person to the RFT Manager.
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If yo u find a di screpancy, error or omi ssion in thi s RFT or other info nnati on issued by us
or yo u have a query, you should noti fy the RFT Manager imm ed iately. Queri es
concernin g thi s RFT should be sent to us as soon as poss ibl e. However, you should not
send us qu eri es in the 7 calendar days leadin g up to the Tender C losin g Date and Time
and we reserve the ri ght to dec line to answer any or all queries sent to us d urin g that time.
We may iss ue an amendment, addi tion, infonnation or instructi on relating to thi s R.FT in
writin g at any time up to the Tender Clos ing Date and Tim e.
Only th e RFT Manager is authori sed to vary any cond iti ons or arrangements relatin g to
th e R.FT process.
The RFT Manager may co ntact you reques ting clarificati on of your Tender during the
eva lu ation period. You must respond to that requ est according to the timing we instruct.
5.12

Errors by you
If we consider that there is an unintenti ona l error of fo nn in your Tend er, we may, but are
not required to, requ es t that you correc t or clarify the error. We will not permit any
material alterati on or addition to yo ur Tender that would, in our view, improve it.

5.13

Changes to the RFT process

•

The proc esses and procedures set out in thi s R FT represent the manner in which we
currently intend to conduct this RFT. However, we will not be under any legal obli gation
to conduct the RFT in that manner and we may change the procedures set out in thi s RFT
from time to tim e. We will genera ll y try to notify yo u of any materi al changes that may
a ffec t you but will not necessarily provide reasons.
Without lim itin g the previous paragraph, we reserve the ri ght, in our absolute di screti on,
to do all or any of the fo ll ow ing at any stage of the RFT process:

5.14

(a)

reques t infonn ati on fro m a tend erer;

(b)

change th e fo nnat, structure or timing of the RFT process ;

(c)

change th e scope or requirements of the servic es the subj ec t of thi s R.FT;

(d)

vary, amend , suspend or tenninate the RFT process or your parti cipati on in it; or

(e)

eva luate any alternati ve or non-confo nning or parti ally confo nning Tend er
regardl ess of whether or not other full y confo nning or more confonnin g Tend ers
were submitted by that tenderer or oth er tend erers.

Sole traders and Partnerships
Our usual approach is that we wi ll not engage wi th so le traders or partners hips as they
generall y do not satisfy our workers co mpensati on insurance req uirements. We reserve
the ri ght to exc lude fro m further considera ti on a Tender submi ned by a so le trader or a
partnership .
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Our confidential information
Our confidential infonnation includes all information contained in this RFT or
subsequently provided by us other than information which is or becomes public
knowledge (unless through a breach of confidentiality by you) .
You may disclose our confidential infonnation to your employees, agents, contractors and
advisors strictly on a need to know basis and solely for the purposes of evaluating the
contents of this RFT, preparing your Tender and participating in the RFT process . You
must ensure the recipients are bound by similar confidentiality obligations in respec t of
the infonnation.
You are also pennitted to disclose our confidentia l infonnation to the extent you are
required to disclos e it by law.
You must not otherwise use or disclose our confidential infonnation.

•

You must not make any announcement or release any infonnation regarding this RFT
(including that it has been sent to you) without our written consent.
5.16

Return and destruction of our confidential information
We may require you to return or destroy all copies of this RFT and any other confidential
infonnation we have provided to you. You must promptly comply with th.is request and
provide us with a written certification of destruction (if applicable).

5.17

Your confidential information
You should clearly identify any confidential infonnation in your Tender such as
infonnation you provide about your company, products, serv ic es and customers. Such
infonnation will not be confidential ifwe already know th e information, it is public
knowledge or we have already obtained the information on a non-confidential basis.
You must not mark the whole or a substantial part of your Tender as confidential. You
must not claim confidentiality for any part of your Tender which is not genuinely
confidential.
We will keep your confidential infonnation confidential. You agree that we may di sc lose
any infonnation in your Tender (including your confidential infonnation) to our
employees, agents, contractors or advisors on a need to know basis and for the purpose of
evaluating or clarifying your Tender or otherwise conducting the RFT process.

-

If there is any conflict between our obligations of confidentia lity to you and our
obligations of di sc losure, as referred to in claus e 5.18 below, our obligations of disclos ure
will prevail to the extent of the inconsistency.
5.18

Disclosure of details of RMS contracts with the private sector
Notwithstanding anything else, we may disclose any infonnation in your Tender and any
res ultin g contract to th e ex tent that we are required to do so by law , including under the
Government lnfonnati on (Pub li c Access) Act 2009 or by a valid requirement o f a
government agency.
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Ownership of Tender document and licence to use
(a)

We may retain a copy of your Tender (including any samples and drawings) and
all correspondence and other materi als received from you in the course of the RFT
process. This includes all materials with any intellectual property rights that are
owned by you or a third party.

(b)

You grant to RMS , its officers, employees , agents, so licitors and advisers a lic ence
to use, copy, adapt, amend, disc lose or do anything else necessary (in our so le
discretion) to any material contained in your Tender or other response to this RFT
(including material in your Tender over which other persons have intellectual
property rights) , for RMS's internal business purposes including, without
limitation, for the purposes of:

(c)

5.20
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(i)

evaluating Tenders;

(ii)

negotiating with the tenderers ;

(iii)

referenc e during management of any resu lting contract; and

(iv)

anything else related to the above purposes, including governmenta l and
parli amentary reportin g purposes.

Despite the above, ownership of all intellectual property ri ghts in the material
contained in your Tender will remain unc hanged.

•

Disclaimer
This RFf contains sta tements based on infonnation or data that at the date it was obtained
by us , we believed to be reliable. We make no representation or warranty, ex press or
implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any infonnati on or data or statement given
or made in this R.FT. You are respons ible for fonning your ow n ind ependent judgements,
interpretations, conclusions and deductions about any infonnat ion or data in this R.FT, and
you should examine all infonnation rel evant to the risks, contingenc ies and other
circumstances that could affect your Tender. We will not be li able to you if you rely on
any infonnati on or data in this RFf.

5.21

Limitation of liability
To the extent pennitted by law, we are not liable for:
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(a)

any incorrect or mi sleading infonnation, or omi ssio n to disclose infonnation;

(b)

anything arising out of our exercise, or failure to exercise, any rights under this
RFT;

(c)

any decision by us to di scontinue or otherwise vary the RFT doc um ents or
process ;

(d)

any decision by us to rejec t any or all Tenders, or to short li st or negoti ate with one
or more tenderers (irrespective of whether any other Tender comp li es w ith the
req uirements of thi s RFf) ;

( e)

any decision by us to enter into a contract in respect of the subj ect matler of this
R.FT with any tend erer (irrespective of whether that tenderer's Tender complies
with the requirements of thi s RFf or whether any other Tender compli es);

-
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(f)

any costs, losses or expenses incurred by any tenderer in relation to the
developm ent, preparation or submission of its Tend er; or

(g)

any misund erstanding ari sing from the failure by a tenderer to observe the
requirements of thi s RFT.

Reliance on your statements

We may rel y on any statements made by you (including your employees, contrac tors,
advisors and agents). The statements we may rely on include thos e contained in your
Tender, those made in any written or verbal communications and in any negoti ati ons with
us . lfwe believe you have made any fa lse or misleading statements, we may, in our
absolute discretion, exc lude your Tender from the eva luati on process at any time.
5.23

-

Inclusion of this RFT and Tender in contract

We may includ e any part or the whole of thi s RFT, your Tender and any other writt en or
verba l stat ements made by you (includi ng by your employees, co ntrac tors, advisors or
agents) in any resultin g contract that we may enter into in respec t of the subj ec t of yo ur
Tender.
5.24

Inducement, coercion & improper assistance

You (and your employees, contractors, advisers and agents) must not o ffer any fo nn of
inducements to us or ex hibit undue pressure ( including any duress) on us, our empl oyees
or advisors in connection with thi s RFT process.
We may exc lude your Tender from furth er considerati on where we consider that it has
been co mpil ed:

5.25

-

(a)

with the improper ass istance of any person now or previously assoc iated with us;

(b)

utili sing in fo rmation unlaw fully or improperly obtained from us;

(c)

in breach of an obligation o f confidentiality to us ; or

(d)

contrary to the tenns of thi s RFT.

Conflict of interest

You must notify us of any potenti al or actual confli ct of interest or dut y in the Tend er that
may affec t your ability to provid e the proposed services to us. lf we requ est, you will meet
with us and di scuss in good fa ith our concerns regarding any such confli ct of interes t or
duty. In any event, you mu st ensure that you act impartiall y in preparin g your Tend er and
without regard to any conflict o f interes t.
5.26

Precedence of documents

If th ere is any inconsis tency between this Sec tion 5 of the RFT and any o f the oth er
sec ti ons or attac hments, then the tenns of thi s Sec ti on 5 will preva il to the ex tent of that
inconsistency.
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Definitions
In this RTT, tenns explained in th e Details have the meaning given there and, except
where the context otherwise requires:

Code of Practice means the Code of Practice for Procurement issued by the NSW
Government Treasury and referred to in clause 5.7.
Covering Letter (Tender Form) means the letter from the tenderer in the fonn set out in
Attachment A.
Description of Services means the document provided in Attachment F Profess ional
Services Contract - at Schedul e 4.
Details means the in fo nnati on on page 2 of this RTT under the headin g Detail s.
Evaluation Criteria mean each of the criterion listed in the Details.
Evaluation Panel means the panel referred to in cl ause 4. 1.
Our, us and we mea ns RMS .
Place of Lodgement is defined in the Details.

-

Project means the products and/or servi ces described in the Detail s whi ch constitute the
subj ec t matter of thi s RTT.
RFT means thi s Requ est fo r Tend ers.
RFT Manager is defined in the Details. Thi s is the person to whom all co mmunicati ons
with RMS are to be direc ted under clauses 5.9 and 5. 11 .
RFT Reference Number is defin ed in the Details.
RMS means the Roads and Maritime Services , established under the Tran sport
Administration Act 1988 (NSW).
RT A or Roads and Traffic Authority means the Principal, and a reference to any
" RTA" document (including an RTA Spec ification, Test Method or other document) is a
reference to the equi va lent document published by the Principal (or its predecessor, the
RT A), regardl ess of whether it is titled " RT A" or " Roads and Maritime Servi ces" or
" RMS" (in this respect, the parti es ac knowl edge that the Principal is progress ively
updating its doc uments from " RTA" to "[RMS]" and that this is likely to be o ngo in g
during the currenc y of the Contract) .
Tender means the doc um ents yo u submit in response to thi s RTT.
Tender Closing Date and Time is defined in the Details.

-

Tender Validity Period is defined in the Details.
You and your means the tenderer.
5.28

Interpretation
Unless the contrary intenti on appears:
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Statutes

A reference to a statute, regulation, statutory instrument, order, proclamation,
ordinance or by-law ("legislation" ) includes all legislation amending,
consolidating or replac in g it, and a reference to a statute includes all regulations ,
statutory instruments, orders, proclamations, ordinances and by-laws issued under
that statute;
(b)

Law

A referenc e to a law includes common law, principles of equity, and laws made
by parliament (and laws made by parliament include State, Territory and
Commonwealth laws and regul ations and other instruments under them , and
consolidations, amendments , re-enac tments or replacements of any of them);
(c)

-

Singular includes plural

A reference to the singular includ es the plural and vice versa;
(d)

Person

A reference to a "person" includes an ind ividual, a finn , a body corporate, a
partnership, j oint venture, an unincorporated body or association, or any
Govenunent Agency;
(e)

Group of persons

A referenc e to a group of persons or things is a reference to any two or more of
them jointly and to eac h of them individuall y;
(f)

Dollars

A reference to an amount of money is a reference to the lawful currency of
Australia;
(g)

Time

A reference to a period of time that dates from a given day or the day of an act or
event is to be calculated exclusive of that day;
(h)

-

Day

A reference to a day is to a calendar day and is to be interpreted as the period of
time co mm encing at midnight and ending 24 hours later;
(i)

Meaning not limited

The words "include", "includin g", " for exa mpl e" or "such as" are not to be
interpreted as words of limitati on, and when such words introduce an example,
they do not limit the meaning of the words to which th e exampl e rel ates, or to
examples of a simil ar kind ;
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Time of day
A reference to time is a reference to Sydney time;

(k)

Headings
Headi ngs are only for conveni ence and do not affec t the construction of any
provision; and

(I)

Grammatical forms of defined words
Where a word is defin ed then o ther grammatical forms of that word are to be
interpreted in th e sa me manner with the necessary grammatical change.
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Attachment A - Covering Letter (Tender Form)

[Print on your company's letterhead]
[Date]
Roads and Maritime Services
20-44 Ennis Road
Milsons Point NSW 2061
Attention : [insert name of RFT Manager]

•

Dear Sir/Madam

[INSERT NAME OF RFT & RFT REF NO]
In accordance with the terms of the above Request for Tender (RFT) we offer to provide the
services the subject of this RFT. The terms of our offer are set out in our tender which is
constituted by the following documents:
(a)

this letter;

(b)

a Professional Services Contract (Construction Industry) Agreement Form and
all schedules, annexures and attachments referred to in it;

(c)

the following addenda:

(i)

[respondent to insert the list of all of the addenda issued by RMS}.

We acknowledge that we have received the addenda listed above and that we have taken
them into account in preparing this tender. We confirm that the information provided in our
tender is accurate at the date of this statement and has been provided after making all due
enquiries.

Acceptance

•

Our tender remains open for acceptance until the end of the Tender Validity Period referred
to in the Details in the RFT. We understand that RMS is not bound to accept the lowest
priced tender, or any tender, it may receive.
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Compliance with RFT and Code of Practice
We confirm that, having made diligent inquiries of all relevant personnel , we have complied
with all applicable requirements of the RFT and the NSW Government Code of Practice for
Procurement.
No Collusion
We warrant that in preparing our Tender we did not communicate (verbally or otherwise) or
have any arrangement or arrive at any understanding with any other tenderer which in any
way reduced, or could have the effect of reducing, the competitiveness of the assessment
process.
Our confidentiality obligations
We confirm that we have complied with our confidentiality obligations in relation to this RFT.
No further revisions
In reviewing the RFT and in preparing our tender, we confirm that we have sought
appropriate legal advice and guidance.
Acknowledgment

-

We acknowledge and agree that:
•

the RFT does not create any legal relationship or obligations on RMS and we submit our
tender fully understanding and accepting all of the terms of the RFT;

•

RMS does not warrant or assume any responsibility for, or make any representations
about, the accuracy, suitability or completeness of the RFT;

•

RMS does not owe any duty of care or other responsibility to us with respect to the RFT;

•

we have examined all information relevant to the risks , contingencies and other
circumstances having an effect on our tender and our tender reflects those risks ,
contingencies and circumstances ; and

•

RMS will be relying upon each of the representations and warranties given by us in our
tender in selecting the successful tenderer.

Yours sincerely

Signature
[insert name], [insert title]
as authorised signatory for [insert your company's full company name and ABN]
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Attachment B - Tender format

Your Tender is to consist of the documents set out in the Covering Letter
(Tender Form) (refer to Attachment A) and the sc hedul es set out below. You
must use th e same Schedule names and numbers and paragraph headin gs and
numbers given below.

Schedule B1 - Executive summary
This section should include a high-level summary of your Tender, including:

-

(a)

an overview of your approach;

(b)

factors which you consider important for RMS to consider; and

(c)

any other relevant informati on to assist RMS to better understand
your tender.

Sche,lule Bl is limited to 2 A4 pages

Schedule B2 - Company profile
This section must include full details of your company including infonnation
regarding your track record in supplying relevant services, financial stability
and future direction. You must include at least the following details:

•

(a)

full name and ABN (and ACN ifa company or ARBN ifa fore ign
company) ;

(b)

brief company history;

( c)

overview of products and services provided by the company;

(d)

number of years carrying on a business providing services th e subj ect
of this RFT;

(e)

financi.al stability of the company and annual revenue over th e last
months~ofyour busin ess providing servic es similar to those
sought in thi s RFT;

(f)

th e name, title, address, direc t telephone and fax numbers and email
address of the designated person in the company who will be RMS ' s
prim ary contac t during the eva luation process;

(g)

details regarding th e ow nership and contro l of your company to assist
RMS to make any assess ment necessary under clause 5.4; and

(h)

any other rel eva nt information to assis t RMS to better understand
your tender.
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Schedule B2 is limited to 2 A4 pages

Schedule B3 - Other parties
If your Tend er in volves other parti es, you must include the foll ow in g infonnation
about those oth er parti es in thi s section:
(a)

full lega l name, ACN/ARBN and ABN of the comp any;

(b)

desc ription of the involvement of that company in your Tender;

( c)

desc ripti on of your relati onship with that company;

( d)

details of that company' s trac k record in perfonnin g the role envisaged in
your Tender; and

( e)

any oth er relevant in fo rmati on to ass ist RM S to better understand your tend er.

If your Tender does not involve other parties th en you mu st state so.

Schedule B4 - Pricing

-

This is a non-price tender.
You must JlFO¾'ide JJFieing in fu nnation in the fu nnat set out below. You must JlFOYide
indi,,idual JJFi ees on a CST e«elusin basis and inelude all otheF tait es. GST is to be
ineluded as a seJJarnte item and added to fu nn the eo ntrnet sum. You must state all
am ounts in Austrnlian dollaFS.

Schedule B5 - Non- Price Evaluation Criteria
Here you must address eac h of the Eva luati on C riteria listed in the Details section of
thi s RFT ( except price whi ch is to be covered in Schedule 84 Pricing).

Technical Skills (personnel)
- Qualificatio11s and competence ofproposed key personn el
- Level of tech11ical support. Experience a11d respon sibility level of other expert
support the Project Team may draw 011.

-

Methodology
- Umlerstandi11g of project and client needs and proposed procedures to achieve
project outcomes.
- Method of programming and i<lentification of key elements and resources
require,/ am/ available.
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- In11ovatio11/creative quality of proposal
Past Performa11ce/Demo11strated Experie11ce with heavy vehicle ITS regulatory
tech110/ogy trials (Time, Cost, Quality)
- Record ofp erforma11ce 011 similar projects i11c/udi11g sta11dard of outputs: Provide
a list of all /reavy ve/ric/e ITS regulatory tec/r110/ogy trials performed duri11g t/re
past two years AND attac/r at least two detailed reports produced for t/rese trials
- Completio11 011 time i11c/1u/i11g meeti11g milesto11es and deadlin es.
- Completion wit/ri11 agreed b1u/get.
-Ac/rievement of quality asp ects.
Sc/redule B5 is limited to 6 A4 pages (attac/rm ents for report examples excluded
from t/ris 6 page limit)

-

Schedule B6 - References
In thi s sec ti on, you should li st organi sations who are prepared to provide a reference
for you and to whom you have provided servic es of a s imil ar nature and scope as
those the subj ec t of thi s RFT. It is preferable if th ese referees includ e custom ers who
have recently acquired those services.
You must provide th e following infonnation for each referee:
(a)

nam e o f the organisati on;

(b)

name, titl e, address and telephon e number of the person we can contact;

( c)

services provided;

(d)

organisati on 's industry;

(e)

scale of operations in tenns of quantity o f services, dollar valu e and any other
relevant factors; and

(f)

any other relevant information to assist RMS to better understand your tend er.

Please note that we may contact your nominated referees or other customers for
reference c hecki ng w ithout advis ing you .

•

Schedule 87 Other documentation
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Attachment C - Building Code 2013

Building Code 2013 applies

-k / No

I.

The Tenderer' s attention is drawn to the Building Code 20 13 dated 25
J anuary 20 13 (Code) and the Supportin g Guidelines dated 6 May 20 16.
Copi es of the Code and Guidelines are availab le at
hnps://www .emp loyment. gov.au/buildin g-code

2.

By submitting an ex pression of interes t or tend er to undertake the
work/services you :
a)

will be deemed to have read; and

b)

agree that you must comply with,

-

the Code and Guidelin es .
3.

Notwithstanding any other provisio ns of the Tender Documents, T enderers
hereby consent to the di sc losure of infonnation concernin g compli ance with
the Code and Guidelines, including details o f whether or not a sanction has
been imposed . This consent extends to disc losure by the Commonwea lth, its
agencies and ministers , and disclosure to others for the purposes of facilitating
compliance w ith the Code and Guidelines and the exercise o f their statutory
and portfolio respo nsibiliti es . Tenderers must ensure that their proposed
subcontractors and consultants are also aware of, and agree to comply with,
these rights of use and disclosure.

4.

Tenderers should be aware that the Code and Guid elines apply to:

5.

a)

the Project which is the subject of these Tender Documents; and

b)

all construction building work undertaken by the Tenderer and its related
entiti es (see section 3.5 of the Guidelines) thereafter as defined in the
Guidelines, including work on all new privately funded construction
projects in Australia.

•

t is a condition of tender that Tenderers comply with the C ode and
Guidelines. As part of their tender response, Tenderers must submit:
a)

a signed " Declaration of Compliance" in accordance with the Declaration
of Compliance which is attached to this Request for Tender; and

b)

a letter of compliance from the Fair Work Building and Construction
(FWBC) , if they are covered by enterprise agreements made on or after
I 8 May 20 I

6l ___________________________ -----,

6.

Each Tenderer must indicate in its Tender response:
a)
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'

whether the Tenderer or a related entity of the Tenderer has ever been
subj ect to a sanction imposed under the Code and Guidelines;

'

rcques1 from heavy vehicle programs unit IF there is constniction
work required for any specific ITS triaJ . Construc1i on work is
actually rarely required for the ITS reporting vendor to pcrfonn.
Commented [WJ8R7]: As we have selected No above thi s
whole anachment C becomes redundant.
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b)

whether the Tenderer has had a judicial decision against them (not
including decisions under appeal) relating to employee entitl ements and
has not paid the claim ;

c)

whether the Tenderer has had any adverse court, tribunal, industrial
relations commission or Fair Work Australia finding , order or penalty
awarded against them in the last two years (and if so prov ide details);

~)

how the Tenderer and its related entiti es have complied with the Code
and Guidelines in the past (if the Tenderer has undertaken Australian
Government funded construction work in the past) ;

e)

how the Tenderer intends to comply with the Code and Guidelines in
performing the Contract, should it be the success ful Tenderer; an~ _ __

f)

1,,-

wh ere th e Tenderer proposes to subcontract an element of the Project,
either:

•

(i)

the information detailed in the above subclauses (a) and (b) in
relation to each subcontractor, or

Commented (559): Agai n, tenderers should not be asked to

provide thi s in the tender response. Th is would on ly be requi red upon
speci fic request from heavy vehicle programs unit lF there is
construction work requi red for any speci fic ITS trial . Heavy vehicl e
programs unit will request this from any successful tenderers upon
', each respective project that requires construction.

Commented [WJ10R9]: See earlier response.

(ii ) how the Tenderer intends to ensure each subcontractor compli es
with the Code and Guidelines. Departments, agencies, prescribed
CAC bodies and contractors should incorporate the clauses below
into all tender documentation (including expressions of interest) for
both directly and indirectly funded proj ects:
7.

While ac know ledging that value fo r money is the core principl e und erpi nning
decisions on Government proc urement, tenderers should note that when
assess ing tenders, preference may be given to Tend ers that demonstrate a
commitment to:
a)

addin g and/or retaining trainees and apprentices;

b)

increasing the participation of women in all aspects of the industry; or

c)

promoting employment and training opportuniti es for Indigenous
Australians in regions where significant indigenous populations exist.

•
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loeclaration of Compliance
Declaration of Compliance with the Building Code 2013 &
Supporting Guidelines
1.

This Schedule must be completed by the Tenderer and lodged with its Tender. Any
Tender in which this Schedule is not completed may be regarded as non-confonning.

Contract No. _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

(Insert full name of Tenderer in block fellers, ABN and ACN)
confinns that it has complied with the Building Code (Code) and the Supporting
Guidelines for the Code in preparing this Tender.

•

2.

The Tenderer undertakes that it comp lies with Code and Guidelines, and has complied
with the Code and Guidelines from the time of lodgement of this tender, and that it has
required compliance by its related entities .

3.

The Tenderer undertakes to ensure compliance from all subcontractors and consultants
engaged for the Project, should it be the successful Tenderer. All contracts must expressly
require compliance with the Code and Guidelines.

4.

The Tenderer agrees that it and its subcontractors and its related entities will provide the
Commonwealth or any person authorised by the Commonwealth, including a person
occupying a position in the Office of the Australian Building and Construction
Commissioner, with access to:

5.

•

(a)

inspect any work, material, machinery, appliance, article or faci lity;

(b)

inspect and copy any record relevant to the Project and Works the subject of this
Contract;

(c)

interview any person; and

(d)

any document requested under this contract. The document must be provided within
the period specified either in person, by fax or by post, as is necessary to demonstrate
its compliance with the Code and Guidelines.

The Tenderer acknowledges that it is aware the Commonwealth or Minister for
Employment and Workplace Relations may impose a sanction on a Tenderer or
Contractor that does not comply with the Code and Guidelines .
The sanction imposed may include but is not limited to:
(a)

the reporting of the breach to an appropriate statutory body or law enforcement
agency (if there is evidence that the breach may also be a breach of a Commonwealth
or State law), or industry association;

(b)

issuing of a fonna l warning that future breaches may lead to more significant
sanctions;

(c)

preclusion from Tendering for any Commonwealth work for a spec ified period;

(d)

communication of sanction details to all Commonwealth agencies to ensure a ' wholeof-Govemment' approach;
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( e)

publication of details of the breach and identification of the party committing the
breach; and

(t)

a reduction in the number of tendering opportunities that are given.

The Tend erer is to selec t whi ch o f the fo llowing clauses in italics is appropri ate and delete
the remaining clause:
a)

The Tenderer hereby g ives its consent, and confirms th at its related entities give their
consent, to disclosure by the Commonwealth, its agencies and ministers, of
info rmation concerning th e Tenderer 's and its related entities ' compliance with the
Code and Guidelines and whether or not a sanction has been imposed on the
Tenderer and/or related entity of the Tenderer, fo r the exercise of th eir s tatutory and
portfolio responsibilities (the Purposes).

OR
b)

The Tenderer has previous ly given its consent, and confirms that its related entities
have previously given their consent, to disclosure by the Commonwealth , its agencies
and minis ters, of information concerning the Tenderer 's and its related entities '
compliance with the Code and Guidelines and whether or not a sanction has been
imposed on the Tenderer and/or a related entity of th e Tenderer for the exercise of
their statutory and portfolio responsibilities (the Purposes), and confirms that the
Tenderer and its related entities have not revoked that consent.

7.

The Tenderer has obtained or will obtain the consent o f eac h subcontractor and consultant
propos ed in its Tender to di sc los ure by the Commonwea lth, its agencies and ministers, o f
in fo rmati on concerning the proposed subco ntractors, compli ance w ith the Code and
Guidelines and whether or not a sa nction has been imposed on any proposed
subcontrac tor, for the Purposes.

8.

The Tend erer acknow ledges that the consents provided in clause 6 are not limit ed to this
Tender process as the Tenderer is expected to comply with the Code in future proj ects.

9.

The Tend erer will:
(a)

Describe how the Tenderer has complied with the Code and Guidelines in the past (if
the Tenderer has undertaken Austra lian Government fund ed construction work in the
past) and how it will comply if successful. For example, the tenderer will:
(i)

comply with the Code and Guidelines;

( ii)

requ ire compliance with the Code and Guidelines from all subcontractors before
doing business with them;

(iii) apply the Code and Guidelines to privately funded projects that commence after
they first lodge an express ion of interest or tender for Australian Government
proj ects if the expression of interest or tender occurs on or after 1 November
2005 ;
(iv) ensure that contractual documents allow for a person occupying a position in the
Australian Building and Construction Comm issioner (ABCC) to access sites,
documents and personnel to monitor compliance with the Code and Guidelines,
includin g privately funded construction sites;
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(v)

ensure proj ect managers or head contractors establish approp1iate processes to
ensure freedom of association;

(vi)

ensure there is an Work Hea lth and Safety( WHS ) plan for the Project;

•
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(vii) respond to requests for information concerning Code-related matters made on
behalf of Code Monitoring Group (CMG);
(viii) where practicable, ensure contractors or subcontractors initiate voluntary
remedial action aimed at rectifying non-compliant behaviour when it is drawn to
their attention;
(ix) ensure that CMG secretariat is notified of any alleged breaches, voluntary
remedial action taken or other Code-related matters within 21 days of the party
becoming aware of th e alleged breach; and
(x)

(b)

•

(c)

be aware that and ensure that sanctions applied under the Code are enforced
including the exclusion of identified parties from work opportunities in
accordance with decisions advised by CMG.

Where the Tenderer proposes to subcontract an element of the work, the Tenderer is
either to:
(i)

provide the infonnation detailed at (a) in relation to each subcontractor; or

(ii)

detail how the Tenderer intends to ensure compliance with the Code and
Guidelines by each subcontractor.

Ensure that where threatened or actual industrial action occurs on a project,
contractors, subcontractors, consultants or project managers report such action to the
Funding Agency.

Privately Funded Projects:
I 0.

The Tenderer declares that, in respect to privately funded projects:
(a)

The Tenderer and its related entities will comply with the Code and Guidelines on all
the Tenderer' s and its related entities' future privately funded projects.

(b)

The Tenderer must maintain adequate records of compliance with the Code and
Gu idelines by the Tenderer, its subcontractors and related entities.

(c)

The Tenderer agrees that it and any of its related entities will provide the
Commonwealth or any person authorised by the Commonwealth, including a person
occupying a position in the Office of the Australian Building and Construction
Commissioner, with access to:
(i) inspect any work, material, machinery, appliance, article or facility;

•

(ii) inspect and copy any record relevant to the Project and Works t11e subject of this
Contract; and
(iii) interview any person
as is necessary to allow validation of its compliance with the Code and Guidelines.
(d)

The Tenderer agrees that the Tenderer and its related entities will agree to a request
from the Commonwealth or any person aut11orised by the Commonwealth, including a
person occupying a position in the Office of t11e Australian Building and Construction
Commissioner, to produce a specified document within a spec ified period, in person,
by fax or by post.

(e)

The Tenderer will ensure that the Tenderer and its related entities pennit the
Commonwealth or any person authorised by the Commonwealth, including a person
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occupying a position in the Office of the Australian Building and Construction
Commissioner, to have access to records and to the related entities' and
subcontractors' premises (to inspect and copy records), as is necessary to ensure that
the subcontractors and related entities are complying with the Code and Guidelines.

Signed for the Tenderer by:

...... ........... . .... .. .. . . . ........ ..... .. ... Date: ..... . .. ..... . . . . ..

Name (in block letters):

. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Authorised Officer)

In the Office Bearer capacity of: ........ . .. .. . . . . . . . ............... .... . .. .. .. ... ........... ... .. . .... .

Commented [SSU] : As per comment SS7, tcndcrers do NOT

I____________________________________________________ _____ _
\
\

\

need to provide this as part of their tender response due to the rare
requirement for construction fo r ITS trials. However, upon any
project/work which requ ires construction, heavy vehicle programs
unit will request 1his from the tenderer at our discretion if it is

required.
Commented [WJ12R11]: See earlier response .
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Attachment D - NSW Government Policy on Aboriginal

Participation in Construction

The Policv 011 Aborigi11a/ Participatio11 i11 Co11 structio11 applies

-¥es / No

1. The Tenderer's attention is draw n to the requirements of the NSW Government Policy on

Aboriginal Participation in Constniction.
2. Th e Po li cy is availabl e at:

•

https ://www. procurepo int.nsw.gov.au/po licy-and-refonn/nsw-proc urementrefo nn/constructi on/po licy- fra mework-construct ion .
3.

Where the Policy appli es as stated in the Reference Schedule, the Contrac tor will be
required to co mpl y w ith relevant Category requirements of the Poli cy. The Targeted
Proj ec t Spend (TPS) on Abori gin al participati on is as stated in the Reference Sc hedule.

4 . RMS will determine the TPS before the Agreem ent is executed or O rd er iss ued , as
relevant . The TPS will be included in the executed Agreement or in iss ued Order, where
re levant . The TPS will remain fi xed until the date o f Completion o f Serv ices or work
under the Order as relevant , except where RMS and the Contractor agree to re-set it ( e.g.
where legitimate exc lusions were overl ooked at tender time).
5. Where stated in the Reference Schedul e, the Contractor will be required to provide th e
Abori ginal Parti cipation Plan and the Abori ginal Participati on Reports, at the times
spec ified in the Agreement or Order, and in the format presc ribed by th e NSW
Proc urement Board . Templates are ava il abl e at:
hnps://www. procurepo int.nsw.gov.au/abori ginal-participa1ion-constructio n-in fo nnati o11co111ractors.
6.

•

As part o f its tender response, the Tend erer must submit the fo llow ing Abo ri ginal
Parti cipati on in Construction detail s:
(a)

an undertaking that, in the event that it becomes the Contractor, it is prepared to
provide an Aboriginal Participation Plan and the Abori ginal Participation Reports,
which must comply with the Policy;

(b)

evidence of its ability lo meet the obligations under th e Policy on th e Contract;

(c)

details of its Abori ginal participation in construction perfonnance outco mes on other
RMS or NSW Government contracts; and

(d)

proposed exc lusions for determining the TPS.
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Attachment E - Statement

Project (Title) :
Tenderer:
RFT Reference (Contract)
Number :

I ..................................... ... .. of . . .. . . .. ... ................. .. .... . .. ..... [insert address} state
that, in respect of the tender lodged in relati on to the RFf:

I.

I ho ld the posi tion o f ...... .. .... ........ . .. .. .............. ...... .. [insert position] and am
dul y authori sed by the Tenderer to make thi s statement on its behalf.

2.

To the best of my knowl edge, the tend er was prepared by th e Tenderer (inc luding the
Tenderer's empl oyees and agents) in accordance with the stand ard of ethica l behaviour set
out in the RMS 's Statement of Business Ethics.

3.

As at the date of this statement , the Tend erer intends to do the work that is the subj ec t of
the tend er in accordance with the standard of ethical behaviour set out in the RMS 's
Statement of Business Ethi cs.

•

I make this statement co nsc ienti ously beli ev ing th e same to be true and correct.

Signed :

Witness :

Name

Signature

on:

Date

•

Print name

by:

Signature
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Attachment F - Professional Services Contract
(C71/C72) .
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Roads&
aritime
Roads and Maritime Services
Heavy Vehicles Programs Unit

•

Schedule 4 - Description of Services
28 September 2017

HVP PSC Panel

•
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BACKGROUND

Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) aims to improve road safety for the heavy
vehicle industry and the wider community through effective regulatory programs, and
high quality compliance , enforcement and adjudication programs and systems.
The Heavy Vehicle Programs Unit (HVPU) of Roads and Maritime carries out
enforcement, inspections and checks on heavy vehicles at sites throughout New
South Wales. In total , RMS has over 500 enforcement inspection sites across NSW .
These include heavy vehicle safety stations, heavy vehicle inspection bays and fixed
enforcement camera sites.

1.2

PURPOSE OF THIS PANEL

Roads and Maritime Services has identified potential for ITS techno logies to provide
efficiencies and positive regulatory outcomes for heavy vehicle compliance in NSW,
and is now seeking experienced and capable Professional Services Contractors
(PSC) to carry out independent trials and where required, provide detailed reports of
selected technologies and to advise on their potential implementation .
PSCs will have in-depth understanding and demonstrated experience in heavy
vehicle ITS regulatory solutions including detailed knowledge of international ITS
solutions best-practice.

•

The following table lists the heavy vehicle regulatory programs that could require ITS
technology trials to be contracted under this PSC panel:
Heavy Vehicle Regulatory Program

1.3

PROPOSED WORKFLOW

Roads and Maritime has developed a workflow for commissions under this PSC
Panel. The workflow is provided as Figure 1 overleaf and outlines responsibilities of
both the PSC and RMS.
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Figure 1: Approval Workflow

1.4

OUTPUTS AND FORMS OF OUTPUTS

The work associated with this commission involves the end-to-end management of
the selected technology requiring research and development. This includes the
following categories of work:
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1. End-to-end management:
a. The PSC shall manage the entire technology trial without
additional RMS resources being required.
b. The PSC shall liaise with all stakeholders. This will include RMS,
NSW Police and other authorities as required .
2. Site design and setup for selected technology:
a. The PSC shall liaise with the vendor/manufacturer of the
selected technology regarding preferred implementations,
b. The PSC shall design the technology trial at the site(s) selected
by RMS in accordance with Roads and Maritime's WHS
requirements .
3. Running of Technology field trials
a. The PSC shall implement the approved trial in accordance with
Roads and Maritime's WHS requirements.
4. Reporting and presentation to RMS
a. Upon completion of the trial, the PSC shall prepare a report
documenting the performance of the technology against the
RMS specification.

•

5. Completion of detailed scoping document
a. If RMS deems the technology trial to be successful , the
Contractor may be requested to provide a quotation to provide a
detailed scoping document advising RMS on technology
implementation.
1.5

HOLD POINTS

The following hold points shall apply to commissions under this Panel.

HOLD POINT 1
Process Held :

Conducting a site trial.

Subm ission Details :

Subm ission of a site design and detailed methodology (with evidence
of vendor liaison) on how the contractor proposes to conduct the trial.
Submission of WHS management plans demonstrating how the
contractor demonstrating compliances with Roads and Maritime's WHS
requirements for the duration of the field trial.
The Heavy Veh icle Programs Unity Project Manager will approve the
proposed trial , prior to authorising the release of the Hold Point

Release of Hold Point:

HOLD POINT 2
Process Held :

Preparation of detailed scoping document

Submission Details :

Submission of a report to RMS documenting the performance of the
technology against the RMS specification .
The Heavy Vehicle Programs Unit Project Manager will advise if RMS
deems the trial to be successful , prior to authorisinq the release of the

Release of Hold Point:
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Hold Point

HOLD POINT 3
Process Held :

Finalisation of detailed scoping document

Submission Details:

Submission of
implementation .

Release of Hold Point:

The Heavy Vehicle Programs Unit Project Manager will approve the
detailed scoping document, prior to authorising the release of the Hold
Point

a

detailed

scoping

document

to

RMS

for

•
•
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Panel Deed for Professional Services (Construction
Industry)

AGREEMENT FORM
Date

...... .I... . . .I ... .. .

Parties

RMS: Roads and Maritime Services ABN 76 236 371 088 of 101 Miller
Street, North Sydney, New South Wales
Contractor: xxxx Pty Ltd
ABN:---ACN:---Address : - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

Background

•

This Deed sets out the terms on which the Con tra cto r will from time to time provide Services to
RMS in relation to specific projects, the detai ls of which wi ll be set out in Orders agreed under this
Deed .

Deed
1.

The parties agree to enter into and comp ly with the terms of this Deed .

2.

This Deed comprises this document and the following schedules (and all annexures to them):
Schedule 1

Reference Schedule

Schedule 2

Fees

Schedule 3

Conditions of Contract

EXECUTED by the parties as a Deed .
SIGNED by
ROADS AND MARITIME SERVICES
on .. .... ./ . . . ... ./ ... . . .
by its authorised delegate
in the presence of:

-

Witness

Bruce Tompson (sig ned ) _
Delegate

Name printed

Name printed

SIGNED by the CONTRACTOR
on ...... .I ...... .I ..... .
in accordance with section 127 of the Corporations Act

Secretary (o r additional Director)

Signed by the company_
Director

Name printed

Name printed
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Panel Deed for Professional Services
(Construction Industry)
SCHEDULE 1 - REFERENCE SCHEDULE
Note for internal RMS use: This schedule is to be completed by filling in the boxes with details
appropriate to this particular contract engagement. Where suggested wordings have been
included, you are free to delete or amend these after careful consideration. If you do make any
changes (other than completing default items), please ensure you read each schedule item
against the clauses listed for that item and check that the changes work in context. These notes
may be deleted before this document is issued. Do not change any wording which is outside a
bordered box unless the wording change has been approved by the Legal Branch .

Item 1-Term
(clauses 2.1 , 3.2 and 3.3 Conditions of Contract)
The Term is:

Three years from the date this deed is executed by RMS

•

Item 2 - RMS option to extend
(clause 3.3 Conditions of Contract)
RMS may extend the
Term by a period of:

Up to two further periods of 12 months .

Item 3 - Start Date
(clause 12.1 Conditions of Contract)
Order Start Date:

The Start Date is the date on which the Order is signed by
the RMS unless otherwise stated in the Order.

Item 4 - Nominated Personnel
(clause 6.4(b) Conditions of Contract)
The Nominated Personnel
are:

The persons specified as the Nominated Personnel in the
Order.

Item 5 - Contractor's Representative
(clause 6.10 Conditions of Contract)
The Contractor's
Representative is:

-

The person specified as the Contractor's Representative
in the Order.

Item 6 - Expenses
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(clauses 9.1 and 9.2 Conditions of Contract)
Reimbursable Expenses
items are:

Those expenses stated in the Order (if any).

Item 7 - Payment Claim Date
(clause 11 .1 Conditions of Contract)
The times for lodgement
of Payment Claims are:

The first Business Day of every month or the times
specified in the Order.

Item 8 - Grounds for extension of Date for Completion
(clause 12.3(b) Conditions of Contract)

•

The specified causes of
delay are:

1.

2.
3.

Lightning, flood , earthquake, cyclone , or other
physical natural disaster but excluding inclement
weather.
Riots, civil commotion , act of public enemy, war, or
invasion by foreign enemies.
..
State-wide or nation-wide industrial action or strikes
not caused or contributed to by the Contractor.

Item 9 - Call Back Period
(clause 12.S(a) Conditions of Contract)
The Call Back Period is

Twelve months from the Date of Completion, or the period
specified in the Order.

Item 10 - RMS Representative
(clause 21 Conditions of Contract)
RMS Representative is:

•

The person specified as RMS Representative in the
Order.

Item 11 - Percentage on termination
(clause 23. 7(a) Conditions of Contract)
The percentage is:

7.5 % of Fee for Services outstanding under the Order at
the date of termination under clauses 23.1 or 23.3.

Item 12 - Notices
(clause 27.5 Conditions of Contract)
Notices to RMS :

Notices to the Contractor:

C72 Ed 2/ Rev 12
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Address : Manager, ET Projects Delivery
PO Box 3035, Parramatta NSW 2124
Fax: (02) 8837 0041

I~
Address:
- -- -- - -- -- - - - - -

- - -- -- ~
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Fax:
Item 13 - RMS policies
(clause 6.15 Conditions of Contract)
The Contractor must
comply with the following
RMS policies:

Those policies specified in the order

Item 14 - National Code of Practice for the Construction Industry (Code)
(clause 6.17 National Code of Practice for the Construction Industry)
The Contractor must
comply with the Code

-

Commented [WJl]: Thi s only appli es to federall y funded
projects.

Item 15 - Limit of liability for Professional Indemnity
(clause I 5.2 Limitation of liability)
The liability limit for professional indemnity insurance for the
purposes of clause 15.2 is:

•

- ) Commented [SS2]: Im unsure if this is appropriate for such

_ _ _ _ _ _
' ,

, ,

services based on maximum average cost of S50k per work order.
Can you advise nathan?

Commented [WJ3R2]: Thi s advise needs to come from RMS
legal / commercial. WSP cannot advise on thi s .

•
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Panel Deed for Professional Services
(Construction Industry)
SCHEDULE 2 - FEES
FEES
The fees payable for the Services will be the ~ees set out in the Orde

2

J __ ___ ________ -

COSTS ADJUSTMENTS
NIL

3

VARIATION RATES
The Variation Rates will be those Variation Rates set out in the Order, er where ne such
rates are stated , as set eut l:Jelew. Te the extent ef any inconsisten cy, the Variation Rates
set eut in the Order pre•,•ail.

Commented [WJ4]: The standard wording and the proposed
wording generally imply the same thing. We would suggest staying
with the standard wording.

•
•
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